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Where's the Party
The Shocking, True Story of Sex, Drugs and Rock-n-Roll

     Lindsey Durham was a normal young girl with great potential until tragedy struck her family. 
Her parents' messy divorce and her father's deception cause Lindsey to turn to a life of crime,
drugs and easy sex at the tender age of l3.  This is the startling, true story of the adult games she
played without knowing the rules.  Childhood is stolen away from Lindsey in what should have
been her age of innocence. 
     * * * * 

     The subject matter of this book is based on the true story of my dysfunctional teenage years
and troubled adolescence.  I am now 30 years old, my teenage angst still affects my adult life, and
I thought telling my story could possibly help others.  The names of all characters and places
have been changed, and I would wish to assume the name of the lead character, Lindsey Durham,
to protect my anonymity. 
       I anticipate enormous interest in Where's the Party?.  I have experienced a lifestyle that
would astonish the average person.  Never before has a book confronted such a detailed depiction
of the shadowy world of drugs directly from the viewpoint of the person involved.  My book
offers the reader a graphic and understandable look at life on the wild side.  Where's the Party? is
the ultimate tale of sex, drugs and rock-n-roll! 
     This book contains approximately 68,000 words. 
       Other writing projects that I have undertaken include two erotic novels, which have been
published electronically by HMS Press of Canada.  My erotic short stories have been accepted for
publication by such magazines as Hustler (Busty Beauties). 
     The following sensitive circumstances, and more, are entailed in Where's the Party?: 
     o     loss of virginity/casual sex 
     o     drug abuse--marijuana, alcohol, LSD, quaaludes, etc. 
     o     crime--shoplifting, vandalism, truancy, etc. 
     o     gonorrhea/veneral disease 
     o     physical/verbal confrontations with single parent 
     o     rock concert escapades 
     o     teenage runaway/statutory rape 
     o     pregnancy/abortion 
     o     arrest/detention/strip search 
      o     mental illness 
        



     My weakness for the opposite sex started long before the trouble began.  My first kiss came
from Raymond, a neighborhood boy I was crazy about, when I was twelve years old.  I was
perfectly content with his lankiness, large lips and small eyes; and he was my first true love.  Our
early affections consisted of holding hands, hugging and innocent pecks on the mouth.  When
Jes, a better-looking, more-popular boy teased me that I'd never been french-kissed, I dared him
to teach me, and he was more than happy to oblige.  I was shocked and thrilled at the feel of his
tongue on mine.  I loved it--and, oh!, how I loved boys! 
     Learning of my excursion with Jes, Raymond decided I needed more sexual experimentation. 
When his parents went out for an evening, he invited me to his house.  I ultimately found herself
in the basement with Raymond sucking on one under-developed tit and a friend of Raymond's,
Nathan, attached to the other.  I closed my eyes in an attempt to remove myself from the
embarassment of the situation while still enjoying the new and wonderful sensation of the boys
licking my nipples. 
     Rising from his crouched position at my breast, Nathan pointed at his crotch. 
     "Look," he smirked at Raymond. 
     "Yeah, me too!" Raymond laughed, indicating his erection. 
     Completely naive, I had no idea what they were talking about. 
     These exploits out of simple curiosity went no further than this on this particular day. 
Leaving Raymond's house and returning to my home later that night, I immediately knew that
something was not right.  The house was dark and quiet.  I walked into the kitchen looking for
my mom.  Finding the kitchen empty, I pulled an ice-cream sandwich out of the freezer and
turned down the hall towards my room.  I noticed the door to Mom's room was closed.  Knocking
softly on the door, there was no response.  I cautiously pushed the door open, and was
immediately shocked.  Rose, my mother, was sobbing softly, big tears spilling down her cheeks. 
Her eyes were red and swollen.  Having never before in my entire life seen my mother cry, I was
frightened for instinctive reasons that an adolscent could never comprehend.  I flew to my
mother's side in a desperate attempt to protect my protector from the unknown menace. 
     "Mama, what's wrong?!" I half-shouted. 
     "Oh, Lindsey, your daddy told me to get a job.  He's leaving," Rose told me in a barely
recognizable voice of pain that frightened me even more still.  Not knowing how to react, and
totally incapable of handling all the emotions that ran through me all at once, I ran from the
house, ignoring Rose's pleas for me to come back. 
     My comfortable, secure life was about to fall apart. 
     I ran straight to Raymond and Nathan and shared with them a condensed version of what was
becoming of my life.  My friends were all I had now, all I could count on.  My family was not
important-- My father, in his selfishness, had let me down. 
     Home life changed drastically after that.  Shortly after my thirteenth birthday, my father
moved into an apartment, and Mom was forced to take a third-shift nursing job.  As a result, I
was left alone to care for my eight-year-old brother, Teddy, from ten until dawn most nights.  As
if by ill fate, it was at this point in my life that I met Brad Busch. 
     Walking home briskly from Raymond's house one night, I met up with Brad on my street. 
Brad lived around the block and he was apparently walking home also.  I had seen him around
before, and I liked what I saw.  Brad had wavy, blonde hair and a well-defined body which he
usually displayed unclad from the waist up.  He was much older--l8--and a senior in high school. 
I was flattered and surprised that he stopped to talk to me.  I didn't realize, at the time, that I was



blossoming into a beautiful young woman, and that with my long tanned legs, athletic body and
sun-streaked brown hair, I looked more like l6 than l3.  I also didn't realize that to a boy Brad's
age, getting a piece of ass off me would be the ultimate challenge. 
     I was in a hurry on this night since I had to be home in time to stay with Teddy so Mom could
leave for work.  I asked Brad to wait outside, however, and as soon as Rose had left, I resumed
my conversation with him on the front porch.  We ended up talking until the early morning
hours.  "It sure is nice of your mom to let you stay out so late," Brad said with a hint of
inquisitiveness. 
     "Oh, she's at work," I explained.  "She works the night shift," I informed him innocently. 
     Armed with this information, Brad soon made it clear that he was interested in dating me. 
When I told Mom that Brad wanted to take me to his high-school prom, she put her foot down. 
     "Absolutely not!" said Rose, "You are too young to go to a highschool dance with a
highschool boy!" 
       Rose was so emotionally tied up in her own problems that she couldn't deal with her
daughter's adolescent period and the important changes that came along with it.  After our short
conversation and her forbiddance, Rose didn't give it another thought. 
     I stormed to my room, furious with my mother.  Didn't she see this was my big chance!? 
Didn't she realize how badly I wanted this!?  I would not lose the notoriety that came along with
dating a high-school boy because my mother treated me like a child.  I had to find a way to keep
Brad interested in me despite our age difference.  I would show him that I was mature enough to
be his girlfriend . . . 
       When I decided what to do, I immediately set my plan into action.  With my authority figure
out of the house and my mother working nights, it would be  easy.  Inhaling my fear with a deep
breath, I picked up the phone, called Brad and invited him to spend the night. . . . 
      Of course, Brad came to my house that evening with one thing on his mind.  To get in my
pants would make his life complete.  The evening started out innocently enough, with Brad and I
laying side- by-side on the couch watching TV.  My serenity ended, however, when Brad started
kissing me, first on the neck then moving to my lips.  I felt my anxiety rise from the fear of not
knowing what to expect.  He was pressing my back into the couch now as his hands roamed up to
my chest.  My apprehension accelerated at an even more frenzied pace as I realized that I was
alone with Brad and the choice was now probably out of my hands.  There was no turning back. 
I was petrified at his onslaught of my body that I, myself, was not even completely familiar with
yet.  I had known when I had invited him to spend the night that this was what he would expect,
but I hadn't anticipated being so overwhelmed. 
       I jumped up from the couch, in a fruitless attempt at reclaiming my body as my own,
explaining that I had to be sure Teddy was asleep.  I ran down the hall to escape Brad's invasion. 
      I didn't realize Brad had followed me into the hall until I turned to find myself face-to-face
with him.  He continued his achievement by inching me down the hallway into my mother's
bedroom as he kissed me aggressively. 
     "Come on Lindsey," he urged.  "No one's still a virgin when they get to high school." 
     Once inside the room, he slowly removed my clothes one piece at a time, despite my hesitant
protests, until I was completely naked.  Standing there exposed and vulnerable, my heart was
racing.  I was scared and uncertain but at the same time aroused and curious as Brad's eyes
traveled hungrily over my nude private parts.  He reached out and lightly stroked my pink nipple,
and I didn't object too firmly when he pushed me slowly down onto the bed.  Brad quickly



disrobed and joined me on top of the covers of Rose's bed.  Beginning a new assault of hot, wet
kisses, his hands now eagerly explored up and down my body.  When his hand moved down to
the sleekly wet inner apex of my legs, he touched me slowly with one finger, sinking his digit
deeply into my tender nether lips and spreading them gently apart.  Finding the nodule nestled
just below my silky pubic mons, he worked it back and forth. 
       The sudden intense pleasure was more than I could handle.  This I did not want!  Taken
unaware, I wiggled and tried to get away.  But Brad persisted, holding me firmly and continuing
his conquest of my inexperienced flesh. 
     My orgasm was wrenching as, embarassed, I began to convulse violently. 
     "What's the matter," teased Brad, smiling to himself, feeling the hot fluid that emerged from
between my legs.  "Does it feel too good?" 
     When I was too mortified to answer, Brad climbed on top of me and, prying my legs apart,
pushed his tumescence partially inside me, ripping previously untouched tissue and violating my
pureness.  The pain was as extreme as the ecstacy I had just experienced, causing me to scream
out.  Brad tried to silence me with a kiss as he rolled over and placed me on top of him.  He
pushed my hips down and plunged his engorged member the rest of the way into my resisting
delicate membranes.  Then he rolled back on top of me and, despite my screams, thrust his hips
forward and back furiously. 
     Once the tearing pain subsided, I felt no sensation at all, and as Brad continued to pump
himself in and out of me, I silently wondered why sex was such a big deal.  Soon Brad found his
release and collapsed on top of me. 
     When his gasps and groans had subsided, he leaned up, gave me a kiss, pulled his organ out
and climbed off of me.  While I was hurt and stunned over Brad's lack of emotion over what had
just taken place, I continued to wonder if that's all there was to it.  Brad leaned over the bed and
retrieved his jeans off the floor.  He took a marijuana cigarette from the pocket of his Levi's, lit it
and took a long drag. 
     "Here, try," he said, holding his breath and attempting to hand the smoking joint to me. 
       I felt a knot of panic in my throat as I looked slowly from the joint to Brad.  "Come on,
everybody does it," he coaxed. 
     I tentatively took the joint from his hand, and Brad showed me how to inhale and hold a toke. 
When the light-headed, faint- hearted, relaxed calm settled over my mind and body, I leaned back
on the pillows to enjoy this new feeling.  Brad told a stupid joke and I laughed hysterically. 
     After my experiences with Brad, I was never again the same.  My reputation began to suffer as
did my grades and appearance.  I grew my hair long and dyed it jet-black, and my wardrobe
consisted of faded, torn jeans and flannel  shirts.  My friends were no longer allowed to associate
with me because their parents thought of me as a `bad influence.' 
     The change in me due to a lack of parental love and guidance was astounding.  My priority in
life now was to stay high, and it wasn't long before I found an additional substance to supplement
my abuse. . . . 
     One day, in the late afternoon, I snuck a bottle of Southern Comfort from my parent's liquor
cabinet and walked out the door. 
       "Look what I've got!" I bragged as I met up with a gang of young boys who terrorized the
neighborhood, and the boys and I headed for the woods.  Once there, we took turns drinking from
the bottle.  When I brought the bottle to my lips, I gagged on the first swallow and wondered how
anyone could drink such awful stuff.  But, the second taste went down easier as my mouth and



throat went numb.  After several sips, I began to feel outrageous.  I felt as if I had been separated
from myself and that I could do anything.  The liquid confidence had taken a magical effect on
my body, and I talked loudly, saying things I would later regret. 
     I floated on this new high for a while until the high went low and depression set in.  I poured
out my grief to the group of young males, slurring and staggering about.  I cried as I told them
about my broken home and the shell-of-a-person my mother had become.  The boys tried to
comfort me and in the process, helped themselves to my body.  One boy removed my shirt while
another indulged in a good feel of my breasts, pinching my nipples between his finger and thumb
and then lightly between his teeth.  As this was happening, another boy was spreading a sleeping
bag onto the ground.  Here I was laid down on my back and my pants removed.  One boy spread
my knees wide apart, then two others grabbed my ankles and stretched my legs out open as far as
they would go.  As the boys took turns holding my ankles and wrists spread eagle, bound to the
edges of the sleeping bag I tried to block out what was happening, feeling their eyes upon me.  I
tensed my limbs, trying uselessly with all my might to close my legs.  "You might as well lay
there and enjoy it," said one boy holding my wrist.  "You're not going anywhere!" 
     It seemed that even the cool night air itself was touching my exposed breasts and moist,
swollen secret area.  I closed my eyes and bit my lip as I felt a pair of cold hands twisting my
breasts almost painfully and another squeezing at my inner thighs, spreading my private lips wide
apart for all to see.  Then to my horror I felt a finger entering me, prodding in and out as another
boy's fingers smoothed and stroked my curly pubic hairs.  The entire night was spent in the
woods while the boys took turns getting hands-on experience with my female anatomy.  "Fuck
her, man, fuck her!" they dared each other.  But none of them ever did.  Luckily, I was so
amateurly drunk I barely realized or remembered what was going on.  In the future, once the boys
told their friends of this event, I would become known as a slut. 
     When I returned home the next morning, dirty and ashamed, I was confronted by my mother. 
Rose had a "crazy woman" look about her and, hoping for a quick fix to my rebelliousness, beat
me mercilessly with a belt.  Rose had discovered the missing bottle of liquor and poured all that
remained in the cabinet down the drain.  Little did she know that this was just the beginning of
the torture her daughter would put her through. . . . 
     The neighborhood where I lived was a nice, middle-class area with wide, well-lit streets,
large, manicured lawns and well- maintained homes.  It was a peaceful community of which I,
wild- child Lindsey Durham, had become an unwelcome resident.  I awoke one morning,
horrified to see at least a dozen bags of filthy garbage strewn across our front yard.  As I moved
hesitantly across the yard, tediously picking up the mess in the early morning drizzle, I felt sure I
knew who the perpetrators were--the group of boys who had fondled me in the woods. 
     Having problems enough of my own, Rose was still plagued and distracted with her own
crisis.  Even though my father had admitted to having an affair and was planning to seek a
divorce, Rose secretly hoped his infidelity phase would pass and he would return home.  She was
caught completely off guard when he actually filed for a divorce.  Mom didn't fathom the depth
of his deceptiveness until she found all their assets had been manipulated so that she could not
get a share of them. 
     On the brink of a nervous breakdown, Rose signed the divorce papers with no contest so she
could get on with her life and begin the healing process.  The only possessions she had left to
show after seventeen years of marriage were the furniture and her car.  She even had to borrow
money from her sister for groceries.  As a final slap in the face, Rose's ex-husband moved his



mistress into the house he had forced his family out of.  Rose then sold her deceased father's
farmland and made a down payment on a small house in a new neighborhood. 
       Denying and ignoring the deep emotional distress I felt over my parents' divorce, I was glad
to escape the pressure from the old neighborhood.  I was relieved that I wouldn't have to face my
friends or listen to their name-calling until school resumed in the fall.  Once Rose, Teddy and I
were settled into our new house, I became inseparable pals with a girl from down the street
named Rachel.  Rachel became the replacement for the family that I had lost. 
     Rose finally landed a day-shift job and the unsupervised house became the place for my new
friends and I to hang out during long,   frivolous summer days.  Throughout the summer I made
many new friends with similar interests--interests like getting high! 
     Near mid-summer, Rachel, another new friend, Pat, and I snickered in anticipation as we
planned a party.  There was a cleared spot in the forest down the road that would be the perfect
place for the event.  It would be a hunch-punch party with lots of alcohol, guys and, of course,
pot.  We agreed that the party would be the hit of the summer.  Pat was ecstatic for she now had a
great excuse to call the boy she had the hots for--Byron--to ask him if he would purchase the
liquor. 
     Being of legal age, he said yes, and told Pat to be waiting because he would be right over.  We
grabbed our purses and went outside to wait for him. 
     Byron pulled up in his silver Ford mustang and we piled in-- Pat in the front, myself and
Rachel in the back.  The moment I caught sight of Byron's daring blue eyes, I knew I wanted to
fuck him; and when he smiled wickedly at me in the rear-view mirror, I knew I would have him. 
Byron and I continued to exchange eye connections in the mirror during the trip to the liquor
store and back.  "See you tonight, girls . . . Lindsey," he hinted as he dropped us off at the house. 
Pat gave me a domineering look which I ignored. 
     That evening, the guests at the hunch-punch party consisted of myself, Rachel, Pat, Byron and
two of Byron's friends--Mike and Ron.  Sitting around a campfire in the woods, one of the guys
lit up a joint, and they passed it around.  The combination of marijuana and alcohol snuck up on
my young ass and I abruptly felt very audacious.  Impatient for some excitement, I deciding it
was time to make my move.  I flirted outrageously with Byron, grinding my body close to his in
time with the loud rock music playing on the radio.  I dunked my cup into the icebox filled with a
mixture of fruit punch, ice and pure grain alcohol.  I then  shared this dangerous drink with Byron
as, hand-in-hand, he led me deeper into the woods where we could be alone.  I felt my friendship
with Pat was a small price to pay for this special night with Byron. 
     Once out of Pat's view, I began to sprinkle Byron's face with little kisses.  Byron assisted me
out of my clothing as I fought impatiently with his belt buckle.  Finally getting it unfastened, I
lightly stroked his now displayed rigid manliness and delighted at the feel of it as I pulled his
jeans the rest of the way down.  After removing his shirt, Byron pulled me to the forest floor and
squeezed my nude body close to his own.  "Have you ever done this before?" he asked between
dense breaths as he drenched my breasts with his soft roaming tongue. 
       "Yes," I replied, fueled fearlessly by the drugs that had altered my thinking.  At the same
moment, my hands slid down to grasp his buttocks and guide his probing body forward to pierce
my own awaiting depths.  As the heat of our union mounted, Byron accelerated his rhythm
fervently.  We kissed passionately, and I raked my nails across his tensing back in frustrated
anticipation, feeling his organ moving within me. 
      



      Byron slowly ceased his pulsating movements.  I had not yet reached a climax.  When Byron
broke from me and began dressing, I was left wanting for something more.  Some unknown
internal explosion within me had been left untapped.  Not only physically, but mentally, I felt
dissatisfied.  If you had sex with a boy, wasn't he supposed to like you?  The possibility that I had
been sensually deadened by drugs never occurred to me.  Byron tossed me my clothes.  "We'd
better get back," he commented, indifferently. 
      The cool lotion on my raw oozing skin felt wonderful.  "How did you get this poison ivy all
over your back?" asked Rose. 
      "I guess I must have sat in it and it spread," I lied. 
       Mom returned the cap to the caladryl lotion.  "Well, you have a terrible case of it." 
     The poison ivy was terrible, but I had more important worries- -my period was late. . . 
      Byron and I became the new item.  All of our friends knew about my poison ivy and the
poison ivy Byron had on his wrists and knees.  They thought it was hilarious.  They also knew I
thought I might be pregnant.  "I wonder what Byron's parents will say when they find out he got a
little girl pregnant," joked Rachel. 
      Feeling scared and alone, I eventually broke down and went to the one person I knew would
help me--my mother. 
       Rose was devastated by the news.  "You're only l4 years old!" she shouted.  "How could you
do this?!" 
      As outraged as she was, Mom also knew she had to help me.  She also knew she had to put a
stop to my behavior.  She phoned my father, and he came to the house that night.  "You are
playing an adult game without knowing the rules," he lectured logically.  "Your mother and I are
not getting back together no matter what kind of crap you pull." 
       I stared at the floor, deep in thought.  I did not feel that my fling with Byron had been meant
as a way to get back at my parents--I had just wanted a little attention for myself.  Attention,
perhaps, that I was missing because of my absent parents.  Whatever the reason, I was falling into
a destructive pattern of behavior that would go on for years. 
      The silence at the women's clinic was dreadful.  I could not escape the pain as I sat in the
waiting room with my mother.  Rose finally broke the silence.  "I remember the day I found out I
was pregnant with you.  It was the happiest day of my life.  That's the way it should be."  I felt
even more pain as I realized how I was hurting my already crushed mother. 
          "Lindsey Durham," called the nurse.  My heart raced as I followed the woman into an
examining room.  The nurse placed me in a small, stark cubicle, instructed me to undress from
the waist down and wait on the table.  The door clicked shut, leaving me alone with my thoughts. 
How I wished I had a joint or a drink to help me through the pain of this very moment or the
overall realization of what I was doing to my life and the life of the people that loved me.  I
undressed reluctantly, climbed onto the table and put my legs in the stirrups.  Waiting was
torturous as I dreaded the humiliation of my first pelvic exam. 
     The exam was every bit as awful as I had anticipated.  A large female doctor entered the room
and positioned herself between my legs.  She inserted two fingers into my vagina and mashed on
my abdomen.  I was so tense that even this was extremely painful.  "Your uterus is small and
tilted back," announced the doctor.  "Well, Lindsey, you are definitely not pregnant.  This is just
a case of a pubescent girl whose periods are not yet regular." 
     Although greatly relieved by the doctors diagnosis, this did not put me completely at ease. 
My parents still knew and had been hurt by what I had done, and I'd made a complete fool of



myself in my friends' eyes.  I was, of course, forbidden to see Byron, which was okay since he
hadn't had much to do with me since the pregnancy scare, anyway. 
       My period didn't start for another six weeks, and by that time, I had found a replacement for
Byron--Byron's friend, Mike. 
     Not only did I love boys, I also loved animals.  So when I came home one day with a cute
little gray and white puppy, Rose was not surprised.  The pup was cute and affectionate, and
since Rose, as well as I, needed a little happiness in her life, she agreed without any objection to
let me keep the delightful little dog.  I named my new pooch `Doobie'.  Rose thought it was an
adorable name, not knowing that `doobie' was a slang term for marijuana.  Doobie went
everywhere I went and soon became known as the "party puppy". 
     One summer evening shortly before school started back, Doobie and I went to the river with
Ron and Mike.  The boys, not old enough to legally buy alcohol, scored a bottle of cheap, rot-gut
whiskey from a bootlegger they knew.  The four of us parked on the river bank and passed
around the five-dollar bottle.  The hot, muggy air seemed even more humid so close to the water. 
I had never consumed 90-proof liquor before.  It burned my stomach and made my face feel
flushed.  A thin layer of sweat covered my burning body, as my clothes began to feel more and
more uncomfortable.  The whiskey went straight to my head, and I completely lost control. 
       "Hey let's go skinny-dipping!" I said as I stripped down to my bra and panties and ran
towards the water.  The boys were prompt to follow suit, undressing quickly and chasing after
me.  While Doobie stood on the bank, barking, Mike caught up with me first and wrapped his
arms around me.  His nude body in the warm water next to my own bare skin felt wonderful.  He
held me close and, I could taste tobacco as he forced his tongue deeply into my mouth.  My sober
mind fought for a split second to warn me not to make the same mistakes again that I had made
in the past, but the effects of the alcohol soon won out and numbed my mind into submission.  I
felt his watery caresses unfastening my bra and sliding down my panties.  I then watched
neglectfully as my discarded underclothes were swept downstream by the current.  I could feel
Mike's hardness being pressed against me, and I let out a gasp when he found his innermost
target and penetrated me.  I moaned softly as Mike easily moved me up and down the length of
his tool in the weightlessness of the water.  He sucked my lips eagerly as he exploded within me. 
     Ron, jealous at not being included in the action, returned to the bank, dressed and sped away,
taking my clothes and dog with him.  Apart from noticing his departure, Mike and I drunkenly
paid no more attention to the fact that we were abandoned with no clothes.  We continued to
enjoy ourselves for a while longer, our buoyancy in the water making for boundless pleasure. 
       Luckily for Mike and I, after he had cooled off a bit, Ron returned.  I really liked Ron a lot
and got a kick out of making him jealous.  I hoped that what I was doing with Mike at this
moment was doing just that. 
      Mike and I managed to pull ourselves together enough to get dressed and into the car.  Hardly
a word was spoken as Ron dropped me off at home. 
     I hid the fact that I'd been drinking from Rose that night by going straight to my bedroom.  I
pulled off my clothes and collapsed in bed.  Later that night I was awakened by the sound of
Ron's car outside the house.  I knew the sound of his car in that it had no muffler.  I quickly
pulled on a pair of cut-off jean shorts under my night shirt and quietly snuck out the bedroom
window.  I climbed in Ron's car, and we rode around in silence as we smoked a joint.  I figured
Ron either got too stoned or couldn't find the courage to say what was on his mind, because he
never said one single word.  He dropped me  off less than an hour later, and undetected by Rose,



I climbed back in the window and into my bed. 
       I slept easily, sure that Ron had the hots for me. 
       I would ruin my "friendship" with Ron in the very near future. 
     A few weeks later, after a day of swimming and partying at the river, Ron and Mike dropped
Rachel and me off at my empty house.  Rachel and I were going to shower and clean up for the
evening.  When we pulled into the driveway, Mike jumped out with us and shut the car door. 
"Where are you going?" asked Ron.  "These girls aren't going to let you shower with them!" 
     Rachel and I shot each other a glance. 
     Mike went inside with us despite Ron's discouragement.  Inside the house, Mike turned on the
shower and got in.  "Hey, Lindsey, why don't you join me in here!" he shouted. 
     I rebelliously did so, kissing him eagerly under the hot, running water.  Rachel, meanwhile,
would not stand for being excluded from the fun.  She came into the bathroom, found a can of
shaving cream, and began spraying it over the top of the shower curtain, covering Mike and me
with soft, creamy foam.  "Rachel, you can join us if you want," offered Mike.  I didn't mind
Rachel's intrusion at all.  I was in it totally for the fun and outrageousness of it all. 
      Rachel pulled back the shower curtain and joined in on the white, wet dream. 
     I kissed Mike continuously as I massaged the shaving cream Rachel had squirted on him into
his shoulders and neck.  Rachel went immediately for his stiff tool as he sunk slowly, his tongue
trailing down my wet torso, to a sitting position in the tub, leaving his mouth at just the right
level to kiss and nibble my  dripping crotch. 
     Rachel continued to suck Mike off as he licked and sucked feverishly at the tender flesh
between my legs.  I grinded my hips into his face, involuntarily pressing his mouth harder into
my body with my hands behind his head.  My legs shook spasmodically as pleasure waves surged
through my body.  I could barely stand on my shakey legs any longer as Mike moaned at the
release of his load into Rachel's mouth which she let run down the sides of his shaft to be rinsed
away by the shower water.  I then stepped over the side of the tub onto the tile of the bathroom
floor.  "You girls are un-fucking-believable!" Mike commented as he turned to Rachel who was
still crouched in the tub.  I had a seat on the carpety cushion of the toilet seat while I watched
Mike push Rachel onto her back, part her legs and mount her, the spray of the shower scattering
across his gorgeous naked ass.  He then began rubbing his softened rod up and down Rachel's slit
until it quickly grew back to a rock-hard erection.  He then glided it into Rachel's snug cunt as I
watched his tightening buttocks follow through with this motion. 
       Rachel immediately began to moan, as if in pain.  Sensing this, Mike slowed his thrusts and
became more gentle with her.  She closed her eyes and bit her lip, as her moans subsided into
delicate whimpers.  Mike then picked up the pace of fucking her, and arched his back, squeezing
his buttocks tightly together with a deep, throaty, masculine groan when his next load was
released into Rachel.  He stiffened like this for a few seconds, letting his pleasure continue to
course into her.  Then, pulling his organ out of her, Rachel let out another moan as the tell-tale
blood of her innocence trickled out into little red whirlpools onto the white background of the
ceramic bathtub to be swept away with the sprinkle from the shower.  Mark was speechless as
was I when I realized that I had just witnessed Rachel losing her virginity. 
     When Ron learned of this condemnable threesome, he never spoke to me again. 
       Too soon, the day I had dreaded all summer arrived.  On the first day of ninth grade, I was a
nervous wreck.  I was a freshman in a new school and did not know what to expect or even how
to find my way around in the huge high school.  I couldn't possibly have known just how terrible



it would actually be. 
     In the parking lot across the street from the school, the "cool" kids would gather to party
before the eight o'clock bell rang.  A shopping center, a convenience store and a gas station were
located collectively in the area.  I used my lunch money to buy a joint from Byron, who was l8
and a senior this year.  Rachel and I withdrew to a discreet area where we could smoke the joint,
and we weren't surprised to see Pat approaching us.  Reaching out to help herself to the passing
joint, Pat took a long toke.  She had still not forgiven me for the Byron incident, and she thought
she was some kind of hot shit.  "Lindsey, why is your boyfriend over there talking to Lisa?" Pat
said, pointing to Mike across the parking lot talking with a group of his fellow classmates. 
     "He's not my boyfriend," I explained, passively. 
     "Really?  That's funny.  I heard you fucked him all summer," taunted Pat. 
     "That doesn't make him my boyfriend," I reasoned, beginning to become annoyed. 
     "Well, I hope you know what that makes you!" declared Pat. 
       I wondered how Pat could sit there toking on a joint and consider herself to be Miss
Righteous. 
        Just then the police pulled into the lot--`Pigs' as the druggies called them.  The pigs knew
what kind of things went on in this area before school.  All illegal smoking materials were
discretely extinguished, and the kids compliantly headed for class. 
     The dreamy feeling of being stoned in the crowded halls of school felt especially strange to
me.  This confusion made it even more difficult for me to find my homeroom class.  When I
finally did find it, I was delighted to see Leah Edwin, who had been my best friend in eighth
grade--before I went bad.  "Hey, Leah!" I said merrily, sitting down in a desk next to my old
friend.  "How was your summer?" 
      Leah meekly replied, "fine". 
     "Mine was great!" I bragged, intending to tell Leah all about it.  Leah seemed to be ignoring
me, however, and trying to avoid my attentions. 
       At that moment, a group of boys from my old neighborhood entered the classroom.  Spying
me, red-eyed and reeking of marijuana, they began to torment me horribly.  "You slut!" the boys
called loudly.  "Slut, slut, slut," they were saying over and over.  One of the boys said "Hey, she's
stoned--look at her eyes!"  They continued to tease me as I cowered into a back corner, away
from the rest of the kids in the class.  This is where I would sit for the remainder of the year.  It
would be hell to have to face these boys every day.  It was all I could do to keep from crying.  I
felt as though these people who had once been my friends were now kicking me when I was
down. 
     I was ecstatic with relief when I learned that Rachel was in my second- period class, and
Rachel and I went on break together that morning.  Outside on the school grounds it was a
miserably hot, early-September morning.  We were looking for a secluded area on the unfamiliar
campus to finish smoking the joint we had been forced to put out earlier that day.  We were
approached by Pat and some of her girlfriends.  I was instantly very popular with these girls when
they learned I had pot. 
       I led them to an outside stairwell.  The girls gathered around in a tight circle shielding me
from the steamy summer breeze as I held the joint in my lips and prepared to light it. 
Unexpectedly, a campus supervisor suddenly stepped into view from around the corner of the
stairwell.  Panicking, I stuffed the joint into my mouth and attempted to chew and swallow it. 
       "Come with me girls!"  said the "park narc," simply, as he led us through the hall to the



principal's office.  With my heart nearly pounding out of my chest and my mouth crammed full of
dope, I stood shakily in the office with the other girls praying I would not have to speak. 
      "Mr. McIntyre, these girls were preparing to smoke on campus,"  the narc was saying.  He
either didn't know about the pot or just wanted to give us cute young girls a good scare. 
     Mr. McIntrye spoke up.  "You girls do know that there is no smoking allowed on campus,
don't you?" 
       We all nodded our bowed heads.  "Well, I'll let you off this time with a warning, but if I ever
hear of this happening again, you'll all be suspended.  Is that clear?!" 
     After being dismissed from the principal's office, I rushed to the nearest water fountain to
wash down the pot that was still stuck in my mouth.  A small heroine in my new group of
friends, I got a lot of teasing about selfishly bogarting the joint all to myself. 
     I was happily greeted by my loyal Doobie pup that afternoon when I arrived home from
school.  I was glad to have the love of my dog--an unconditional love of no circumstance, no
judgment.  Unlike that of my father. 
     Heading straight to the refrigerator, I binged.  I was famished, having spent my lunch money
on marijuana.  I was thankful that the rest of my first day at school had been uneventful aside
from meeting Vanessa in my fourth period P.E. class.  Vanessa and I would go on to become
close friends.  Little did I know that Vanessa was a major schizo. 
      The day I began to realize that Vanessa was mentally off, Vanessa had pulled me to the side
in the school hall.  Vanessa's green eyes were wild with desperation as she explained her
predicament.  "Patsy accused me of fucking her boyfriend!" she said worriedly.  "I think she
might try to kick my ass!" 
     "What the hell would you want with her scaggy boyfriend?" I asked.  "Carl's a scumbag!" 
     "We just got high together yesterday morning," said Vanessa, defensively.  "I think he would
be pretty sexy if he didn't have all those blackheads." 
     "Yeah, he could keep himself cleaner," I emphasized. 
     "So could that scank Patsy," added Vanessa. 
     My heart leaped when Vanessa and I entered the girls' restroom and found ourselves
face-to-face with Patsy.  Vanessa wasted no time as she flew into action. Grabbing the metal
trash container, she lifted it and slammed it into a mirror.  Shattered glass flew crashing to the tile
floor.  Vanessa continued moving down the wall, ramming the trash can into each mirror, filling
the sinks and floor with shards of broken glass. 
       Vanessa's long, straight brown hair flew about wildly as she retrieved her purse from the
wreckage on the floor.  She pulled out a pair of scissors that she must have stolen from a
classroom.  Putting the pointed blades of the scissors to Patsy's throat, Vanessa growled "You
better just stay away from me, bitch!"  Patsy got the message loud and clear. 
     A young freshman girl, my age, looked on in horror.  "What the hell are you looking at,
bitch?!" screamed Vanessa.  I smiled to myself as the frightened girl quickly returned to her own
business.  I was glad to be on the opposite side of someone else's humiliation for a change. 
     I had gotten used to Vanessa's exaggerated temper and chronic paranoia.  Since I needed all
the friends I could get right now, I walked on eggshells and kissed Vanessa's ass to keep from
pissing my unstable friend off.  I had at first thought Vanessa was really cool.  She was tough,
and she was a senior.  But now I was starting to realize that Vanessa was more than just a little
weird--she had some serious mental problems. 
     Vanessa was dying for me to meet her boyfriend, Freddie.  "My parents drop me off at church



and think I'm going to bible school, but Freddie picks me up from church and we go to his place
and get down and dirty!"  Vanessa bragged.  When I finally did meet Freddie, I was not
impressed.  Freddie was an older, wormy-looking guy with thin, frizzy hair and a bad eye.  He
looked like a homeless person, and he had recently been paroled for dealing drugs.  He lived in a
trashy tailor court with his mother. 
       But he was crazy about Vanessa. 
     The day I met Freddie, Vanessa had told her parents she was going to be at my house.  Freddie
picked us up in his junky old Ford, and we rode around the neighborhood sharing a six-pack. 
Freddie and Vanessa were in the front seat, Rachel and Doobie and I in the back.  Vanessa,
Rachel and I had one beer apiece and Freddie had two.  There was one beer left and Freddie went
for it.  For some reason this set Vanessa off.  "What the fuck are you doing?!  I wanted the last
beer!" she screamed. 
      
      "Okay," said Freddie.  "You can have it." 
       "Never fucking mind! . . . Just stop the goddamn car right now!" 
       "But Vanessa, please!" 
       "I said let me out of this fucking car!"  Vanessa repeated. 
      Pulling into the empty parking lot of some office buildings that were closed for the weekend,
Freddie turned off the car and got out.  Vanessa got out, too, taking her empty beer bottle with
her.  Rachel, Doobie and I also got out and watched in disbelief as Vanessa smashed the bottle on
the hood of the car.  Taking the broken glass, she lunged at Freddie with the jagged weapon. 
"Vanessa, please, I'm sorry!"  Freddie pleaded as he ran from Vanessa. 
       "Go to hell, you sonofabitch!" Vanessa screamed as she began beating on the windshield of
his car with her fist.  "You're so fucking selfish, you only  think about your goddamn self!  When
are you gonna start thinking about me for a change?!" 
       She continued beating on the windshield with her bare fist until it was shattered and caving
into the front seat of the car.  Vanessa's hand was cut and bleeding.  Rachel, Doobie and I started
walking home.  We had had enough of this bad scene.  Vanessa and Freddie didn't seem to
notice.  I would part friendship with Vanessa for now until our crooked paths crossed again in the
future. 
        With the coming of the crisp, cool days of fall, I had begged my mother to buy me an
expensive, leather-fringe jacket.  When I had asked for it, Rose had cringed.  Since the divorce,
she was having trouble getting me to understand that we no longer had the money for such
things.  It broke her heart to watch her daughter go without the things she had once taken for
granted.  Rose, therefore, worked long hours and all the overtime she could in order to provide
for her family the lifestyle they were accustomed to.  I accepted the coat thanklessly, as if it were
owed to me. 
     I loved Indian-like clothing--leather and feathers.  I often wore my long black hair in braids
held by leather, lace-up braid holders, and long feather earrings dangled from my ears.  Under my
fringe jacket I wore a blue-jean vest, faded and torn levi's and moccasin boots that matched my
coat.  Rachel had similar taste in clothing.  She, too, had a leather jacket, save the fringe, and a
matching leather hat on top of her head-full of bleached-blonde hair.  Rachel was taller than
me--five-nine to my five-seven.  However, Rachel weighed slightly less than me due to her slim
build.  The two of us made a curious-looking pair, for although it was the eighties, we looked
like hippies straight out of the sixties. 



     Our walk home that day from the Freddie and Vanessa violence scene took us past the Miller
house.  This was a house near our neighborhood known to have activities of a questionable
nature taking place there.  The man of the house had left, abandoning his wife to raise their two
teenage sons on her own.  She had completely lost her mind and was now always heavily
medicated with thorazine--a powerful tranquilizer.  Her sons had gotten involved with drugs, and
many drug dealers, addicts and other rejects of society had taken up residence at the Miller
house. 
     "Hey, man," I said.  "Let's go up and see if they have any pot to sell." 
     "Are you crazy?" said Rachel hesitantly.  "I hear they get girls stoned in there and then have
their way with them." 
     "Oh, that's a bunch of bullshit," I assured.  We had a buzz from the beer we had drunk with
Freddie and Vanessa.  This boosted our courage. 
      Approaching the rusty, cast-iron columns of the front porch, we could see that the front door
was open.  Gingerly stepping inside onto the worn and dusty carpet, we looked cautiously from
side to side.  Half-drank beers with cigarette butts in them were strewn about the dim room, and a
nasty-looking bulldog laid in the corner.  Several piles of dog feces were scattered around--at
least we hoped it was dog feces. 
     Entering further, we could see a dirty, old woman who looked like she hadn't eaten or combed
her hair in weeks standing at the end of the smoke-filled hallway.  "Take that dog out and shoot
it!" said the woman. 
     "Huh?" I said, baffled. 
     "I said, take that . . ." 
     Just then, a figure entered the hallway from out of one of the adjoining bedrooms.  He was
extremely tall with blonde hair down to his waist.  He wore  only a pair of bell-bottom jeans.  To
Rachel and me, the man had the appearance of a mystical god, a wizard of pleasure. 
     "Never mind her," said the man.  Actually the "man" was the nineteen-year-old son of the
insane woman.  "She's just a crazy old woman," he explained.  "How can I help you?" 
     "We . . we're looking for a dime-bag," I stammered, uneasily. 
      "I just sold my last bag," said the godly dude.  "I have a little left, but  it's not a dime.  It's
only about eight bucks' worth." 
     "Okay," I said, cheerfully.  I was in awe.  This dude could have charged me the full ten bucks
and I never would have known the difference.  I had found an honest drug dealer.  Introducing
myself, Rachel and Doobie, I learned his name was Danny. 
     "Come on in," said Danny leading us down the hallway.  In the bedrooms we passed were
various long-haired guys that stared at Rachel and me as we walked by.  In one room I was
surprised to see a young female long-hair, laughing and toking on a joint with her boyfriend.  I
thought it would be cool to live with a boyfriend. 
     Once the deal was done, Rachel and I headed out for home.  As we were exiting the Miller
house, we ran into Keith Avery, a gorgeous senior at our school.  Keith was tall with
shoulder-length white-blonde curls and an adorable boyish face.  "Hey Keith, got a paper?" I
asked, dying to share my score. 
       "Sure.  Wanna match me a joint?" responded Keith. 
       "Hell, yeah!," I exclaimed.  Looking firmly at Rachel, I said in a low but firm voice, "He's
mine!" 
     Rachel, Doobie and I hopped merrily into Keith's car--I, of course, in front with Keith.  Once



he had found a satisfactorily- desolate dirt road, Keith parked the car and retrieved a small tray
from under the seat.  He pinched a small portion of marijuana from a sandwich baggy and placed
it on the tray.  I pinched a similar portion from my bag and put it on the tray with Keith's pot. 
Keith then proceeded to break up the dried vegetation, careful to remove all stems and seeds,
discarding them out the open car window. 
      "ZZ Top's playing at the Speedway tonight," said Keith.  "I have some extra tickets if you two
wanna go." 
     "Great!" I replied for both of us. 
     After lighting the joint he had just rolled, Keith produced another surprise from under his car
seat--a bottle of rum.  My eyes lit up when I saw it, and I immediately grabbed it and took a hit. 
      After we all had a good buzz going, I asked Keith to take me home so I could get ready for
the evening.  When Keith dropped Rachel and me off, I knew that Rose would not be at
home--she had left to work the second shift that day.  "I'll pick you up at the corner store at
seven," said Keith as he backed out of the driveway. 
     I waved to him from the front porch.  Turning to enter the front door, I found it locked.  Rose
had been furious when I had left that morning without telling her where I was going.  Not
knowing when to expect my return, she had locked up the house when she left for work. 
"Goddammit!" I cursed.  "The bitch locked me out!" 
       "Try the back door," suggested Rachel. 
       We went through the garage to the back door. 
     "Shit!" I spat, finding the back door locked also.  Looking around the garage in my drunken
stupor, I saw just the thing I needed--a brick.  Retrieving it from the dusty shelf, I hurled it
through the window on the door.  I then simply reached in, unlocked the door and stepped
tenderly around the spray of broken glass that lay around the brick in the kitchen floor.  I quickly
brushed my hair and teeth, added a flannel shirt under my blue jean vest in preparation for the
dropping evening temperatures.  In my   impatience to get ready for ZZ Top, I forgot to clean up
the mess when I left the house to go meet Keith. 
     Rachel and I were still buzzing as we waited for Keith to pick us up at the store.  We had not
waited long when he pulled in with a smile on his face and the unfinished bottle of rum in his
free hand.  We were anxious to drink more before the concert, so we passed the bottle back and
forth between us on the way to the speedway. 
       Keith parked outside and the three of us staggered our way towards the noise, laughing
hysterically.  The concert was at the speedway, open to the outside, under a clear but cold night
sky.  As we neared the structure of the speedway arena and drew closer to the obnoxiously loud
music, it added to our high.  Our bodies vibrated and our voices were drowned out. 
       Once inside the coliseum, we headed for the foot of the stage and joined in the throbbing
mass of people that were standing in the area closest to the band.  "Hey Lindsey check this out,"
slurred Rachel at the top of her lungs. 
     Several people had their cigarette lighters out, holding them up high to show their
appreciation for the band.  Rachel took her lighter out and held it up to the hair of a girl standing
directly in front of her.  The girl's hair instantly went up in flame!  Rachel freaked out, quickly
patted out the blaze and pretended that nothing had happened.  The girl turned slowly to look at
Rachel and me over her shoulder.  Stroking the back of her head, the poor girl did not realize that
most of her hair was gone.  The girl's boyfriend also turned to look at us.  When we guiltily
grinned sinfully at him, he simply smiled back and then continued to mind his own business. 



     Rachel and I looked at each other and let out a massive sigh of relief.  Then we began
laughing so hard that we couldn't catch our breath.  "We are so wasted!" I shouted. 
     A guy in the audience caught Rachel's interest, and she moved close to him, purposefully
bumping into him.  She began making out with him, and before long, they had disappeared into
the crowd. 
     I turned so that I was facing Keith.  I rubbed my body against his as I moved to the music. 
When our faces came together, Keith kissed me with his gentle, soft lips.  "Let's go park
somewhere," I said when I felt desire swell from somewhere deep inside my body. 
      Keith and I left the concert arm-in-arm, and Keith drove to the same dirt road where we had
parked to party earlier that day.  He took a joint out of his stash and lit it.  Passing it to me, I took
a drag and crushed it out in the ashtray.  I didn't want to get stoned, I wanted to get laid. 
     I wanted Keith's fine body naked, on me and in me.  Sliding up to Keith's side, I turned so that
I faced him while straddling him in the driver's seat.  I kissed him demandingly while I undid his
belt and pants.  Removing myself just long enough to take off my own pants, Keith arched his
back to pull his unfastened pants down to his thighs. 
       I then proceeded to claim him as I climbed back on top of him and pressed my body down
against his.  Something about him felt funny to me.  Although I was trying desperately to join
with him, Keith's dick was not rigid enough to squeeze into my tight accommodations--he was
either too intimidated by my aggressiveness or too wasted to get a full erection.  "Maybe we
should try this again later," said an embarrassed Keith. 
     "Yeah, okay," I said.  The situation was no longer a priority, as I was starting not to feel so
well.  My day of non-stop partying had caught up with me--I was spinning--my stomach
churning.  "I think . . . I'm gonna . . be sick," I stammered. 
     Quickly opening the car door and rolling out into the dry weeds next to the road, I began to
vomit violently.  In my drunken state, I accidently got puke on my new leather jacket that had
cost Rose a pretty penny.  After emptying my stomach of the toxic substances I had indulged in
all day, I felt much better. 
     "Are you okay?" asked Keith when I got back in the car, buttoning my jeans. 
       "Yeah," I answered tentatively. 
       After taking a few deep breaths I asked, "My friend, Pat, told me where a party is tonight. 
Wanna go?" 
       "Where to?" Keith asked obediently, starting the car. 
     "I'll show you," I said.  I retrieved the extinguished joint from the ashtray, lit it, and smoked it
while giving Keith directions. 
      Rose had never been more furious with me than when she returned home from a long day at
work that evening to find the window smashed, glass everywhere and a brick in the middle of the
kitchen floor.  Her fury turned to panic however, when a few phone calls revealed that I had been
seen by one of the neighbors earlier that day entering the Miller house.  Rose quickly called Pat
to see if she had heard from me.  "I know where there's a party that she might be at," informed
Pat. 
     "Can you tell me how to get there?" asked Rose . . .  



     At the party I sat on a couch in the smoke-filled room between Keith and another guy.  The
room was crowded with people, both standing and sitting, dancing and mingling while loud rock
music played on the stereo.  Keith passed me the bong.  "Hey, man, I'm the middleman here," I
laughed.  "I get twice as many tokes this way!" 
     Just as I put the water pipe to my lips and prepared to light it, I happened to glance up.  There
in the doorway stood Rose with that "crazy woman" look on her face!  Calm fell on the room and
all eyes were on me as, painfully humiliated, I left the party with my mom. 
      Mother and daughter rode home together in anguished silence.  Rose finally broke the quiet
by saying, "I didn't spend a lot of money on that coat just so you could ruin it." 
       "It can be dry cleaned." 
       "I don't think they can get puke out," said Rose, sarcastically. 
     "It's not puke, it's food," I lied. 
       I retreated to my room when we got home.  Rose came in a few minutes later with a thick
leather belt in her hand.  She still had that crazy woman look.  Swinging wildly at me, she
attempted to beat some sense into her completely out of control daughter.  I tried desperately to
stay still, take my licks and get it over with, but Rose was hitting me as hard as she possibly
could, the blows crashing across my buttocks, stinging unbearably.  No longer being able to stand
the pain, I turned and physically confronted my mother.  Grabbing her arms to still her blows, I
attempted to yank the belt from her hands.  Overcome with exhaustion and guilt, Rose had no
choice but to stop the beating.  She turned and silently walked out of my room dropping the belt
on the floor on her way. 
     With my ass bruised and burning, I sat down softly on my bed to wonder about my mother's
cruelty.  Rose was now my enemy.  She was an obstacle to my happiness.  Since my family had
ceased to provide me with the love and care I needed, I was on my own, in search of something
to renew my happiness.  I vowed to myself at that moment that I would lie and sneak in whatever
ways were needed to have what was important to me.  My family meant nothing.  Partying with
my friends was the only thing that mattered. 
     A few weeks later, after my punishment for this conflict with Rose had expired, it came time
for my favorite holiday--Halloween.  It fell on a Friday that year.  Rachel and I were too old for
trick-or-treating, but just the right age for raising h-e-l-l !  How better to raise some hell than to
carry out that old Halloween tradition of rolling people's, especially people-that-you're-not-
crazy-about's yards? 
       Right after we got home from school on Halloween Friday, we walked to our former
elementary school with empty paper bags that we intended to fill with  stolen toilet paper for use
later that night.  My faithful Doobie dog tagged along as usual. 
        Since it was after-school hours the halls were empty except for a few people still in the
lobby.  Leaving Doobie outside, Rachel and I entered the school like we owned the place and no
one seemed to pay any attention to us. 
      We went upstairs to the deserted halls of the upper level, and we just couldn't resist the
temptation of spraying down the office door of our former principal, `Fag Becker,' with the fire
extinguisher.  Amazed at how the yellow fog filled the hallway, we just had to do it again with
another extinguisher on the further end of the hall.  Having had our fun, we went back to the
business of filling our bags full of toilet paper.  We then exited the building just as calmly as we
had entered it. 
     Emerging outside, I glanced around puzzled.  Doobie was nowhere to be seen.  "D -o-o-o bie,"



I called, looking around.  Spotting her across the street being petted by a little boy, I called to my
dog again. 
       What transpired next happened as if in slow motion.  Doobie jerked her head up and
immediately ran towards her beckoning master.  She never saw the oncoming car.  I watched in
shock as my beloved puppy tumbled and twisted when the car rolled right over her.  For a split
second, I thought Doobie may be okay, but it was immediately apparent that this was not to be
the case.  Doobie was on her back moving her legs in a running motion, and a massive amount of
blood was gushing out of her mouth.  The car that had hit her stopped and the man inside stared
at the fatally injured dog. 
     "Oh my god, Doobie!" I screamed.  Dropping my bag of toilet paper, I sprinted across the
street and burst frantically into the house of a complete stranger.  "I have to use your phone!" I
explained to the wide-eyed woman in the house.  I dialed my home phone number, and Rose
answered on the first ring.  "Mom, you've gotta help Doobie, she's been hit by a car!" 
       "I don't know if I can do anything to help," replied Rose. 
      "You've gotta, you've just gotta!" I demanded. 
       "Where are you?" 
        "At the corner of Charlie Thomas and Greer Mountain . .  . Hurry, please hurry!" 
     Going back outside, I could see that it was too late.  A small crowd had gathered at the bloody
scene.  Doobie lay in the road in a deep puddle of blood, motionless.  All I had to do was look
into Doobie's still-open, lifeless eyes to know that my loyal friend was dead. 
     The driver of the car that had hit her stood there with a shovel and a garbage bag that he had
borrowed from one of the resident witnesses.  "Do you want me to bury him?" he asked. 
       "Just take her away!" I sobbed, broken hearted. 
       Rachel, also crying, put an arm around me and led me away.  We had walked about half a
block when Rose pulled up.  She had gone to retrieve the puppy's body.  "Get in Lindsey, you
have to help me bury her," demanded Rose. 
     "Take her away!" I replied, still hysterical. 
       "I need you to help me bury her," repeated Rose. 
      "NO!" I screamed, walking up to a nearby mailbox and kicking it until it fell from its post,
dented and broken. 
       Rose pulled away, exasperated. 
     Rachel and I continued to walk along in tears.  Once home I was lit into by a furious Teddy. 
He, too, had loved Doobie very much.  "It's your fault, it's all your fault!" he wailed.  "If you
would've had her on a leash, Doobie wouldn't be dead!" 
       "Shut up!, just SHUT UP, you fuckin' little brat!" I spat. 
       "You two stop it . . stop it!" yelled Rose. 
     I retreated to my room.  The only member of my family that I had loved and had loved me
back unconditionally had just been brutally killed on the road.  I no longer wanted to roll yards
that night.  I wanted to drink myself into a stupor. 
     That evening Rachel and I assumed our frequent loitering spot at a small convenience store on
the corner of a street a few blocks from my home.  I was still highly distressed over Doobie's
death and desperately wanted something to drink.  We knew from experience that we could hang
out here and wait for someone who looked cool and of legal-drinking age to pull in and buy us
some beer.  When Danny Miller and one of his friends pulled up, we were thrilled that it was our
lucky night.  As we approached them in their car, Danny rolled down his window, and I asked



sweetly "Hey, Danny, can you buy us some beer?" 
       "Sure," he replied without hesitation.  "Meet us at the next corner, and I'll give it to you
there," he said taking our money.  We had scraped up enough for a six-pack between the two of
us.  "What kind?" Danny asked. 
       "What ever's on special," I answered. 
     Heading to the corner, Rachel and I waited for Danny.  A few minutes later he arrived with
the beer.  "Where's the party?" I asked. 
     Danny said, "We're heading to a party on Greer Mountain, do you two want to come?"  Rachel
and I exchanged a nervous glance. 
       "Fuckin' A!" I exclaimed.  We crawled in the back seat of Danny's friend's car. 
     The road up Greer Mountain was steep and curvy.  A lot of the Danny Miller crowd threw
parties on top of the mountain on a dirt road called wreck bend. 
      It was named appropriately.  The road was difficult enough to drive sober, and it was
certainly difficult to drive as wasted we kids got at these parties. 
     Rachel and I guzzled our beer on the way up the mountain.  When we arrived at our
destination and climbed apprehensively out of the back seat, we were completely in awe.  We
thought we must have died and gone to drug, alcohol and cheap-man heaven! 
       For as far as you could see down the narrow gravel road, there were cars lined up, car stereos
playing loud rock music and people everywhere--all of them much older than Rachel and me. 
Danny and his friend headed off to do their own thing and Rachel and I didn't even know where
to start.  Starting to feel a little brave from the effects of the beer I had downed on the drive up
the mountain, I walked up to a strange guy.  "Gotta light?" I asked, placing a cigarette in my
mouth.  The guy handed me a lighter out of his shirt pocket. 
       "Thanks," I said, walking back to Rachel. 
       "Shit," I said, realizing with much embarrassment that I had lit the filter end of my cigarette. 
       "Here," Rachel laughed, "I have a light". 
       "I know that," I said.  "Put that thing away. . . . I wanna ask this guy for a light," I explained. 
       Approaching another guy, I got a light for my cigarette from him.  "'ppreciate it," I said
smiling flirtatiously. 
       "No problem," he replied eyeing my heart-shaped butt with interest as I turned and walked
away. 
     "Let's go see what's going on down here." I suggested to Rachel. 
       In a cove off the main road was a bon-fire and a crowd of people.  As we headed in that
direction, we passed many small parties off to the side at different cars parked along the way. 
Lindsey and Rachel could see when they got closer that the crowd seemed to be collecting near
the open rear doors of a van.  Inside the van was a keg of beer and two guys, one on crutches,
who were busy filling the empty cups in the outstretched arms of thirsty people.  We timidly got
in line to get our nearly-empty beer cans filled. 
       The crowd was made up mostly of men -- men that were eager to know more about Rachel
and me, the new-comer girls.  With the alcohol flowing freely, everyone was having a great time,
and getting to know people was no problem.  I was soon so high I almost forgot about my terrible
experience of earlier that day.  In my fuzzy memory it seemed that Doobie's getting hit had
happened a long time ago. 
     We learned that the van belonged to Craig, the guy on crutches.  The story was that he had
been involved in a car accident, traveling down Greer Mountain Road, no less, and had badly



injured his leg.  The leg needed to be amputated, but he had refused treatment.  Now eaten up
with gangrene, if the leg were not removed soon, Craig would die.  Still he refused to let them
take his leg.  Knowing he was going to die soon, Craig was fearless.  He would do anything. 
Thus, he had been given the nickname "Crazy Craig." 
     Everyone was watching as an inebriated Crazy Craig danced among the red hot coals of the
bon-fire.  Craig looked like a hippie.  He had long, straight brown hair, a bandana on his head
and a beard.  His jeans were faded and torn in a split up the side of his bad leg.  He jumped
around on his good leg, his crutches laying over to the side.  I wanted to jump his bone.  "Crazy
Craig makes my cooter tingle," I jokingly whispered to Rachel. 
     Some other drunkards had joined in the teasing of the fire and everyone laughed as a spark
that landed on one guy's down-filled coat resulted in a smokey, smoldering blaze.  Removing the
coat, he stomped out the burning garment to everyone's amusement. 
     Rachel and I wished that Pat could see us now.  We were in with the in crowd!  We lied to
people about our age, saying that we were l6.  We could easily pass as such.  In fact, Rachel
teasingly confided in one guy that we were only l4, and he didn't believe her. 
     On the tailgate of a truck parked nearby, sat a guy strumming an acoustic guitar.  He wore a
cowboy hat and was cute as a button.  Rachel asked someone "Who's that guy over there?" 
       "Oh, that's Matt Rabidu", they replied.  Rachel and I had heard of Matt Rabidu.  We had
heard Ron and Mike talk about him.  He was supposed to be some kind of really cool dude. 
Rachel made her way over to him, and it was lust at first sight.  She was blatantly forward with
him and within minutes they were all over each other, smiling like the cat that ate the canary. 
They were both happy that they had found each other. 
       I felt left alone, but not for long.  Soon I was approached by a guy that in my mind was the
most majestic guy I had ever laid eyes on.  I thought he greatly resembled one of my favorite rock
stars, Ted Nugent.  He was the guy who had been in the back of the van with Craig.  He was tall,
with long, curly auburn hair and masculine features.  He looked to be about 20 or 2l years old, a
real man to the dazed and dazzled little girl that I was. 
       "Wanna get high?" he asked. 
       "Sure," I said. 
       "Let's go down here to my car." 
       We walked down the road to where his car was parked. 
     Once seated inside, he reached over and handed me a pill.  It was a large white tablet with a
line down the middle.  It said L-E- M-M-O-N on one side of the line and 714 on the other.  It was
a quaalude, a powerful barbiturate, a six  pack in a pill.  "Do you like ludes?" he asked.  I was
nervous.  I didn't want him to know my young ass had never taken one before. 
       "Yeah," I replied, popping the pill into my mouth and chasing it down with beer. 
      "Good.  I like chicks that dig horny drugs," he said.  We talked for a little while, and I learned
his name was Shelton, Shelton Crane. 
     Soon I began to feel the most relaxed feeling I had ever felt.  I did like ludes.  I asked Shelton
for a light, and he handed one to me.  The feel of his hand on mine sent shivers sheer down to my
bones.  I wanted this man to kiss me, I wanted him to make love to me, I wanted him to make me
feel special, important and loved.  As if reading my mind, Shelton moved over closer to me and
looked adoringly into my eyes as he gently stroked my face with the back of his fingers.  I had
not felt so important and loved in quite some time. 
     Pushing back my jet black curls, he said, "You're so beautiful, why haven't I seen you around



before?" 
      "I don't know."  I replied weakened, meekly. 
       "Well I wish I would have found you sooner," he continued. 
       When he kissed me, I felt full of bottled up passion--love that I wanted to give and receive so
badly.  I wanted to devour him, inhale him.  I wanted to bite, scratch and claw him like an
animal.  Instead, I gently nipped at his lip.  I never before felt so much like a mature woman as I
did right now having the attention of this older man. 
       "I'm so glad I found you," he was saying under thickened breath, further melting my swelling
heart. 
     Suddenly, there was a commotion outside the car.  Many cars were starting up, their lights
interrupting the darkness.  People were scattering about, rushing to their cars.  A guy knocked on
the window of Shelton's car, and Shelton rolled down the window.  "Pigs, man.  The pigs are
here!", the guy warned, hurrying on his way. 
     Shelton started his engine and fell into the backed-up line of cars attempting to leave all at
once.  They moved at crawl speed in the mile-long line, passing some police cars pulled over to
the side with cops searching some unlucky partiers' cars with flashlights.  There were at least l00
highly-intoxicated drivers headed down Greer Mountain's Wreck Bend Road. 
     I let out a sigh of relief when Shelton and I reached the foot of the mountain, not that I had
been that worried as bombed as I was on the quaalude.  Shelton lit a joint and started joy-riding
around a residential neighborhood near the bottom of the mountain.  Passing the joint to me, he
accelerated to an uncontrollable speed.  I sat back to enjoy the ride as he skidded around a curve. 
Accelerating impetuously, he again headed down a straightaway at an excessive rate of speed. 
Reaching the curve at the end, Shelton jerked the steering wheel and put the vehicle into a spin,
stepped on the gas, and sped again down another straightaway.  I gasped as he turned the car into
a dead end inlet leading to a neighborhood playground and gunned it, heading straight for the
curb.  Unable to make the turn, the car skidded out of control sideways over the curb and onto the
grassy meadow of the park, jolting Shelton and me like ragdolls as something underneath
cracked from the tremendous impact. 
      "Shit!" cursed Shelton after he crawled out of the car and inspected the damage.  He and I had
been shaken up but uninjured.  "Man, it's fuckin' totalled!" he swore staring at the broken
automobile.  Both wheels on the driver's side had been bent in a 90-degree angle curling up
underneath the car. 
     Shelton reached over to me standing beside him and took me in his arms.  He kissed me
gently on the forehead.  "Are you okay, baby?" he asked. 
      "Yeah," I slurred on downers. 
       "C'm-on," he said leading me to the back seat of his paralyzed car.  As he removed my
clothing in the rear seat of the wreckage, I thought briefly to myself, this makes Number 5. 
There would be many more to come--so many that I would soon lose count.  Then he slowly
parted my now naked legs and scooted down on the seat so that his head was between them. 
"Watch this," he told me, as he lowered his face to my yearning body.  Licking very softly, the tip
of his tongue flicked at the tiny lump where all my pleasure seemed to be concentrated, sending
me immediately into undulating movements I could not control.  Moving his tongue down
further, he then forced it literally inside me swirling it around dynamically, sending me into a
deeper frenzy. 
       Shelton rose to look at my pleasure-distorted facial expression, as I whined deleriously. 



"You like that, huh?" he patted his own back at his mastery of my body. 
     "Oh, yessss," I said outloud and to myself.  This was definately an older and experienced man. 
     Being able to stand it no longer, I pulled at his arms to bring him on top of me.  I then got my
wish for him to make love to me with his cock, but by now I was so wasted on drugs and love
that I would hardly even remember it the next day. 
        Afterwards Shelton walked me to a nearby convenience store to call one of his friends to
come give us a ride home.  I was surprised when the "friend" turned out to be a pretty girl with
dark eyes and long dark hair.  I thought the girl looked familiar and remembered that she was the
same girl I had seen at Danny Miller's house a few weeks ago--the girl I had envied for having a
boyfriend that loved her.  I would later find out that this was Shelton's ex-live-in girlfriend,
Sabrina, with whom he was temporarily separated from at the present time. 
       I sat on Shelton's lap for the ride home.  He stroked and caressed me all the way, making me
feel exactly the way I wanted to feel--loved.  "I'll call you tomorrow," he said as he kissed me
goodnight. 
     Rose had set a twelve o'clock curfew for me on weekends and ten o'clock on school nights.  I
glanced at the clock as I entered the house and noticed that I had missed my curfew tonight, it
was three o'clock a.m.  Thinking I had snuck in without waking my mother, I soon found out
different when Rose stuck her head in my room and said staunchly, "You're on restriction
tomorrow night since you didn't make curfew tonight."  Rose went back to bed.  She was trying
to give me some space, but  `if I give you an inch, you take a mile,' she always said. 
        The next morning, I was glad Rose had already left for work when I awoke.  I felt like hell,
and I wanted to do some cleaning around the house to soften Rose a bit in case Shelton called. 
While washing the dishes, the anxiety was killing me as I waited for the phone to ring.  I hated
feeling this way.  I did not want to need this guy to call me to be happy.  I knew from experience
that you can't rely on people.  Just as soon as you love and need someone, they leave you.  But, I
had fallen for him--fallen hard.  I nearly jumped out of my skin when the phone rang.  It was
Rachel.  "Hey, chick did you escape the pigs last night?" I asked her. 
      "Yeah, but I heard Bud Higgins, Chuck Sweeney and some other dudes got busted." 
       "Bummer," I sympathized.  "So you got home all right, then?" 
      "Yeah, Matt got me a ride home.  What about you?" 
     I excitedly told her about my wild evening.  "Shelton's supposed to call me today, but the old
lady's pretty pissed about last night.  I don't know if she'll let me out tonight." 
       "That's never stopped you before," declared Rachel. 
       "Well, I better let you go, in case Shelton's trying to call," I said. 
     When twelve o'clock noon arrived and I had still not heard from Shelton, I was devastated. 
Why had I let myself have feelings for this guy?  I knew that these encounters were usually
one-night stands.  Just like everything else, you can never count on anyone but yourself.  I had
been foolish to think that this time might be different.  On top of that, the house seemed so empty
and lifeless without my Doobie dog.  I missed her terribly.  I replayed the horrible incident of the
previous day over in my mind.  Just as the tears started to come, the phone rang. 
     It was Shelton.  "Can I see you tonight?" he asked. 
       I was not about to turn down my chance to receive some love and attention. 
      "Well, I don't think my old lady's gonna let me out after last night, but I can sneak out after
she goes to bed." 
       "Are you sure?" he asked. 



       "Yeah, can you pick me up at midnight?" 
       "I'll see if Craig will let me borrow his van.  My car is kinda out of commission right now,"
Shelton laughed. 
     Shelton handed me a quaalude as soon as I was seated in the Van.  I was glad to have it--I still
felt like hell from the night before. 
       "Craig wants me to meet him at Wreck Bend Circle at two o'clock," said Shelton.  "What do
you want to do until then?" 
       "Whatever you want to do," I answered.  We looked at each other and smiled. 
       "We'll go back to my place then," said Shelton. 
     Shelton's "place" turned out to be a hotel room which he shared with Craig.  "How is Craig
going to get to Wreck Bend when you have his van?" I asked.  Shelton shrugged as he grabbed
two cold beers from a mini-refrigerator.  We sat on the bed, drank beer and watched T.V.  After
about three beers, (and one lude), I was copping a good buzz.  Shelton noticed. 
      "You sure have a low tolerance," he teased.  "Sabrina used to be like that too, but I taught her
how to party right.  I'll have to teach you, too." 
       I was embarrassed.  From now on I would try to better maintain my cool.  I wanted to be
lovable--like Sabrina. 
     Shelton was pushing me back onto the bed and removing my clothes.  I felt my crotch heat
and swell as he pulled my jeans down the length of my legs. I then watched as he undressed.  He
was so gorgeous, I thought, with his corded, manly body, his organ already rock hard.  But I
could not shake what I knew in the back of my mind--that I better not get too involved with this
guy, he was too good to be true.  He was going to eventually hurt me, just like everything else I
had ever gotten attached to. 
       Shelton pulled my ass right up to the side of the bed, as he knelt on the floor.  Spreading my
legs with his hands on my inner thighs, he bent my knees entirely and pushed my legs back, so
that my sock clad feet were in the air, practically even with my head.  My rear pointed straight
up, like a bowl of nectar from which Shelton could sip.  Then lowering his puckered lips to my
expectantly-aroused, pink, fleshy orifice, he slowly began the clit-licking, cunt-sucking technique
he had used on me the previous night.  I found that I had a very low tolerance for this as well,
squirming and writhing in indescribable ecstacy.  Finally, Shelton turned me onto my stomach,
and plugged my pulsating agony from behind.  He felt larger and more definate from this
animalistic position.  The untamed fucking that followed was also too good to be true.  I was glad
the drugs helped me numb my feelings for him so that I could keep them under control. 
       Afterwards, it was nearing two o'clock, time for Shelton to meet Craig on Greer Mountain. 
       "Do you want me to take you home?" Shelton asked me. 
      "Hell, no.  Got anymore beer?" I answered.  I was just starting to get off good.  Home was the
last place I wanted to go. 
     Shelton and I arrived on the mountaintop at Wreck Bend Circle before Craig.  This was the
exact same spot where I had met Shelton the previous evening.  It almost seemed a different
place in the quiet stillness of human absence, no doubt attributable to the prior night's police raid. 
We drank more beer and smoked a joint while we waited.  After about an hour, Crazy Craig
pulled up in a shiny, new Roundabout, parked it abruptly and hobbled out.  "Where'd you get
that?" asked Shelton. 
       "Stole it," said Craig as he commenced to stripping down the vehicle.  "Why don't you give
me a hand here," directed Craig. 



       I watched as the two men began meticulously removing any and all valuable parts from the
hot auto.  My long weekend of endless partying was catching up to me.  My intoxication was
magnified by exhaustion to the point that I was starting to see double.  My body began to rebel. 
The nausea was so sudden that it was all I could do to catch the vomit in my mouth without
spewing it everywhere.  I quickly fled to the woods to relieve myself in some dignity. 
      After vomiting, I sat on a cliff in the cool night wind, and felt somewhat better after emptying
my stomach and taking several gulps of sweet, fresh air.  Shelton soon came after me. 
       "Are you okay?," he asked. 
       "Yeah," I said, embarrassed, taking his beer from him and guzzling it to wash away the awful
taste in my mouth.  Shelton sat down next to me. 
      "Here, this will make you feel better," he said, handing me another quaalude. 
       I had gained enough sense to know that I did not need another lude.  I turned my head so that
Shelton could not see and bit the pill in half, putting one of the halves in my jacket pocket.  The
other I swallowed with beer. 
       "It sure is nice out here tonight," Shelton was saying.  I showed my agreement by pulling him
back onto the ground beside me.  I attempted to look into his eyes, but found that I was still a
little cross-eyed.  We then removed our clothes right there on the cliff, cut off from the rest of the
world by only the heavy night air and murky darkness.  We laid beside each other like this for
awhile, the thick air engulfing our bodies and caressing our nude skin.  I enjoyed the way his
naked flesh felt against mine, and got immense pleasure out of knowing that I could give him this
need as his tool swelled larger and larger until it was as hard as the cliff itself.  When his desire
became more than he could stand, Shelton rolled over slowly until he was on top of me.  The
weight of him made me very aware of the gritty, rocky ground beheath my back.  It scratched
coldly as I was moved abruptly forward and back by his thrusts, a sharp contrast to his warm, soft
physique on my forebody. 
     When finally we returned the short distance to Wreck Bend, Crazy Craig had his pilfered
vehicle looted down to a skeleton that only slightly resembled the gleaming family transporter it
had once been.  Craig was busily placing the lifted parts in the back of his van.  Once he was sure
he had removed everything sellable, he had Shelton assist him in pushing the empty shell over
the cliff. 
       The singing birds announced the coming of daylight to subtly overtake the night.  I became
depressed as the thought of going home to face Rose entered my mind.  I would have to go home
sooner or later.  I chose later.  I went back to the hotel with Shelton and Crazy Craig. 
     The exhausted three of us fell into bed, I in the middle between the two men.  Feeling the
curve of my breast brush his arm, Craig couldn't help but notice that there was a female lying
beside him.  Moving cautiously, he stroked my thigh underneath the cover.  When I deliriously
returned the caress, he took that as his signal to proceed. 
       He clumsily mounted me.  Shelton was awakened by the activity happening next to him.  He
rolled off the bed and continued his slumber on the floor so that Craig and I might have the
privacy we needed. 
     Craig humped me steadily and emotionlessly as I removed myself from the body that he was
momentarily using to satisify his urges.  I thought of Shelton on the floor.  I was in no state to
think clearly about what I was doing, but perhaps subconsciously I just wanted to nip the
involvement with Shelton in the bud before I got in any deeper, to show him that he wasn't all
that important to me, that I understood ours was a "no strings attached" relationship--to leave him



before he could leave me.  At any rate, Shelton got the message. 
     After the sex act with Craig, I staggered into the bathroom.  I was completely abash when I
saw blood coming from between my legs.  I was relieved that my period had started meaning I
was assuredly not pregnant, but humiliated that Craig, the bed, and probably Shelton, too, had
gotten bloodied.  I took one of the white hotel washrags and folded it into a makeshift kotex and
went back to bed, this time to sleep. 
      The Monday morning following my unforgettable weekend, I dreaded going back to school
as I waited for Rachel and Rachel's older brother to pick me up.  To make matters worse, our
route took us past the spot where Doobie had gotten killed.  I noticed that there were still blood
stains on the road in that area--the place where Doobie had left me.  I felt as if it just couldn't be
real. 
      As if I needed it, the boys in my homeroom class started in on their teasing of me that
morning.  These boys that had once been my friends had also deserted me and now tormented me
in my time of need.  Just like my father with his mistress in the home that was taken from me. 
       I could now just stare these boys and my other deserting friends down with an "eat shit"
look.  I was finding other things to make me happy.  They knew nothing of my life, it didn't
include them in the least.  They were nothing but immature little jerks with no life of their
own--just like Rose and Teddy.  But, why they had such an interest in aggravating me, I couldn't
understand-- just like Rose and Teddy.  Eventually, their teasing would have to stop as it was no
fun to pick on someone who just ignored them.  But unlike Rose and Teddy, I would never forget
or forgive them. 
     In second period, I enthusiastically filled Rachel in on the details of my weekend.  I learned
that Rachel and Matt Rabidu were still hot and heavy. 
       In fifth period, I was puzzled when a person from the school office came to retrieve me from
class.  What now?, I wondered.  I was dumbfounded when I was placed in a room, the door shut
behind me, with both head principal, Mr. McIntyre, and my former elementary school principal,
`Fag Becker.'  The two men stared coldly at me as I shook in my shoes. 
        "Lindsey, Mr. Becker here says he needs to see you," Mr. McIntyre started.  Mr. Becker
began his interrogation: 
      "I understand you and Rachel Popejoy were seen entering Greer Mountain Elementary on the
afternoon of Friday, October 3l.  Is that true?" 
       "No," I responded, tensely.  I was staring straight down the barrel of two, highly-pissed, big
guns. 
       "Well, I think you know about the fire extinguishers being set off, and we have witnesses
that said they saw you there!" boomed Becker. 
     I caved.  I felt there was no way I could lie my way out of this one.  Hanging my head and
staring at the floor, I admitted to everything.  "Well, I'll be in touch with yours and Rachel's
parents.  You are going to be held responsible for the cost of the clean up and replacement of the
vandalized fire extinguishers," Becker promised. 
         As I exited the office, I saw Rachel sitting in the waiting room.  "Sorry," I said to my
perplexed friend as I passed by.  Rachel gave me a strange look as she, herself, was called into
McIntyre's office. 
     Damn, I thought.  This was not going to help the situation with my mother. 
      Rose had been aghast when she discovered my empty bed on Sunday morning.  When her
wild child straggled in on Sunday afternoon, Rose was on the phone with my father trying to



locate me.  Being nervous about returning home, I had taken the other half a lude that I had
stashed in my pocket the night before.  This gave me a relaxed, "who gives a shit" attitude.  I
simply told Mom that I had spent the night with my boyfriend.  Rose called me a tramp for
sleeping around with boys I barely knew, and asked Dad to try to talk some sense into me. 
     Taking the phone from her, I addressed my father on the other end of the line.  I had never
before been smart with my father, but at this time I was very stoned.  When I gave short, deficient
answers to his questions, he became infuriated, shouted into the phone "Lindsey, go to hell!," and
hung up.  He was washing his hands of his unruly daughter right then and there.  At the time I
thought, good, I'm glad to have him off my back.  Who the hell is he to tell me how to live my
life?  He doesn't give a damn about me. 
     My mother, now on her own in raising me, grounded me indefinitely until she could think of a
fit punishment. 
       No doubt, this fire extinguisher episode would add to my sentence. 
      After school that afternoon, I met Rachel in the usual spot in front of the school.  Rachel's
brother had a job in the afternoons, so Rachel's mother picked  us up across the street to take us
home.  When Rachel saw me, she let me have it. 
       "Why the fuck did you admit that we set off the fire extinguishers?!" she screamed.  "All you
had to do was deny it, and they never could have proved it!  Now we're going to be in trouble
with our parents!  Why didn't you just lie?!" 
       "I don't know," I said, spinelessly.  "I was just caught off- guard and scared to death by those
two big assholes," I attempted to explained. 
       "Becker and McIntyre are fags!" cursed Rachel. 
       We spotted Rachel's mother sitting in the usual spot waiting for us to cross the street.  She
sat sideways in the front seat of her car with the driver's side door open and her feet resting on the
pavement. 
     "Oh hell, she looks pissed!" dreaded Rachel as we neared the cross-walk. 
       Rachel's mother was a petite, feeble woman, but she had a razor sharp tongue.  Spoiled
Rachel had inherited this trait and as a result, walked all over her submissive parents. 
     My eyes flew open in horrified surprise when I noticed that Rachel's mother's car had
somehow began rolling backwards.  The panicked woman was struggling to steer the vehicle,
which was a large Ford model, away from any passing students.  The door was open, and her legs
were still outside the car.  Propelling out of control in a large circle, the car approached a curb
and the back wheels began ascending it.  This pinned Rachel's mother's legs between the curb
and underneath the car.  She was dragged from the vehicle as the front wheel rolled up her legs
and onto her back! 
     I had flashbacks of Doobie as I watched the woman being crushed by the rolling car.  I let out
a scream as I turned away, unable to watch any longer, as Rachel dashed to her mother's aid.  I
turned back to the scene in time to see that Rachel had climbed partially into the car and had her
hand on the brake.  Rachel reached up with her other hand and put the car in drive causing it to
roll forward, back over her mothers back and legs, and then off. 
      "S - T - O - P - !" I screamed as the back wheel of the car inched toward the broken woman's
head.  Rachel quickly applied the brakes just milli-seconds before the back wheel of the car
would have squashed her mother's skull. 
     By now a large crowd had gathered at the scene.  Some man was trying to remove Rachel
from the car.  Rachel refused to budge knowing her hand on the brake was all that was keeping



the car stopped.  The man finally figured this out, and put the vehicle in park.  Rachel reached up
and turned off the ignition. 
     An ambulance arrived on the scene, and after cutting the clothes off of the  now in-shock
woman, loaded her up and took her to the hospital.  Rachel and I spent the rest of the afternoon at
the hospital.  We learned that Rachel's mother had a broken leg and a crushed hip.  She would
need surgery to put in an artificial limb. 
       Rachel's father took us home that evening, informing Rachel that he would be staying
overnight at the hospital with his wife. 
      "If they're still staying at the hospital this weekend, we could have a party at your house," I
whispered. 
       "Ooooh, yeah!," agreed Rachel.  We immediately started planning.  Rachel invited Matt to
come stay with her for the evening.  Our plans for the party were ruined, however when Rachel's
fragile mother took a turn for the worse later in the week after having undergone surgery.  She
suffered several life-  threatening complications including pneumonia, and the doctors said she
would probably have to use a walker for the rest of her life. 
      Rachel later felt guilty that her priority at the time of her mother's near death was to party.  I
felt meager relief that there would be no party as I would have had to sneak out to come, anyway,
since Rose had me on restriction, and I knew there was no way I was getting off, especially after
the fire extinguisher incident.  I just couldn't understand why Mom had made such a big deal out
of it.  So we were going to have to pay for the damage?  So, what?  It was coming out of my
allowance. 
      For the remainder of my freshman year, I learned to use my intelligence in negative ways.  I
learned to do such things as cut classes, shoplift, and get high without getting caught.  I hung out
with my new friends on the smoking court at school.  A permission slip from a parent was
needed to obtain a smoking court pass.  I managed to coerce Rose into signing a permission slip
by saying that I only wanted to use the court to hang out with my friends.  Of course, I also
smoked with my friends.  I sometimes saw Keith Avery on the court.  We would exchange a
knowing look with one another, and my friends sometimes teased me about how my mother had
ruined my date with him.  Shouldn't people that have done what Keith and I did be closer, I
sometimes wondered. 
     There was a new pod under construction in back of the school.  Rachel and I got in good with
the construction workers who often had pot that they would gladly smoke with us young girls.  If
we ever wanted to skip a class, we could always hide out in the unfinished pod.  The workmen
were always happy to have our tight little asses and firm young breasts around to stare at.  Not
that this was the only way to cut class.  A bathroom stall would serve just as well, or heck, just
sneak off campus and go shop-lifting.  This very thing Rachel and I did one day. 
      
      Ambling into Murphy Mart, we headed directly to the record- album section, picked out a
stack of our favorite music, including such bands as Styx, Foreigner, Bad Company, Van Halen,
Kansas, Led Zeppelin and Black Sabbath to name a few, and headed to the rear of the store.  In
back there was a garden department enclosed by only a tall, chain-link fence and a gate with a
space of about two inches underneath, between it and the ground.  Simply sliding the stack of
about a dozen records under the gate, we then exited the store the same way we had come in
through the front entrance and walked around back to collect our loot.  We then would hitch-hike
a ride (we never had any trouble getting picked up) to my house, knowing Rose was at work, and



rock out to our stolen tunes. 
       Due to my increased absenteeism from school, my grades dropped drastically.  Rose cringed
at my declining grades.  I had always made straight A's before, but now I did only the very least
required of me to pass my classes with C's and D's.  I usually didn't even make it to class with
pencil and paper.  Sometimes in class, I would daydream of Shelton Crane.  Of course, I had not
heard from him since the episode with Craig in the hotel. 
        The approaching spring gave me a major case of spring fever.  I noticed I had not been with
a man for quite some time.  I knew by now the way to forget one man was with another man.  Is
that how I intended to forget my father?  So, I was determined to find one. 
       In March, I turned l5.  For my birthday I had my ears double pierced, for which purpose I
shoplifted some new earrings.  I went on a diet to shed the extra winter pounds and looked
forward to the coming summer. 
       I couldn't have possibly known how insane it was actually going to be . . 
      
      "No more pencils, no more books, 
      No more teachers' dirty looks 
         School's out for summer 
       School's out for-ever . . . 
        School's been blown to pieces . . ." 
     Alice Cooper 

      Rachel and I were ecstatic to be finished with our freshman year of high school.  We would
celebrate excessively all summer thanks to the connections we were making through Rachel's
new boyfriend, Matt. 
     Matt Rabidu lived in the basement of his parents' house.  He had a large circle of friends who
were considered like brothers and sisters.  They stuck by each other through thick and thin as the
kids needed a support group for the kind of lives they led.  Rachel was now Matt's chick, and
therefore, she and I became members of this "hippie family" arrangement.  During the winter,
Matt had drunkenly driven his car into a creek and totalled it.  This was okay, however because
he could always get a ride from one of his "brothers", and his house was walking distance for
Rachel and I.  He had at one time purchased a motorcycle, but a friend had temporarily "stolen" it
so that Matt could collect the insurance money from it. 
       That summer, the group often met at Rabidu's house in the afternoons to get a buzz going
and then would head out together to wherever the party was to be that night.   On one such
gathering, I got my initiation into the "family". 
     Rachel, Matt, myself and two of Matt's friends, Josh Dunne and Josh's girlfriend Rhandi, were
sitting in a circle on the floor of Matt's room passing around a bong.  Josh was an outgoing,
vigorous individual, half-oriental with long black hair and olive skin.  Rhandi was what I
considered beautiful.  She was thin enough to wear a bandana as a belt through her jeans, and had
big dark eyes, intensely outlined with black eyeliner.  Her long, dark, curly hair framed a
flawlessly swarthy complexion.  I admired her jealously, and was immeasurably flattered when
Rhandi had so much liked my jet-black hair that she dyed her hair the same color. 
     I felt a little like a fifth wheel on this day when Matt and Rachel began to get frisky on the
floor, and Josh and Rhandi made their way lingeringly to Matt's bed.  "Oh, Lindsey's feeling left
out," Rhandi whispered to Josh. 



       "Oh, she doesn't have to do that.  C'mon up here, Lindsey!" ordered Josh.  I idolized this
l9-year-old man whose frivolous attitude had resulted in his mile-long criminal record of drug
and gun related crimes.  I didn't dare go against his word as I slithered up next to the unoccupied
side of his body.  Pulling my head to his, Josh kissed me hard.  Rhandi took my surprised hand in
her own and placed it on Josh's erect penis.  I made the anticipated movements with my wrist as
Josh began to moan with pleasure.  "It's okay as long as we keep it in the family," he muttered at
my throat.  I was honored to be allowed to become a part of this group of my piers.  I had found a
new "family," and I would do anything to be accepted by them. 
       Just then, Mitch Reeves nonchalantly entered and made himself comfortable on a couch on
one side of the room.  Mitch was a very happy soul, with an ostentatious, unmistakably hardy
laugh; long, wild, unruly hair and beautifully sensitive grey eyes. 
       Mitch casually ignored the goings on around him as he had long ago ceased to be shocked
easily.  The orgiers continued with their foreplay for only a few more minutes before Josh
commented "Oh, poor Mitch looks lonely over there." 
     "Oh poor, poor Mitch," I teased as I joined him on the couch and kissed him compliantly. 
      "Poor, poor me," murmured Mitch on my lips as he dutifully removed my pants and made a
half-hearted attempt at doing what was expected of him.  The wanting coitus that followed
accomplished only to make me an enemy of the girl who considered herself to be "dating Mitch",
Diane Beranek. 
     Later that afternoon, the party had regrouped in Rabidu's driveway as more people arrived and
tried to decide what they were going to occupy themselves with that evening.  Rhandi had
already become too wasted and Diane Beranek was tending to her.  Diane was a petite little thing,
with pert features and a shrill little voice.  Although her makeup was applied heavily, it still
failed to conceal her acne scars.  Josh had quaaludes that he had passed out to everyone, and
Rhandi had probably had two or three by now.  She staggered about and fell against a car,
shattering the beer bottle she held and banging her head in the process.  Rhandi pulled the
swaying, broken bottle to her lips as Diane helped her to her feet.  Diane snatched the beer away
and disposed of it in the trash just seconds before a deteriorated Rhandi would have gulped the
glass- splintered brew.  I was envious of Diane because she was such a good friend of Rhandi's. 
She was a more established member of the "family" and a threat to my acceptance.  I realize now
that Diane probably felt the same way about me intruding upon her crowd. 
      When Matt's father arrived home from work, the group decided it was time to split.  Matt,
Rachel and I climbed in the back seat of Mitch's car, Diane in front.  Diane evidently as of yet did
not know of my escapade with Mitch of earlier that afternoon.  The rest of the crowd went in
separate cars and a fleet of vehicles now made their way up Greer Mountain Road.  When we
arrived at Wreck Bend, I was delightedly surprised to see a massive gathering not unlike the days
of old before the police raid of the previous fall. 
       The Rabidu crowd was merrily greeted by hoards of fellow partiers.  I noticed with interest
one guy in particular.  He was so magnificent that he stood out like somebody else's business.  I
shamelessly lusted over the lead singer of the rock group Van- Halen, David Lee Roth, and this
guy looked just exactly like him.  His kinky blond locks swept well past his broad shoulders, and
his shirtless body revealed a much-mature, hairy chest.  He was evidently very confident and
popular, and I watched in awe as he hugged and kissed his "brothers" as well as his "sisters".  I
wanted to offer myself to this alpha dude, to be one of his pack. 
     "Who is that guy?" I whispered, pointing him out to Matt. 



      
      "Pete Rogers" answered Matt. 
       The crowd moved on down the road, socializing as they went, and Matt, Rachel and I were
left sitting on Mitch's car. 
        I felt awkward when Matt and Rachel started making out leaving me to sit alone in silence,
so I quickly guzzled down some artificial courage, which I hoped would kick in the quaalude I
had swallowed during the trip up the mountain. 
       With unlit cigarette in hand and fresh beer in the other, I started off down the road to try to
sniff out Pete. 
       I approached a swarm of mingling people.  Mitch's hyena-like cackle rang out above all else. 
He and Josh were playfully kick boxing as Diane watched on, amused.  Rhandi was curled up in
the back seat of Josh's car sleeping lifelessly through all the commotion.  I searched the crowd
ambiguously as the spirits in my body began to come to life, but saw no sign of Pete.  Placing the
unlit cigarette in my lips and making my way towards the gang, I felt a hand upon my shoulder. 
       "Does my lady need a light?" came a sexy voice in my ear from behind as I turned to see a
flame being offered by none other than Pete Rogers.  I smiled elatedly.  "I'm Pete," he said. 
       "I know," said I. 
       "I thought I knew every chick up here, but I don't believe we've met," he continued,
smoothly. 
       "My name's Lindsey," I offered, shyly. 
       "Well what a pleasure it is to meet you lovely Lindsey," remarked Pete as he took my
submissive hand and kissed it gently.  I was astonished by Pete's politeness.  He was a perfect
gentleman- -and an accomplished womanizer.  His attentions made me feel extraordinarily
feminine and accepted.  My mood was interrupted abruptly however when Diane's spritey little
ass shoved her way directly in between Pete and me. 
       "Hi, Pete!," squeaked Diane in her penetratingly high- pitched voice as she made a point of
putting her hands all over Pete. 
       "Hey Diane, how are ya?" responded Pete happily, returning Diane's affections. 
       "You sure are looking fine as usual tonight," flirted Diane. 
      I thought nothing more than aggravation of this petting between Pete and Diane as everyone
in this group of people hugged and kissed each other.  I only felt aggravation because I realized
what Diane was up to.  Evidently, Diane had now learned of my nearly-meaningless act with
Mitch and was making a cheap attempt at keeping me away from Pete. 
       "Now Diane, you know I think of you as a sister, but when are you gonna let me in your
pants?" Pete was saying. 
       "Incest is best," joked Diane. 
       Pete put his arm around me.  "Isn't this chick beautiful?!" Pete said to Diane.  "Have you met
Lindsey, Diane?  I know I sure was glad to find her, and I'm planning to get to know her real
well," Pete said, pulling me close. 
       "Yeah," sneered Diane.  I returned Diane's leer as I snuggled up to Pete. 
       "Later, Diane," I said as I reeled in my catch and coaxed him in the direction of where I had
left Rabidu and Rachel. 
        Rachel winked at me, and Rabidu smiled broadly as they saw me proudly nearing with Pete
in tow.  Pete and Matt exchanged hugs and handshakes as they had long known each other, and I
introduced Pete to Rachel.  Pete enthusiastically hugged and kissed Rachel, ogling her



mercilessly as Rabidu watched on with his cheeky grin.  I made myself comfortable on the
parked car, and when Pete again approached me, I pulled him warmly between my straddled legs
and kissed him feverishly as I purposefully got my hands deeply entwined in his unending strands
of silky hair. 
       "Oh, you are something else, my lady!" commented Pete, enthusiastically.  "Come with me
my lady.  Party with me tonight," he said as he led me arm-in-arm around the growing party,
introducing me to his friends as we made our rounds.  At one stop, a guy handed Pete a lude. 
"Thanks, man," said Pete washing it down with a straight pull off a bottle of whiskey.  "Do you
need one?" Pete asked me. 
       I nodded timidly.  "Hey, man ya got any more of those for my lady here?" asked Pete.  The
guy handed me the pill and the bottle, and I repeated Pete's actions.  I ranked very important
status as the girl on Pete Rogers' arm, and I was enjoying it immensely. 
     As the evening wore on, my barbituate and alcohol impaired perception made it seem as if
things were getting rather chaotic.  I smiled and swayed as I let myself go with the flow.  At one
point 
     I needed to excuse myself from Pete's side to empty my beer- bloated bladder in the woods. 
"Hurry back," he encouraged with adoration in his eyes. 
      
      Diane caught up with me as I painstakingly made my way down the trail to a dark, private
area.  Diane had been waiting impatiently for the chance to get me alone.  "Pete's already got a
girlfriend, I hope you know," mocked Diane.  I wanted to kick her annoying face in at that very
moment, and I knew I easily could, but dared not do so since Diane was so tight with Rhandi and
the other members of the Rabidu clan.  I opted to simply ignore Diane's harassment, so I walked
away without saying a word.  Diane repeated herself as if she thought I had not heard her the first
time.  "Pete has a girlfriend, Lindsey.  He's got a girlfriend!!"  I looked at Diane and smiled
sweetly while I continued to evade the confrontation Diane was obviously trying to start.  After
all, Pete had said to "hurry back". 
     When I again joined Pete, he was saving me a seat beside him in a carload of his friends who
were waiting for my return before departing.  The driver then made his way down the road,
stopping frequently for staggering pedestrians and detached roadside partiers, and Pete hung out
the car window bidding his farewell to people along the way.  "We're moving the party to my
house before the pigs show up," he told them.  "Stop by if you want." 
       When Pete, his friends and I arrived at the home of his divorcing parents, there was quite a
following behind us, and soon the house was bursting with highly-juiced teenagers and young
adults.  Pete made sure that I was comfortable, waiting on me hand and foot, bringing me drinks
and lights for my cigarettes.   I was highly humiliated once when I went to place my drink on a
glass covered table, only to find that the "glass" had been removed.  I watched in slowed mobility
when the full drink which I had unknowingly placed in thin air crashed and spilled on the floor. 
The people close around and Pete thought it was hilarious, but I thought I would surely die of
embarassment.  Excusing myself   to the restroom, I braved a little mingling among the
mostly-new- to-me "Pete Rogers' clan". 
       Entering a different room, I was delighted to see Rachel and Rabidu had made it to the
relocated gathering.  Immediately livening up a notch, I gleefully greeted Rachel as if we had not
seen each other in years.  Having gotten a second wind, I invited Rachel to join me in a freshened
drink, and Rachel gladly obliged. 



     When the muggy summer night slowly relinquished itself to the climbing morning sun, the
guests had thinned considerably.  Pete came to me, took me by the hand and whispered in a voice
that completely melted my heart "It would make me the happiest man on earth if you would
accompany me to bed, my lady."  I needed no more persuasion.  I felt there could be no higher
honor than to be the chosen mate of the alpha dude. 
     Sex with Pete was different than any I had ever experienced.  It was wild and frenzied, and
Pete was very vocal all throughout the energetic adventure. 
       "Oh, my lady!  Oh, Baby! . . . . Tell me, my lady, what will make you cream your jeans?" he
asked.  I had no inkling as to how to answer this question so I merely whimpered softly to show
my greatest pleasure was pleasing him.  Pete made manly, animalistic sounds as he twisted to
again change positions, buried his exploring tongue in my most intimate crevice and offered his
justifiably prized manhood to my accepting mouth.  Despite the wonderful sensations Pete was
giving me with his driving tongue, I focused all my attention on Pete's pleasure, gulping down
every warm drop of sinful evidence as it emerged.  If I had not been so numbed by the downs I
had indulged in over the last twelve hours, perhaps this would have been some of the best sex I
would ever have in my life. 
       When it was over, Pete held me close to him and said exuberantly "Oh, Baby that was
beautiful."  I murmered my agreement.  I was already drifting off to sleep in his protective arms.
      The next day when I awoke in the early afternoon, I was alone in the bed.  Sobriety and
reality leveled me like a ton of bricks.  Oh, shit!, I thought immediately upon realizing where I
was.  I had done it again, and now I would have to face the wrath of Rose for staying out all
night. 
       I looked around the room.  In the daylight I could see that I was in an immaculately lavish
bedroom.  Pete's parents were in the process of a divorce and a "For Sale" sign was posted in the
front yard of this house.  His mother had already moved out, and his father was away on business
leaving all the plushness of the luxurious dwelling for Pete and his companions to temporarily
enjoy in their absence. 
       Spying a telephone beside the bed, I dialed Rachel's number.  "Hey!" I said when Rachel
answered. 
       "Hey, where the hell are you at?" shouted Rachel. 
       "You know where I am.  I'm at Pete's," I answered. 
      
       "That's what I figured," said Rachel. "But I didn't tell your mom that.  She's been calling here
looking for you." 
       "Yeah, I'm up Shit Creek," I said.  "But it was worth it!" 
       "Oh, yeah?!" said Rachel.  "Tell me about it". 
     Someone picked up on the extension in Pete's house, and I could hear voices and music in the
background like a small party was already starting back up.  "Well, I better get off the phone, but
I'll tell you all about it later," I promised as I hung up.  Sinking into the silky softness of the satin
sheets, I surrendered to the comforting opulence and drifted back to sleep.  There was nothing of
joy to return to at home.  I was going to enjoy this life for a while longer before I went back to
the shithole that was my real life. 
     I was awakened to the sound of Pete's voice.  "You gonna sleep all day, my lady?" he asked. 
       "Mmmmm, what time is it?" I asked, groggily. 
       "It's time to party," answered Pete, cheerfully.  Smiling mischeiviously, he undid his pants,



took his floppy dick out in his hand and shook it at me.  I eyed him in amusement. 
       "Come on down when you get up.  I've got something down here for you," he said as he
closed the door behind him, leaving me alone again. 
     I wobbled out of bed and made my way to the bathroom.  Examining myself in the
fully-mirrored walls, I freshened up as best I could.  The next thing I noticed was that I was
starving.  A nearby clock told me that it was 3:45 p.m., and I was anxious to go home so I could
eat something.  I was not about to mention my hunger to Pete for fear that he would think I was a
pig.  Heading downstairs to the kitchen, I hoped to be offered some food.  I was offered
something to eat, alright, but it was not "food". 
     Pete and his buddies were around the table eating from a bowl of some slimy, brownish
fungus.  I knew from experience that it was "shrooms", or Psilocybin mushrooms, a type of
mushroom that grows in cow manure after a rain, and if taken internally, its toxic effects result in
hallucinations similar to that of LSD. 
       My anxiety went through the roof when Pete offered me some of the poisonous fungus.  He
himself was taking out huge chunks and stuffing them into his mouth.  The other guys grimaced
as they watched him painlessly choking down the nasty-tasting toadstools.  One guy had a pot
boiling on the stove in the process of brewing "mushroom tea" as some people preferred to boil
down the `shrooms' and drink them. 
       Pete picked out pieces and handed them to me.  As soon as I had eaten one piece, he would
hand me another.  I was glad he was giving me small pieces.  The mushrooms tasted to me a little
similar to the edible kind of mushroom but somewhat moldy and rotten. 
     We retired to the den and quietly listened to Neil Young's Harvest album on the stereo.  I
learned that this was Pete's favorite album.  A little while later I could tell that the guys were
starting to get off.  I kept waiting for it to hit me, wondering what it would be like.  One guy's
face had gone completely red and he had a strained smile from ear to ear.  His eyes had an empty,
glazed appearance, and he was completely out of it as he sweated profusely and laughed
hysterically at nothing at all.  The other guys were behaving in a similar fashion, I observed, but
Pete had gotten really quiet and was just staring at the floor.  Pete's friend, Bill, asked him if he
was okay and Pete responded tensely, "I'm losing it man.  I've never had a bad trip before, but
this time I'm really losing it!"  I sat down softly beside Pete and gently rubbed his back. 
       Bill responded, speaking of the guy that appeared to be so out of it, "I'm glad Paul over
there's not going off on a bad trip right now." 
       Pete looked up at me and asked, "Are you getting off?"  I shook my head `no'.  I had either
not eaten enough or the poison just didn't effect me because I felt absolutely nothing.  I busied
myself tending to Pete, waiting on him as he had done me the previous night.  He stared into
space for a long time, then moved into the bathroom and stared at the toilet, possibly
contemplating throwing up.  After a while, my attentions must have started to pay off, for Pete
came back to reality somewhat and focused his attention on entertaining me, saying "I'm sorry
you didn't get off.  You must not have eaten enough." 
       We went into the elegantly furnished living room and sat down at a grand piano.  Pete started
to play.  I was touched by this moment, but I was not going to let myself get hung on Pete.  The
way of this crowd was free-sex and free-drugs.  I was going to play the game right this time
because I knew if you let yourself love something, it will leave you. 
       Pete's dog, Honey, entered the room.  She was a beautiful golden-retriever.  Pete and I pet
her together, and I was further touched as I pondered over Diane's comment about Pete having a



girlfriend.  "Well, we better get you a ride home," said Pete.  I was too hungry to argue. 
          Pete asked Bill, who was not too terribly high, to drive me home.  Once in front of my
house, Pete got out so that I could get out since I was in the middle.  He kissed me goodbye and
asked, "will you be up on the mountain again next weekend?"  "I think so," I replied. 
       "I'll look for you, then," he said. 
     I took a deep breath as I neared the front porch of my house.  Quietly taking my key out of my
pocket, I silently unlocked the door.  It was pretty late, maybe Rose was asleep.  Damn!, I
thought, finding the chain-lock on the door fastened.  I was going to have to ring the doorbell.  I
cringed at the sound, and waited for what seemed like a very long time before I heard Rose's
footsteps nearing the front room.  At the sight of Rose's squinting glance through the cracked
doorway, I could tell that I had awakened her.  Rose closed the door, removed the chain, and
when she reopened it, I entered as softly as possible, anticipating a strike from my fuming mother
at any second. 
       Relieved at having made it securely inside, I sat down on the sofa in the dark front room. 
     "Where have you been, Lindsey," asked Rose in a barely controlled voice of rage.  I poured it
on thick.  Overcome with emotion at being finally safe at home and regret at having messed up
again, I burst into tears.  "I missed my ride," I sobbed.  "I didn't have a ride home.  I had to spend
the night at the party!" I lied in a hardly coherent flood of tears. 
       "Why didn't you call me?" asked Rose through gritted teeth. 
       "I don't know!" I groaned miserably. 
       "If you would have called me, I could have picked you up," reasoned Rose. 
       "I can't have my momma pick me up from a party!" I squawked. 
     Rose looked at her pitifully miserable daughter.  She knew I was lying, but she must have felt
sorry for me nonetheless.  Although she had trouble showing it because of my behavior, I knew
deep down that Rose loved me very much, and I used this knowledge to manipulate her
mercilessly.  She made the ill-consequenced   mistake of letting me off easy this time.  After all,
this was summer break. 
     "Next time, I want you to at least call me and let me know you're okay.  I've been worried
sick, Lindsey!  I have to get up and go to work tomorrow, and I haven't slept in two nights!" 
       "Okay," I promised through my crocodile tears. 
       Exhausted, Rose went back to bed.  She could sleep easier now, knowing her daughter was
unharmed.  As for me, I was famished.  I just wanted to dump the entire refrigerator into my face. 
I immediately made a raid on the kitchen, binging until the tranquilizing effect of carbohydrates
made me want for sleep.  Now safely having the food and shelter I needed, I went to bed and
dreamed of Pete--the love I needed. 
      The following weekend, Rabidu, Rachel and I got a ride up Greer Mountain with Matt's
friend, Curtis Straits.  I found something about Curtis' sharp features and scraggly red hair
adorable.  I enjoyed his company and the unique accent and slang he used when he spoke. 
Arriving at Wreck Bend shortly before sundown, as it was light this time of year until almost
nine o'clock, Rachel and I ran up to a guy called "Junkie Ned" when we saw him.  We hugged
and kissed all over this old hippie who was said to have done so many drugs that he had lost his
mind.  I wished I could do enough drugs to go crazy, too.  Maybe then I wouldn't feel the pain
and I wouldn't need anybody. 
     Rachel and I knew that if we flirted enough with this guy that he would give us drugs, and I
accidently on purpose lightly brushed the back of my fingers across the bulge of genitals at his



crotch. 
      We were not disappointed when he pulled out a sandwich baggy full of ludes.  He gave us
each two, and we thanked him with more hugs and kisses. 
       That night, we partied in the usual style, popping quaaludes topped with beer and, of course
pot, as the unbearable heat of the summer day found relief in the setting of the brutal sun. 
      "Hey you guys want to go smoke some Mary Jane?" asked Curtis.  "I've got some Mary Jane,
let's smoke some dope!" he repeated.  I thought he was odd, but strangely amusing. 
       Curtis, Matt, Rachel and I walked down the trail to a cliff where we could be alone to smoke
a joint.  By the time we reached our destination, I was toasted.  I had taken both of the ludes at
once, whereas Rachel had shared her stash with her loverboy, Matt.  The marijuana Curtis had
was really powerful, and this further wasted me.  The effects of the fresh and sudden buzz, made
me laugh with delight.  I was having such a great time, I forgot all about Pete who was supposed
to be looking for me here tonight.  Or at least I didn't care enough to look for him, let him find
me. 
       Curtis was starting to realize my free and easy spirit and thought he might get in my pants
before this night was over.  "This is some killer weed, man!" he said without breathing, holding
in a toke. 
     "Last one back is a rotten egg!" I laughed as I took off running at full speed down the trail
back towards the main party.  Suddenly, I realized that my feet didn't work and fell flat on my
face in the dirt.  Not injured, or at least not realizing it if I was, I jumped up quickly and
continued my dash down the path while the others laughed at me hysterically. 
        Curtis caught up to me.  "Thanks for the buzz, Curtis!" I said. 
       "Anytime," he replied as he, grinning sheepishly, searched my eyes for a signal.  A few quiet
seconds passed as I comprehended what Curtis was up to.  I didn't mind.  I was having a blast.  I
drunkenly began to hang all over Curtis, fueling his idea. 
     "Hey I know where an old Indian mound is on the backside of this mountain.  Do you want to
go see it?" asked Curtis. 
       "Sure!" I replied, not stupid enough to believe we were actually going to look at an Indian
mound.  I had lived enough by now to know when a guy was putting the moves on me.  We left
without a word to anyone, knowing that Matt and Rachel could easily find a ride home with
someone else. 
       Curtis drove around some back roads and then stopped in a dark, secluded area.  "Well, I
know there's a mound up here somewhere.  I must just be too wasted right now to find it.  Do you
wanna smoke another joint?" 
       "No," I said, "but I will take another beer."  After retrieving a cold brew from the cooler in
the back seat, Curtis made his move.  Putting his arm around me, he kissed me hesitantly.  When
I kissed him back, that was all the encouragement he needed.  We ended up doing the dirty deed
right there on the hood of his car.  Althought I had never done it on the hood of a car before,
there was no foreplay--just straight, timid sex that did nothing for me. 
     Afterwards, I had Curtis take me home.  I wasn't willing to miss curfew for Curtis. 
       The phone awakened me the next morning.  It was Rachel.  "Where the hell did you take off
to last night?!" she asked. 
       "Oh, Curtis and I went for a ride," I answered.  "I really like Curtis.  I think he's pretty cute." 
       "Oh, Lindsey," groaned Rachel, "You really fucked up this time.  Pete was looking all over
for you.  He said you were supposed to meet him up there." 



       "W-H-A-T!?" I screamed.  "Shit!, I can't believe I was so fucking stupid!  I  H-A-T-E 
Curtis!  I really, really hate that mother-fucker!" 
     I did feel terrible about having missed Pete; but, in a way I was glad, also.  In the back of my
mind, I knew that him knowing I wasn't pining away over him would make me more interesting
to him.  I was playing the game right!  I also knew that I would get another chance real soon. 
There was to be a party at Bill Kryner's house the next weekend, and Bill was a close friend of
Pete's. . . 
      Bill Kryner, like Pete, also lived in a nice, upper-middle class home with his father.  Bill's
father was away on business trips often; therefore, Bill threw parties often.  This time, everyone
was requested to come dressed for the sixties.  Rachel and I went dressed in the same manner we
always did.  I wore my leather moccasins, faded jeans with holes at the knees and a triangular-
shaped, linen halter top that tied in the back with strings.  Rachel, as usual was barefoot, wearing
a tank top with another button-front blouse over it, tied in a knot at the waist of her blue jeans. 
       Rachel and I rode to Kryner's party with a carload of Rabidu's friends including Josh,
Rhandi, Mitch, Diane Beranek and Danny Miller.  Diane was being her usual little pain in the ass
self.  "You can't ride with us, Lindsey!  There's not enough room!" she attempted. 
      "That's okay, you can sit in my lap, Lindsey," offered Danny.  I was awkward with this as I
felt totally unworthy of being so close to the truly-hip god that Danny was.  I was glad that I had
a beer and a quaalude to help me relax.  Danny joked with me about how I was "skwushing" him,
and I played with his unending, flaxen hair.  I teased him that I was going to put it up in braids  to
give him a curly "perm".  "No way!" said Danny, jerking his head away from me. 
     Shortly after arriving at the destination, my heart beat faster when I saw Pete out of the corner
of her eye in a room off to one side.  He was surrounded by girls, one of whom being, of course,
Diane.  I pretended not to see him, deciding to wait for him to approach me.  There was a keg of
beer next to the pool in the backyard, and by the time night fell, everyone there was ripped. 
       I had to walk passed Pete to get to the bathroom, so I did so without looking his way.  Mitch
caught me in the hallway and kissed me.  I kissed him back. 
       "What was that for?" I asked. 
     "Just because you're beautiful," he slurred. 
     "Oh, okay then," I laughed, kissing him again. 
       "I gotta take a piss," I explained, pulling away from him. 
       "Later," garbled Mitch, ambling over to Rachel.  He put his arms around Rachel and started
kissing her.  Rabidu could see all this, but didn't care.  This was just the way of our "family." 
     When I came out of the bathroom, I was again grabbed in the hall.  Thinking it Mitch again, I
turned instead to see Pete. 
     "Hey, my lady, I missed you the other night," he said. 
       "I didn't think you were there . . . I . . . " he cut me off by putting his mouth over mine.  After
a lengthy, moving kiss, he said, "How are you?" 
     "Good," I said, dazed. 
     "I guess the last time I saw you was the night I lost that trip.  I've got to thank you for being
there for me," said Pete.  "C'mon," he whispered, taking my hand and leading me upstairs to a
vacant bedroom.  Sex with Pete on this occasion was savage and intense, just as I remembered it
from last time.  First, he knelt on the floor in front of me.  Taking my wrists in his hands, he
pulled me gently to him.  "Come here, my lady." 
     I did exactly as I was told as he pulled me also to a kneeling position in front of him.  Then he



slowly undid his jeans and took out his penis, which was already rock hard.  He put his hand on
the back of my head and pushed it downwards towards his reaching member.  "Take it in your
mouth, my lady." 
     I slowly did as told, placing my lips deliciously around the head, swirling my tongue around
the tiny opening at the end.  Pete began to moan, "Oh, yes, my lady, yes . . . . take it deeper, my
lady, deeper. . . " pushing my head down further as he said it.  Now my lips encased the shaft of
his rod as I began to move my mouth and tongue up and down the length of it.  I attempted to
take it very deeply into my throat, but my gag reflex won out, causing me to choke.  But, Pete
was beyond knowing this.  His excitement had mounted to a frenzied level.  Taking great
handfuls of hair on either side of my ears, he began forcing his cock deeper and deeper into my
head, humping my mouth as if it was my female organ.  I began to feel vomit coming up in my
throat as my gag reflex was stimulated again and again.  I quickly took some deep breaths
through my nose to fight back the nausea.  Finally, Pete's wad shot out in a torrential burst, and I
gagged once more when it hit the back of my throat.  Then, calmly, I drank from his resolving
dick until the last drops of his ejaculation had trickled out. 
       "My lady, you're beautiful," he said to me as I looked up at him with tears running out of my
eyes, snot out of my nose and slobber on my chin. 
     Then Pete finished removing his clothes while I watched, admiring his hairy, male body. 
Then he grabbed my jeans by the waist and began to unbotton them.  Having them unfastened, he
pulled them down over my buttocks, and reached around to untie the strings to my halter top. 
Once my breasts jiggled free, he leaned down to kiss the soft white skin, moving then to lick the
little pink knots that were my nipples, all the while in one smooth motion, pushing me onto my
back on the floor.  He then pulled my pants over my knees, ankles and then feet.  Crawling up to
cover me, his unit was pressing against my opening now, and slid easily in all the way, like a hot
knife through butter.  We then began to move together in a swaying motion, the loveliness of it
lasting for what seemed like quite awhile, Pete having already freed his impatient first orgasm.  I
loved being with Pete, and being as one with him in this way.  I wished it never had to end. 
         When we were finally spent, we went back down to the party. 
      There was some sort of commotion going on.  Pete and I rushed to the front yard to see what
all the excitement was about.  A large group of drunks that I had never seen before was standing
around watching as one guy was beating the hell out of another. 
      "What the hell's going on?!" asked Pete. 
      "The mother-fucker's a goddamned woman beater!" exclaimed one drunk, teenage onlooker. 
     Evidently, the poor bloodied and beaten young man had made the mistake of slapping around
his girlfriend in front of the drunken mob.  The rowdy teens now were taking turns using the
horribly injured, pathetically defenseless boy as a punching bag to demonstrate their manhood
and vent their adolescent frustrations. 
        The battered boy's girlfriend pleaded as she clung to an approaching contester in an attempt
to stop him from joining the inhumanity.  He merely pushed her aside as he began boxing her
nearly unconscious mate's ribs as hard as he possibly could. 
       I heard something snap as the pitiful boy's ribs were cracked.  I thought that the mangled,
mutilated face had probably once been that of a gorgeous blue-eyed-blonde, but it was hard to tell
at   this point.  Surprisingly, none of the neighbors had called the cops at the frenzied disturbance. 
       The gang was now trying to decide what to do with the barely- alive, pulverized body.  One
guy suggested that it be thrown into the back of his pickup truck and he would take him to a ditch



in a remote area and dump him.  This sounded like a wonderful idea to the cruel group, and the
poor soul was quickly hoisted into the back of the truck like a sack of potatoes.  Some people
climbed in to go along for the ride.  Others followed in their cars.  When the out-of-control bunch
had departed, a kind of peace returned to the party. 
       The beaten young man's girlfriend stayed behind, sobbing softly  "That was a total bummer,"
commented Pete emotionally as he folded his arm around the despondent woman and walked her
inside.  Settling beside her on a sofa, Pete attempted to console her.  Diane quickly took
advantage of the situation as she took a seat practically on top of Pete and joined him in his
crusade. 
       I knew what I needed--a beer.  I headed to the patio next to the pool where the keg was and
was not unpleasantly surprised when I saw that Curtis Straits had arrived. 
       "Lindsey!," he exclaimed in his interestingly unique accent.  He had a shit-eating grin and a
wicked gleam in his eye as the thought of fucking me occurred to him.  I played along, but I
knew I would not be leaving with Curtis on this particular evening.  I had better prospects in
mind. 
       I was sore from the long pounding I had taken earlier from Pete's giftedness.  The ache
between my legs made me walk rather bowleggedly, and I uneasily felt as if everyone could tell
what I had just been doing. 
     I knew Pete would not take to me hanging all over him; therefore, I busied myself bantering
with Curtis and the plenitude of other males surrounding the keg and pool area. 
       Ironically, on this evening I became better acquainted with the young man that would be my
future husband.  Mark Greene was a very large, intimidating-looking guy with longish
white-blond hair, a reddish mustache, blue eyes and glasses.  I had seen him around at parties
before, but had always been too frightened by him to approach him.  Mark appeared much older
than his l7 years, and his shyness around women came across as indifference or disinterest. 
       Tonight, however, Mark had indulged heavily as he forcefully took me in his arms and
embraced me snugly, swaying to the rock- music beat.  I was overjoyed at this development of
friendship with the brawny, bear-of-a-guy as I enjoyed a drunken game of dancing, frolicking and
grab-assing with Mark, Curtis and Mark's friend, Tom Bryan.  Pete soon joined the group's
activities and after exchanging sentiments with the guys that were his good buddies, he asked
Tom Bryan if he could trouble him for a ride home. 
       "Sure," answered Tom.  Nobody said `no' to Pete Rogers. 
     "Are you coming with me?" Pete asked me. 
     "Oh, yes!" I answered.  Pete was worth missing curfew and staying out all night for. 
     Pete and I left arm-in-arm with Tom as a baffled Curtis looked on enviously.  Tom
chauffeured us to the abandoned home of Pete's estranged parents. 
        "Thanks for the ride, Tom. . . .  Hey, do me a favor and make sure Mark Greene gets home
okay.  He was having trouble standing up, much less driving," said Pete. 
     "Okay," said Tom as Pete and I exited the back seat of his car. 
     Pete had to climb a ladder to break into an upper story window.  I waited on the ground for
him to let me in through the front door.  I don't remember much of what happened after that, but I
felt awfully bowlegged the next day.     The remainder of my summer that year was a blur of
irresponsible freedom and reckless partying on Greer Mountain.  Rabidu had broken up with
Rachel due to her age.  He said that she was too young for him, and that they needed to date other
people.  This was fine with Rachel--she was now free to run with me at parties.  We would get a



ride with someone from our lengthy list of new friends and systematically make our rounds at the
party, kissing and hugging the people we did know and making it a point to meet everyone we
didn't know.  We would sometimes take turns making out with certain guys, and we never had
any problem getting plenty of free booze and drugs. 
       Rose had learned not to worry so much when I didn't make it home at night--I had done it so
many times by now that she was used to it.  Her inconsistency in punishing me had been a
terrible mistake.  But Rose had neither the leisure nor the mental stamina required to manage her
willful daughter.  I was being "raised" by my new family. 
      But, of course, as with all good things, the summer had to end.  School started back the first
of September.  Rachel and I were still young enough to be required by law to attend school.  I
couldn't wait until I was l6 so that I could drop out. 
       We forged Rachel's course schedule so that we would have some of the same classes.  When
a teacher called role omitting Rachel's name, she would show them her falsified record and be
added to the roster.  Then she and I would gleefully dally away our class time.  In one particular
art class that was not required for credit, we sat in the back of the classroom and played poker for
cigarettes. 
      The days soon shortened, and the temperatures dropped.  Halloween was just a week away,
and I was anxious for the special occasion.  I had gotten a hit of LSD from Josh Dunne and I was
saving it for Halloween night.  The drug was a tiny, square, black piece of blotter paper with a
white, five-pointed star stamped on it.  I kept the "black star" in a cigarette cellophane in my
pocketbook, taking it out often just to look at it.  I couldn't wait to try "acid"! 
      
      Halloween would be Saturday, and Rachel and I were planning a hunch-punch party for
Friday night.  There was a dead-end at the end of our street that turned into a gravel road and
twisted back into some woods.  We drew a map of the road, and posted copies of it on bulletin
boards all over school. 
     When the big night finally arrived, I was overjoyed.  At the party sight, which was a grassy
clearing beside a creek, Rachel and I mixed the ingredients for our witches' brew in a cooler.  A
clear and frigid night, the smell of smoke from the nearby neighborhood chimneys was heavy.  I
was warm despite the chill, wearing a thermal shirt topped with a flannel shirt, blue jeans and a
leather jacket. 
     Rachel also had a hit of black star and we took them first thing.  As cars pulled in and parked
in the field with people arriving for the party, I thought I was starting to feel something.  I had a
broad smile on my face that I could not get rid of even if I had wanted to.  Looking at Rachel, I
could see that she also had an immense grin on her face, and we nodded at each other.  We were
tripping! 
       Some guys had built a fire, and I thought I could see lights, colors and fire in the sky.  My
senses were heightened drastically, and I could hear people talking from yards away even over
the loud music playing on a car stereo.  The mingling of the many voices merged together into a
sound like song lyrics being played in reverse on slow speed.  I thought the forest trees were
laughing and whispering to me.  The massive bombardment of my perception caused an overflow
of emotion as I began to laugh hysterically.  I had a drink of the sweet hunch-punch to calm my
bursting nerves. 
       Some younger dudes that went to school with Rachel and me had seen our flyers and pulled
up in a pick-up truck.  One guy hopped out of the back of the truck and unloaded over a dozen



jack-o- lanterns that he had stolen from houses within the neighborhood.  Arranging the
pumpkins around the fire in a huge circle, he lit them. 
       This was just too much.  I laughed uncontrollably at the fiery faces smiling back at me.  As I
moved, their eyes followed me in long streaks and tracers of brilliant orange.  I looked down at
my own hand and it was bright purple.  Cigarette cherries shown radiant rings of glowing
crimson.  It was a drug-induced paradise. 
     As the party wore on, the drunks who weren't tripping finished off the hunch-punch, and
things started breaking up.  The jack-o- lanterns were easy targets for destruction and were
smashed.  Rachel had been getting friendly with some guy, and she and I left with him and his
friends to go to another party. 
     The party was at an apartment.  I headed for the restroom first thing.  Once closed within the
small room, I looked at myself in the mirror.  My eyes were wide and dilated.  The reflection of
the strange-looking person staring back at me frightened me.  Sitting down on the toilet, the walls
seemed to be breathing and closing in on me.  I had to get out of there fast! 
      I had had my experience and was now ready for it to be over.  It was getting very late and I
wanted to sleep but knew that would be impossible in the state of agitation my mind was in. 
Rachel had disappeared with the dude she had been with, and I was surrounded by dozens of
complete strangers.  I wanted to call Rose to come get me, but I didn't even know where to tell
my mother I was. 
       Then David introduced himself to me. 
     I was thankful and relieved for David's company.  He took me around the small apartment,
with a bright kitchen that opened into a den and dining area, and introduced me to everyone.  I
shyly greeted them.  He drunkenly referred to everyone there as his "brothers" and "sisters".  I
could tell that he got on some people's nerves. 
       David was Mick Jagger made over, I thought--wiry, compact and energetic, with longish,
wavy brown hair and full lips.  He was not exactly my type, but I was sticking to him like glue
because he was being so good to me.  I learned that a guy named Stan lived in the apartment and
David had come with Stan's brother, Donald, to "visit" indefinitely. 
         As the darkness thinned into daybreak, I finally felt that the effects of the LSD had worn off
almost completely.  I still was in a disoriented stupor, however when David took me to his
bedroom and closed the door.  There was no bed, and we laid down on the carpeted floor.  I had
sex with David as a perfunctory deed to his having tended to me and given me a safe place to
spend the night.  He was a dynamic yet tender lover, and I could tell that he really cared about
me, for although he was not exactly gentle with his impressive sex tool, pulling it in and out of
me with an unusual roughness, he held my face in his hands, lightly kissing me, his breath
delicate on my lips and neck.  Maybe I could develop some feelings for him, too, eventually . . . 
      I awoke the following afternoon with an aching back and neck from sleeping on the floor. 
David was lying beside me, propped up on one elbow watching my slumber. 
       "Good morning, beautiful," he said. 
     I had to think for a minute.  Where was I?  What had I done?  Oh, yeah.  I rubbed my sore
neck.  "Let me do that for you," insisted David. 
       I really did not want the guy to touch me but the massaging of his gentle hands felt so
wonderful I couldn't bring myself to make him stop.  Goose-bumps came up on my back and
arms, and my nipples hardened.  David smiled as he said,  "Feels good, huh? . . . . . . Lindsey, last
night was very special for me.  You're the best thing that's happened to me in a long time.  I'm so



glad I came here to visit my friend's brother.  If I hadn't, I wouldn't have met you." 
      What's this guy's trip?!, I wondered as I politely returned his smile. 
          "I need to walk to the store.  Will you come with?" David asked. 
     "Okay," I said. 
     Exiting the bedroom, I was ecstatic when I looked down the short hallway and saw Rachel in
the den.  She had spent the night also.  "Here, this will make you feel better," said Rachel
offering me a loaded bong. 
       "Thanks, man.  This is just what I need," I said. 
       It was mid-afternoon, and the people in the apartment were cranking up for a wild Saturday
night.  The entrance door was opened to the bright, unseasonably warm day, and residents and
their guests milled about freely.  The adults-only complex had a club in the courtyard next to a
pool, and I felt a thrill of anticipation as I watched a group of loudly celebrating men around a
table in the pool area pop open a bottle of foaming champagne.  Man, this place was just one
gigantic party! 
     "We're walking to the store," David told Donald as my heart sank.  I wanted to stay here and
rock on this rollicking turf. 
     David held my hand on the way to the store.  "Lindsey, I think I'm in love with you," he said,
looking into my eyes.  "I want you to be my old lady.  Will you go steady with me?" 
     I didn't know what to say.  Jesus Fucking Christ!, I thought.  I don't even know this guy's last
name!  But I didn't have the heart to say no.  He was so sincere.  Maybe I could have some fun
with this guy and then dump him later. 
     "Okay," I said numbly. 
     "Oh, baby, you've made me so happy!" cheered David as he swept me, non-responsive, into
his arms and gave me a choking hug.  "I can't wait to get back and tell everyone!" 
     Hell's bells!, I dreaded. 
     When we arrived back at the apartment, the party was really rocking.  It was starting to get
dark, and I was ready for a drink.  I was glad David had purchased beer at the store. 
       After a few brews, David was really starting to smother me.  He was hanging all over me,
introducing me to everyone as his "old lady".  His hyper-energy was especially annoying. 
       When David was notifying Donald of his exciting news, a look of utter dread came over
Donald's face.  Donald fidgeted uneasily, noticeably distraught.  Finally, he grabbed David
roughly by the arm.  "I need to talk with you alone for a minute, David!"  he demanded. 
     ". . Oh. . okay. . . Please excuse me for a minute, baby," David told me as he walked away
with David, leaving me standing there alone wondering what was up Donald's butt. 
       Then it hit me that I needed to take a leak.  I walked down the hall to the restroom, but found
the door closed and a small line starting to form.  Stan came up to me and told me, "There's
another bathroom in back, off the master bedroom, if you need to use it, sweetheart." 
     "Okay, thanks," I accepted, turning down the hall and into the master bedroom. 
     Seeing the small door for the bathroom, I went to it and grabbed the doorknob.  The door was
slightly ajar, and just as I was about to open it fully, I heard voices coming from inside.  Peeking
through the crack, I was dumbfounded by what I saw.  The voices were those of David and
Donald, and David was butt-ass naked! 
     Unaware of my intruding eyes, the two continued with their business.  David leaned forward,
placing his hands firmly on the toilet seat, his dark curls falling downwards toward the toilet
bowl, his ass in the air.  His penis was very stiff and rubbed against his own bent stomach. 



Donald then kicked David's legs wide apart, reached through and grabbed David's scrotum with a
rough squeeze.  David let out a moan that I could not tell whether was from pleasure or pain.  As
I continued to watch in horrified confusion, Donald proceeded to ruthlessly knead David's balls. 
David's moans intensified, and I realized that the moans were from pleasure when his organ
began to visibly throb, pumping out the foamy white liquid that squirted onto his stomach and
chest. 
       David continued to firmly grip the toilet seat with his legs spread as Donald stepped slightly
away, pulled his own pants down over his rigid dick to his ankles.  He then reached over and
pulled a drawer out from under the sink.  Taking out a jar of vaseline, Donald removed the lid,
and with his fingers, scooped out a modest portion of the grease which he applied with loving
strokes to his swollen organ.  He continued to grip and tug at his slippery rod until his head fell
back in near satisfaction, his mouth open in a tight grimace.  Swiftly he moved to David, and
with one swift and brutal motion, drove his ready cock into David's awaiting anus.  My hand flew
to my mouth and tears filled my eyes, as I continued to watch, unable to turn away.  Donald
persisted to pump his member swiftly into David, David grunting with the power and briskness
of the thrusts.  Donald's ass cheeks released and tightened drastically in rhythm with his
enthusiastic gratification.  Finally tightening, with his unit deeply imbedded in David's rectum,
Donald's whole body began to shake voilently with the seizure of his release. 
       The fierceness of the moment brought me to my senses as I quickly exited the room still
undected by the homosexual lovers.  As I came down the hallway, I surely could not hide the
look of perplexed terror that was on my face from what I had just witnessed.  Stan could see I
was disturbed, and he pulled me to a secluded side bedroom. 
     "David's really not a bad guy," he explained, sensing that I was upset over something David
had done.  "He just tends to get on people's nerves.  And he and Donald are kind of . . weird . . if
you know what I mean." 
       "Lindsey, where are you?" I heard David looking for me in the hallway. 
          Frantically, I decided I had to get away while the getting was good.  I ducked out of the
doorway, and sneaking behind people, snuck out the front door of the apartment and wandered
outside onto the red brick patio surrounding the pool.  I then made my way through the crowd
and went inside the clubhouse.  As soon as I entered, I heard my name. 
     I looked from side to side in the dark, smoky room lit only by tavern lights.  A bar ran from
one side of the room to the other.  "Lindsey!" came again the familiar, unique voice of Curtis
Straits.  Finally I located him on a stool at the end of the bar. 
     "Curtis!  I'm so glad to see you!" I said as I went to him, grabbed him and hung on for dear
life.  Curtis smiled his guilty grin. 
      
      Just then, in walked David.  I put my hands on either side of Curtis' face and pulled his mouth
to mine. 
     "Lindsey, baby I've been looking all over . . ." David's words trailed off as he saw me kissing
Curtis.  "Oh . . . sorry . . ." he said as he turned away, crushed.  I ignored him.  I did not
understand it, and I did not want any part of it.  I had done what I had to do. 
     "There's supposed to be a party up on Greer Mountain.  Wanna go check it out?" asked Curtis,
oblivious to the scenario happening around him. 
       "Shit, yes!" I breathed with relief. 
     The party on Greer mountain was really happening when Curtis and I arrived.  On the drive



up, several cars had been in front of us as well as behind us heading for the same place on Wreck
Bend Road.  There was a bonfire in the dirt circle, and a writhing mass of beautiful people were
loading up on intoxicants around the flames.  Josh, Rhandi, Danny, Mitch and Matt were all there
as well as a lot of other people I knew and many others I did not.  I mingled with Curtis for
awhile, and then, suddenly, wondered if I was having a flashback from the night before.  For
there in the crowd before us, I thought I saw David, but by now my mind was so foggy, I thought
maybe my vision was playing tricks on me.  I searched with blurry vision, and then I saw him
again.  It was him!  He was just standing there, shit-faced, staring at me.  He must have followed
us up the mountain! 
     "Lindsey, I love you!" he shouted. 
     The people in the crowd, whom I admired and imitated, turned and looked at me, expectantly. 
I thought I would absolutely die of embarrassment.  To make things worse, David was now
standing on a log right in the middle of the blazing fire.  He began jumping up and down and
shouting. "Lindsey, I love you!  You laid me.  You laid me, damnit!  That must mean you love
me, too!  Please, Lindsey, please!" 
      I could take no more of this humiliation.  I went back down the trail to Curtis' car.  When
Curtis came after me, I said, "Let's get the hell out of here!"  I went to spend the night with Curtis
at his parents' house in the country. 
     A few weeks later, Rachel and I were toking in the afternoon at Danny Miller's house.  Mitch
Reeves walked in.  "Rachel, can I talk to you for a minute alone?" he asked. 
     "Sure, sexy," flirted Rachel, giving me a puzzled look. 
     I went into the other room to look for Rhandi.  I stopped abruptly as my heart skipped a beat. 
Across the room stood David! 
      Rachel came after me and grabbed my arm from behind.  "Come here, chick I've gotta talk to
you," she said as she led me to another room. 
     "What's up?!" I asked, impatiently. 
      "Mitch says he's got V.D.  He thinks he got it from you!" 
     The panic that rose to my cheeks felt like a slap in the face.  Tears sprang to my bewildered
eyes. 
       "What?!" I cried. 
     Just then David found us.  He started screaming in a voice that everyone in the house could
hear, "Lindsey, you sleazy whore, you gave me the goddamned clap!" 
      "What?!" I asked again, dazed. 
     "You heard me.  I've got gonorrhea.  You know, VD--the gift that keeps on giving.  And I got
it from you, you nasty bitch!!"    
     It being the early 80s, AIDS had not even been heard of yet, and the thought of venereal
disease had never even occurred to me.  I had been lucky enough so far to avoid getting pregnant
by using the rhythm method of birth control, but I didn't even know what gonorrhea was.  I didn't
know whether I had something that would kill me or be cured or what.  So, as soon as I got home
from Danny's house that afternoon, I plopped down in my bed and got on the phone.  I called the
health clinic in my community to ask questions.  I learned that the disease has symptoms of
painful urination and a greenish discharge from the end of the penis in males, but often has no
noticeable symptoms for females. 
     I assumed then that I must have it since both David and Mitch had it.  That would also mean
that Pete and Curtis could have it, also.  I wondered who I caught it from--then I remembered . . .



Crazy Craig!  That settled it.  I must get treatment right away. 
       Rachel and I skipped school one day the next week and hitched a ride downtown, where the
clinic was located.  Rachel also wanted to be checked since we had learned the whole "family"
seemed to be coming down with the illness, including Rabidu. 
     The clinic was a sleezy place, and we had to wait for hours with the dregs of society before
our names were called.  When I finally had my turn, the nurse asked me questions before
beginning the exam.  "Are you having any symptoms?" 
     "No," I answered.  "But my partner told me I gave it to him." 
     "Well, then you're pretty sure you have it?" 
     "Yes," I sighed. 
      "We can go ahead and treat you today before we know the test results.  Do you want that?" 
     "Yes." 
     The exam consisted of a pap smear, and then the nurse began treatment.  I was given two
painful injections of penicillin in her rear end, a handful of antibiotics to take right then, and a
prescription for antibiotics to continue taking over the next two weeks.  "Your test results should
be back in about a week," said the nurse. 
     "And then I'm cured?" 
     "Probably--you'll need to come back in for a follow-up." 
     I winced at the thought of having to spend another valuable skip-day at this scummy place. 
      Once Rachel and I had finished our business at the clinic, we got a guy we had met there give
us a ride to Danny Miller's house.  I kicked back at Danny's house and took some bong tokes.  I
intended to spend the rest of my day-off enjoying myself.  Rachel impulsively looked out the
window when she heard a car pull up in the driveway.  "Oh shit, Lindsey!  You'd better hide--it's
your mom!" 
     "Bullshit," I muttered under heavy, stoned eyelids. 
     "No bullshit!" insisted Rachel. 
     I looked at my friend and could tell that she was not kidding.  Swiftly, I rose to peer out the
window.  Rose was getting out of her car. 
     "Fuck!" I shrieked.  My first instinct was to run out the back way, but figured it best to go
peacefully and not cause a scene.    That would save me some embarrassment.  I walked out
calmly and got in the car. 
     Rose had that "crazy woman" look when she got in the car with me.  She immediately started
slapping me as I raised my arms in self defense to deflect the blows to my face.  "What . . have . .
I . . told you . . a-bout . . skip-ping school?!" screamed Rose, with fists flying.  The one thing that
Rose was determined not to let slide was my education. 
       With her hands on the steering wheel now, Rose started her car and backed out of the
driveway onto the street.  "I told you that if you ever skipped school again to hang out at this drug
house that I was going to beat you.  Isn't that what I said?!" 
      "Yes," I whimpered, peeking out hesitantly from my still raised arms. 
     "Well, you're going to get that beating as soon as we get home!" snarled Rose. 
     I was filled with dread the whole way home.  When we pulled into our driveway, I
immediately jumped out of the still rolling vehicle and fled like the wind.  Rose jumped out and
gave chase for about ten feet before she realized she'd never catch me on foot.  She got back in
her car and sped down the road in the direction I had taken.  I cut through some yards, jumped a
few fences and easily lost my mother. 



       Remembering my source of food and shelter, I decided after a little time to think that it
would be best to just go home and take my licks--Rose would never let me come back otherwise. 
        When I got there, I opened the door as silently as possible, tip-toed into the kitchen and
poured myself some soda.  I had cotton-mouth from the dope I had smoked earlier.  Startled by
the sharp, stinging blow that slammed across my back, I turned to see Rose ruthlessly swinging a
belt, brutally striking me again and again with no hint of letting up anytime soon. 
      
      "NO!" I screamed as I turned with the open cola bottle still in my hands towards my wielding
mother.  I then began pouring the fizzy liquid all over Rose, and the battle turned into a physical
struggle between us.  I quickly overpowered my smaller, older and weaker mother, pushing her,
kicking and screaming, to the floor.  I quickly seized this opportunity to run down the hall and
lock myself in my room. 
      Rose struggled to her feet and followed not far behind.  She shouted at me through the door,
"You are grounded for two weeks, Lindsey!" 
     "No!" I screamed in panic.  "I already have tickets for the Van Halen concert next Saturday
night!" 
     "Well, that's just too damn bad, isn't it!" accentuated Rose.  At this, I threw open my door and
confronted my mom in the hallway. 
     "Why the hell can't you just let me live my own life.  I'm not a goddamned little kid!" I gritted,
my face red with seething anger. 
     "As long as you live under my roof, Lindsey, you will go by my rules.  And that includes
going to school!  Now you just tell Rachel she'll have to find someone else to go to the concert
with because you're grounded!" 
      "S-H-I-I-I-T!" I growled in blind rage, hitting the wall so hard that my hand went right
through the huge hole I knocked in the sheet rock with my fist. 
     Rose was appalled.  "I just can't have anything, can I?!  I work hard to pay for this house and
then you destroy it.  I'll start treating you like an adult, Lindsey, when you start acting like one! 
Get back in your room and out of my sight!" 
     I slammed my bedroom door so hard it shook the whole house and sat down heavily on my
bed.  I was going to that concert whether my mother liked it or not! . . . 
      A week passed, and I called the clinic for my V.D. test results.  "Your test results came back
negative," reported the nurse. 
     "What?!" I screamed.  "You mean I haven't got any diseases?" 
     "No, M'am," ensured the nurse. 
     I slammed down the receiver.  I was furious.  I had taken shots in the butt and all that
nauseating medication for nothing!  Mitch must have caught it from somebody else, and I was
willing to bet that David didn't even have it.  That goddamned prick had just spread the awful
rumors about her as some sort of sick revenge.  Well, that little fudge packer had not heard the
last of it from Lindsey Durham! 
     When concert-night Saturday arrived, I dressed eagerly in a spaghetti-strapped, low-cut,
white, silky blouse and tight blue jeans with my moccasin boots.  I tied a flannel shirt around my
waist to wear outdoors if I got cold and applied my makeup heavily.  Rose came home from work
and found me preparing myself for the evening.  "I don't know why you're getting ready, Lindsey. 
I told you, you're not going out tonight!" 
     "Yes, I am!" I yelled, coolly. 



     "No, you're not!" 
     "Yes, I am!" 
     I started for the front door.  Rose moved into my path to stop me.  I calmly turned and went
back down the hall to my room, opened my window and jumped out. 
     "Lindsey!" screamed Rose out the open window.  "Lindsey, you come back here right this
minute. . . I mean it Lindsey. . . . . Lindsey! . . . " 
     Rose might as well have been talking to a brick wall. 
     The lyrics to a Van Halen song rang through my head as I ignored my mother: 
       "I live my life like there's no tomorrow, 
      
         All I've got, I had to steal . . . 
      I've got no love, no love you'd call real 
          Got nobody waiting at home . . . 
      
      RUNNING WITH THE DEVIL . . . 
      I'M RUNNING WITH THE DEVIL!" 
      I walked down back roads and cut through yards to get to the corner convenience store.  I had
already made arrangements earlier   that day for Rachel and Scott Reedus to pick me up there at
six o'clock. 
       Scott was a friend of oiurs whom we had met through partying with Rabidu and Danny
Miller.  Scott was not the type Rachel and I lusted for, but he did have big, sensitive blue eyes
and a great personality.  He got right down to my soul with his direct conversation and profound
opinions. 
      I had bought Scott's ticket under the condition that he was to drive Rachel and me to the
concert and provide the booze.  It was an offer he wouldn't refuse to save his life.  We made a
stop by the liquor store on the way to the coliseum, and Scott purchased a fifth of George Dickel,
90-proof whiskey.  Scott also, as always, had a bag of pot which he stashed in his pants' crotch to
smuggle inside the show.  After parking in a park for a while to get a head start on our buzz, I hid
what was left of the bottle in my purse.  The three of us then headed for the concert. 
     Handing my ticket to the attendant at the entrance to the coliseum, I noticed anxiously that
many people were being searched.  Please don't search me, I thought. 
       Just as I turned down the smooth concrete hallway of the large, round building, I believed I
had gotten in undetected.  But, a red-coated security guard grabbed me by the arm.  "I need to
check your bag, please ma'm. 
       I abruptly yanked my arm from the man's grasp, and darted instantly into the horde of people
streaming into the concert area.  The guard gave chase, but I easily lost the old man in the
frenzied crowd. 
     Checking the seat number on my ticket, I climbed the endless concrete stairs to meet Rachel
and Scott at our seats.  We were in the nosebleed section, our seats high above a balcony above
another towering group of seats.  The floor area in front of the stage was chair-less, the crowd
there on their feet.  We decided to sit down for the warm-up group, get high, and then head down
on the floor for Van Halen.  Scott fired up a doobie as soon as the lights went down, and the
reefer reek from his joint and many others being passed around within the audience filled the
enclosed auditorium.  I was somewhat glad that Scott, Rachel and I were up in the nosebleed
section, so we didn't have to worry about the red-coats that were wandering around with



flashlights down below. 
     After chasing tokes with shots of whiskey, the extreme height started to get to me, making me
feel rather dizzy.  "Hey Scott, let's go down on the floor," I shouted over the blaring music.  Scott
and I looked to Rachel for her approval, but I totally freaked out when I saw Rachel's face. 
       Rachel had a blank stare on her face, her big green eyes wide and glassy, and her face was
pale, cold white.  "Rachel, are you okay?" I screamed, concerned.  Rachel started heaving, and I
knew she was about to puke.  "No, Rachel, c'mon!  We've got to get to the bathroom!"  But it was
too late.  Rachel began disgorging all over the people sitting directly in front of us.  The soiled
people jumped from their seats in disgust and turned to stare at Rachel, repulsed.  I ignored them
as I assisted a stumbling Rachel down the aisle and the long flight of treacherous cement steps
towards the restrooms. 
     Once we reached the ladies' room, I ran a paper towel under cold water and handed it to
Rachel to put on her face.  There was a large fountain-like sink in the middle of the room, and I
propped Rachel on it.  "Now, if you've got to throw up, do it now, right here," I insisted,
indicating the basin. 
       "No, I'm fine now," replied Rachel. 
       I noticed that she still looked like a white zombie.  "Well, take some deep breaths," I
instructed. 
     I heard the muffled sound of the crowd going wild and knew that Van Halen must have just
gone on stage.  "Do you think you can go back out now?" I rushed Rachel. 
     "Yeah," answered Rachel, shakily. 
     We went back to the seats that Scott was saving for us.  Some different people were now
sitting in the seats left vacant by the people Rachel had vomited on earlier. 
       The music was so loud that I could savor it down to my bones.  I swayed to the rock and
thrilled to David Lee Roth as he danced lewdly on stage, thrusting and lunging his fine, fine body
suggestively.  I was dying to go down on the floor so I could get a close-up look at the bulging
unit that I was sure was at his crotch.  Scott passed me a joint and the bottle. 
     But the sheer enjoyment would not last, for out of the corner of my eye, I could see that
Rachel was once again puking all over the people that had ignorantly sat in the hazardous seats in
front of her. 
       Back to the restrooms headed Rachel and I.  When they got there I tried once again to get
Rachel to let it out.  "If you just go ahead and throw it all up, you'll feel better," I told her. 
     "I'll be okay in a minute," ensured Rachel.  I sat with my friend, impatiently.  I was aggravated
that I was missing the concert as I heard the obstructed sound of the music coming from outside. 
After a little while Rachel said "let's go down on the floor." 
       "Are you sure you're gonna be okay," I queried. 
     "I'm feeling a lot better, now.  Man, what a bummer, I puked all over those people, didn't I?" 
     "Yeah . . . . twice!" I laughed.  We began to laugh breathlessly.  "That was so fuckin' funny!" I
gasped, wiping the tears from my simpering eyes. 
       As I laughed with my friend, I noticed that Rachel appeared to be feeling better.  "Are you
sure you're not gonna puke on anybody else if we go back out now?" 
     "Positive," replied Rachel.  "I feel almost straight now.  Let's go see if Scott'll fire up a doob!" 
     We returned to Scott.  "Are you bogarting the dope and booze?" I tried to scream over the
music. 
     "What?" shouted Scott. 



     "Let's go down on the floor," I yelled, motioning. 
     When the trio of us hit the floor, we pushed into the crowd to get as close to the stage as
possible.  Once buried in the pulsating mass of people, Scott lit one up.  I let out a howl of glee
when I looked up and saw David Lee Roth up-close and in- person.  He did indeed have a huge,
bulging unit at his crotch.  He looked a lot older in real life than he did on T.V. or in pictures, but
he still turned me on.  "Whoooo, Dave, Baaaaby!" I wailed.  "Let me on your shoulders, Scott!" I
demanded.  Scott stooped down as I straddled the back of his head.  Rising unsteadily, he handed
me the burning joint.  I took a long toke above the sea of heads and arms and held it up as if
offering it to the band.  Passing it back to Scott, I waited for D.L.R. to look in my direction.  As
soon as I had his attention, I lifted my blouse to reveal my braless bouncing breasts.  My nipples
quickly became erect when Dave smiled and pointed at me.  "Whoa, baby!" I cried as I clapped
my hands together over my head, continuing to bounce my boobs while Dave continued to take a
long drink of my visual offering. 
      My deed done, I got down from Scott's shoulders and took the whiskey bottle in my hand. 
After holding it up in the air for a few seconds, I took a swig.  The band had exited the stage, and
the audience was going riotous, shouting  . . . encore! . . . encore!  I yelled at the top of my lungs
"Running with the Devil!"  I went bezerk along with the rest of the crowd when Eddie came back
on stage and went into a blazing guitar solo that led into my adopted theme song "Running with
the Devil." 
         When the band again left the stage, the crowd knew not to expect another encore because
the lights came on.  The bright lights blinded me, and the blasting music had left me nearly deaf. 
It was a high within itself.  Rachel grabbed my arm.  "Look!" she exclaimed, pointing. 
     "Well, well, if it isn't that sorry bastard, David," I replied, mockingly. 
       "Let's kick his ass!" said Rachel, heading toward the unsuspecting David.  We caught him by
surprise and yanked him aside roughly. 
     "You sorry mother fucker!" I screamed at David as I kicked him. 
     "Yeah, you lying sack of shit!" added Rachel, slapping him. 
     "What's the goddamned idea of spreading all those fucking lies about me?!" I gritted,
pounding him with my fists. 
     "I'm sorry, I'm sorry!" managed David as he attempted to dodge our assault.  A crowd of
people had gathered around, watching amused as two girls beat the crap out of some guy.  David
finally succeeded in breaking away from Rachel and me, fleeing as fast as he could, painfully
humiliated. 
       "You better run, faggot!" I screamed after him. 
     "Yeah, you little pussy!" echoed Rachel. 
      As Scott, Rachel and I again commenced to flow with the crowd as they emptied the littered
arena, I heard a familiar voice.  "Scott!" 
     We turned to see Mitch heading purposefully towards us.  "Hey Mitch!  Where's the party?"
asked Scott.  Mitch stood before us.  He shot me a look.  I shot him one right back. 
     Rachel grabbed Mitch forcefully by his arm.  "Cm'ere dude.  I've gotta talk to you."  Mitch
smiled sinfully as he eagerly obeyed Rachel.  I knew what Rachel wanted to talk to him about.  I
watched Rachel make an honest attempt to have a serious discussion with Mitch as Mitch made
his best attempt at stealing kisses from Rachel.  Finally, I faintly overheard Mitch say "Yeah,
yeah, I know.  I'm sorry." 
       Discussion over, Rachel and Mitch rejoined Scott and me.  "The party's at Steve Wilcox's



place," informed Mitch.  "Later.  Josh and Rhandi are waiting for me at the car.  See you there!" 
     Outside it had turned so cool that I had to put on my flannel shirt.  Scott drove to the
apartment where Steve Wilcox lived, and Rachel and I drunkenly laughed the whole trip, our hot
breath steaming the car windows.  Our laughter had still not subsided when we entered the
apartment, but what I saw once inside caused me to abruptly stiffen.  "What's wrong?" asked
Rachel, quietly.  I did not answer, but stared motionlessly across the crowded room.  Shelton
Crane was staring straight back at me! 
     Our gaze was separated when Steve Wilcox stepped up to me.  "Hi, I'm Steve," he said.  I was
in instant bliss.  Steve was one fine piece of meat.  His masculine features complimented an
athletic body.  Extra-broad shoulders exaggerated his narrow, firm butt. 
        "High!?" I purred.  "Wish a was!" 
     "Well we can take care of that," promised Steve.  "Follow me."  Rachel and I followed Steve
into the kitchen.  Our path took us passed Shelton who extended his arm to halt me. 
        "Hi, Lindsey," he said.  "How have you been?" 
     "Fine--Just trying to stay high." 
     "I've been thinking about you a lot lately," confessed Shelton, taking my hand. 
     "Really?" I asked. 
     "This way!" Steve interrupted. 
     "I'll be back in a minute," I vowed.  Shelton gently released my hand as I went to Steve. 
     As Steve prepared some marijuana for smoking on the kitchen counter, Rachel and I schemed
privately.  "That Shelton is really good looking," commented Rachel.  "Do you mind if I go for
him?" 
       "Hell yes I mind!" I answered. 
     "Oh, don't give me that shit!" snapped Rachel.  "I saw the way you were looking at Steve."  I
realized Rachel had a point. 
     "Well, I want them both!" I laughed, weakening. 
      "Too bad," said Rachel, coyly, taking the lit joint Steve was handing her. 
      Just then, Mitch, Rhandi and Josh made a boisterous entrance.  Mitch swaggered up to me. 
"I'm sorry I accused you," he slurred.  "I know who it was now--Tori Meyers.  Can you ever
forgive me? I'm sorry, I'm sorry".  He laid his head on my breast. 
     "It's okay Mitchy baby," I said, stroking his curls.  Mitch straightened up, reached for the
passing joint, took a long toke and smiled contentedly. 
     Rachel took a few tokes and then made her way over to Shelton.  She sat down next to him
and started up conversation.  In no time she was putting her hands all over him.  Shelton
nervously questioned her.  "Aren't you a friend of Lindsey's?  You know she and I had a thing
going once." 
     Rachel glanced towards me and Steve.  "I really don't think Lindsey gives a shit," she said. 
Shelton followed Rachel's gaze into the kitchen.  I sat on the counter, Steve between my
straddled legs, my hands tousled in his hair.  His mouth was on mine kissing me madly and
aggressively as his right index finger and thumb explored my taut nipple exposed to all since
Steve had removed my shirt. 
        I peered over Steve's shoulder across the smokey room from my perch on the kitchen
counter to see Scott giving me the middle finger.  He was talking to someone in a piqued tone,
and I could only pick out a few of the garbled words that floated across the resonant music and
conversation. 



     "sluts . . . goddamn . . . gave them a ride . . . fuck anybody . . bitches. . ." 
     I figured that Scott was obnoxiously drunk and pissed off at Rachel and me for picking up
other guys at the party when we had arrived with him.  We thought of Scott as a brother, but he
wanted more than that--he wanted in our pants. 
       I could see that because Rachel was quite occupied with Shelton, she hadn't even noticed
Scott's behavior.  Steve laid a hand softly on my cheek and turned my head back to his kisses.  I
caught only a glimpse of Scott as he stormed out of the apartment in a red-faced huff.  I wasn't
the least bit worried that my ride had abandoned me--I was sure Steve's bed would be a welcome
place for me to spend the night.  As if reading my mind, Steve whispered to me, "Make sure to
keep one of the bedrooms vacant for us later, okay?" 
     "Why?" I asked, teasingly. 
       Steve smiled wickedly and said "You're cute, you know that?" 
       The hour was late.  I was partied out and ready to crash, so I headed back to Steve's
bedroom.  "I'll just wait for you here," I said as I shut the bedroom door and turned out the light. 
I flopped down on the bed and soon fell into a coma-like sleep. 
     I was not easily awakened when Steve later staggered from the dwindling party, removed his
clothes and climbed on top of me.  I groggily assisted him with removing my clothes and came
all the way to only when I felt Steve begin forcing himself into me.  In his lunging excitement,
Steve whispered softly in my ear, "I love you".  To this I replied with hysterical laughter.  I
wondered if it was the booze or the moment that had caused this declaration. 
      Steve gave Rachel and me a ride home the next day.  I hated the thought of having to see
Rose, and she was waiting for me when I walked in the door.  "Sit down, Lindsey," she said in a
choaked voice.  "We need to talk". 
     I did as I was told and stared blankly at my mom.  Rose continued.  "Lindsey, you are
completely out of control.  I think you need help, and I can't handle you alone.  I'm going to make
you an appointment with a psychiatrist next week . . ." 
      "I don't need any goddamn shrink!," I shrieked.  "Nothing's wrong with me.  The only
problem I have is you screwing up my life!" 
      "Lindsey, if you are going to live in my house, you will see a psychiatrist!," said Rose as
calmly as possible.  "I'll make an appointment first thing next week," she said as she exited the
room, leaving me alone to sulk. 
      "That's just fucking great!" I screamed after my mother.  I then dropped my head into my
hands and cried miserably.  I hate my mother, the bitch, I thought. 
     Rose had to re-arrange her schedule at work the following week to get off in time to pick me
up from school and take me to the psychiatrist.  The two of us rode in complete silence all the
way to the doctor's office.  We still had not spoken to one another when I was called back to Dr.
Lester's office.  "Have a seat, please, Lindsey," commanded the doctor. 
       The shrink's office was immaculate with rich wood and leather furniture, huge wooden
bookshelves filled with rows and rows of books.  A couch and several chairs were scattered
about the room in front of his desk.  Plush, floral carpeting covered the floor.  A huge window on
the outside wall gave a splendid view of the downtown area. 
       I did as instructed, sat in a round, padded chair at a right angle to his desk with my back to
the window and stared blankly into space.  He looked me over real well for a few seconds before
he spoke.  His eyes traveled over the length of my body, my mocassins and torn, faded jeans, a
black concert T-shirt, and leather jewelry.  My black hair fell straight, long and unpinned.  My



face formed a frown of impenetrable pain.  "I hear you and your mother are having some
problems," he was saying.  "How do you feel about that?" he asked. 
     "I don't know," I responded, irritated. 
     "You know, Lindsey, I cannot help you unless you help yourself," 
     "Who cares," I responded, dryly. 
     "Well, as long as you continue to behave like a child, Lindsey, your mother is going to
continue to treat you like a child.  If you want to be treated more like an adult, you'll have to learn
to behave more responsibly.  I would like to suggest that you help your mother more with chores
around the house.  Do you think you could manage that?" 
     "Fine," I grumbled. 
     "I would also suggest that you obey the rules that your mother makes for your household. 
You're not getting any younger, and, in time, if you show more adult-like behavior, your mother
will allow you more freedom.  Do you think you could give that a try?" 
     "Okay," I sighed. 
     "Let's call your mother back and meet with her for a few minutes, okay?" 
     The doctor buzzed his receptionist and asked her to please send Mrs. Durham in.  Rose
entered the office and had a seat next to me.  "Mrs. Durham, would you like to explain what's
been going on at home," asked Dr. Lester. 
     "Lindsey is just so rebellious ever since her father and I divorced," began Rose.  "She's hardly
ever home, and when she is, she stays back in her room most of the time.  She never speaks a
kind word to me or her brother.  She absolutely refuses to obey curfew and will not abide by
punishments such as restriction." 
     "Mrs. Durham, Lindsey has agreed to take on more responsibility around the house and to
obey household rules and curfew if you will agree to treat her more like an adult." 
      "I have no problem with that at all," replied Rose elatedly. 
     "We'll make an appointment for this same time next week to discuss how this is working out,
okay Lindsey," said Dr. Lester. 
     "Yeah," I replied half-heartedly. 
     For the next few months, Rose and I continued to visit the psychiatrist on a regular basis.  My
behavior improved somewhat.  I helped out more with the housework, and although Rachel and I
now double dated with Steve and Shelton on the weekends, I always had Steve take me home at
night.   I did not always meet curfew, but at least I made it home.  Rose was ecstatic at her
daughter's apparent, partial recovery.  My cooperation was due in part, however, to a lull in my
social life more than from the doctor's suggestions or my mother's wishes.  As spring approached,
I could taste the delirium of the advancing summer.  My sixteenth birthday passed, and I became
restless for the adventures I knew awaited in my future. 
      Although, Rose could not afford to buy me a car, I passed my driver's test at the courthouse
and acquired my driver's license.  At one of my psychiatric appointments, Dr. Lester annoyed me
by suggesting that I get a part-time job. 
     "Lindsey, I think now that you're sixteen, it would be good for you to look for an after-school
job.  That way you'll have your own money and it will also be a good way to improve your
responsibility over the summer.  You may even be able to save up enough money for a car." 
     "I'm not qualified for any jobs that I know of," I argued. 
     "You should be able to get job at a fast-food restaurant like McDonald's or something like
that, don't you think?" 



     "Yeah," I mumbled, compliantly.  No fucking way, I thought to myself. 
      The arrival of daylight-savings time was my signal that it was meerly a down-hill tumble now
until the barefoot ecstacy of summer.  On one intoxicatingly beautiful spring evening, Rachel and
I, escorted by Steve and Shelton, attended a party at a hotel room that would significantly change
the our lives and mark the end of Rose's short-lived relief. 
      The crowd at the party that night was abundant.  The guests included the usual gathering of
crazies such as Josh Dunne and Rhandi, Diane Beranek, Mitch Reeves, Danny Miller, Mark
Greene, Tom Bryan and Scott Reedus.  There were also some new faces for Rachel and me to
become acquainted with.  Steve introduced me to one of his friends.  "Bob, have you met
Lindsey," he asked. 
     I shook my head `no' because I did not remember ever meeting this dude. 
       "Yeah, yeah," Bob corrected.  "I know you.  The last time I saw you, you were dating Curtis
Straits." 
     "Oh, shut up!," I demanded, embarrassed. 
     Just then my heart jumped into my throat as I saw Curtis approaching from across the room. 
     "Lindsey!," he exclaimed.  "How are you doing?!" 
     "Fine," I managed, flushed. 
      "Oh, Lindsey, do you know Curtis?," teased Steve.  I shot Steve an evil glance then began to
laugh along when I saw the silly smurk Steve had on his face. 
     A keg of beer flowed freely within the small room.  Rachel and I moved about, having a
wonderful time, completely unaware of the two men watching us with interest from a back corner
of the room. 
      "Who is that chick with the long dark hair?" Jack Booker asked his girlfriend, Janie.  Janie
lived with Booker and his buddy Stuart Stephens in the hotel room. 
     "Lindsey Durham," Janie replied.  "I know her from high school." 
     "Nice ass," commented Booker. 
     "Who's the blonde?," asked Stephens. 
     "Rachel Popejoy.  They always hang out together." 
      After the keg ran dry, Rachel, Steve and Shelton and I went to make a beer run to a nearby
convenience store.  Rachel and I remained in the car as the guys went inside the store.  "Give me
a smoke, chick," demanded Rachel. 
     "Hell no," I joked as I threw a cigarette to Rachel in the back seat. 
       Just then a van pulled up beside us in the parking lot.  We simultaneously gasped in shock,
for in the van was a group of guys, among them, Pete Rogers and Matt Rabidu. 
       Rachel watched as Matt approached her rolled-down window.  "Hey, girl," he said to Rachel,
obviously very happy to see her, as evidenced by his beaming smile. 
       Rachel spoke briefly to Matt, then turned to see my reaction.  Rachel started for only a
moment when she saw that the front seat was now vacant--Lindsey gone from the vehicle! 
     Rachel opened her door and stepped out to lean against the side of the car.  She faintly heard
the muffled sound of Pete's and my laughter coming from inside the parked van.  Just as Matt
took Rachel's hand, Steve and Shelton exited the store carrying boxes of beer.  They slowed their
pace as they approached the car and saw what had become of their dates.  Steve abruptly got into
the driver's seat and started the engine.  Gunning the engine, he shouted to Shelton, "You coming
with me, man?!" 
       Shelton glanced at Rachel and seeing her gazing into the eyes of her first true love, answered



with a gruff "yeah, man!" 
       Rachel hardly even noticed as the guys squealed out of the parking lot, leaving behind a
patch of black on the pavement as a reminding token of the relationships that once had been. 
     Rachel and Matt walked hand-in-hand to the van and sat down on a seat in front of Pete and
me.  I was on Pete's lap, and we were already hot and heavy in the rear seat, our hot breath
steaming up the van's windows with our passionate kisses.  I was wearing a blue satin shirt that
buttoned up the front, and Pete already had it unbottoned, my breast pulled out as he suckled a
hot, hard nipple.  It had been a while since Pete and I had had each other, and we were sooooo. . .
good together. 
        Rachel spoke to the driver of the van, "Phil, please take me home." 
     "What?!," exclaimed Matt.  "No way, Phil, don't do it!" he demanded. 
     "Fine, then.  I'll just go call my dad to come get me!," declared the sharp-tongued Rachel. 
     "Rachel, baby, I'm sorry.  I'm sorry I broke it off with you.  I want you back.  Please take me
back!," begged Matt. 
     "Not tonight, protested Rachel.  I was supposed to be home an hour ago," she added as she
headed for the pay phone. 
     "Fuck you then!," sneered Matt, closing the door to the van. 
      I never looked up from the task at hand--Pete.  Paul started the engine and pulled out of the
parking lot leaving Rachel behind.  I returned with the guys to an apartment where I spent a
wonderfully amorous night in bed with Pete. 
       The daughter Rose abhored had returned. . . 
      When I straggled in the next day, ragged and hungover, Rose grounded me for the remainder
of the school year.  Feeling my life was over, anyway, I withdrew to my room and listened to
music.  Having lost Steve to be with Pete, I had learned that Pete would soon be leaving also to
live with his dad in another state.  The news Rachel shared with me in school the following week
did not make matters any better. . . 
       Walking purposefully into the classroom, Rachel expounded, "Did you hear the news?!" 
     "What news?" I asked. 
     "You didn't hear?!  . . . .  . Josh Dunne is dead!  Goddamn pigs shot him!" 
     I felt hot blood rush to my face.  "Oh my God! . . . when? . . . . why?!" 
     "Some rookie cop saw him at Pizza Shack and recognized him.  Josh was getting in his car to
leave, and the pig went up to him and asked if he was Josh Dunne.  Josh said `no' and started to
drive off, but the fuckin' pig held on to his car.  The pig kept yelling for him to stop, and when
Josh didn't, he shot him in the back.  A teenager died because that rookie had to be a bad-ass." 
     "Where was Rhandi?" 
     "She was with him.  She saw the whole thing.  She's pretty hysterical." 
     "Well, no shit." 
       I hung my head in despair.  I was too angry to cry.  Just because Josh didn't play by the
unreasonable rules of society was no grounds to murder him.  He was only nineteen. 
     When the last week of school arrived, I felt my spirits rise.  The last three days were half-days
due to exams.  After the last day finally ended, Rachel and I met at my house that afternoon to
celebrate.  When the phone rang, I answered it merrily and was surprised by an unfamiliar voice. 
"Lindsey, hi.  This is Jack Booker. .  . . . I saw you at that hotel-room party a few weeks ago." 
      "Oh, yeah. . . . Hi." 
     "I was wondering if we could get together sometime and get high." 



     Get high!  Jack had said the magic word.  "My ol' lady's at work.  You wanna come over
now?" 
     "Yeah, sure." 
     "My friend Rachel is here." 
     "That's okay.  I'll bring my roommate, Stuart." 
     "Great." 
     "How do I get there?" 
     Rachel and I frantically tidied the house by throwing all the clutter into closets.  As the two
men pulled into the driveway, Rachel looked out the window to check out Stuart.  "He's good-
looking!" she observed.  Stuart and Jack walked into the house, and I felt honored.  The two were
visibly much older than Rachel and me, both of them very tall and stately in appearance.  Stuart
had dark hair, defined features and a moustache.  Jack was not as manifestly good-looking as
Stuart, but something about his masculinity turned me on.  He had dirty-blonde curls, glasses and
was all man.  I immediately felt a dominated-animal magnetism towards him. 
     Jack and I sat on the couch, and Stuart and Rachel on the floor, as we passed around a joint.  
Teddy came in and started spraying Lysol into the smokey, reeking room.  I jumped up, pushed
Teddy out and slammed the door.  "Bratty-ass, little brother!" I muttered, returning to the couch. 
       I was wearing a tight, macrame' blouse that revealed most of the details of my unbound
breasts.  Jack eyed them wishfully.  Pulling, me close, he began kissing me before his hand
slipped up my shirt to explore the items of his interest.  Unable to help himself, his lips moved
down my neck as he pulled my shirt up over my boobs.  Pushing me onto my back on the sofa
and laying on top of me he ravenously licked the delicate, white flesh of my tits.  He ground his
hard crotch between my legs, and I could feel a huge mass of solid, bulging tissue pressing
unyieldingly against my pelvic bone even through our jeans.  While mine and Jack's activity of
heavy-petting proceeded on the couch, Rachel and Stuart were play-fighting and flirting on the
floor. 
      Jack's kisses tapered off slowly.  Sitting back to take a breather, he announced, "I know
where there's a graduation party tonight.  Do you girls wanna go?" 
     "Hell, yeah," I answered, without hesitation. 
     "We'll pick you up around seven, then," agreed Stuart. 
      The summer heat had begun. 
      The party was lively with celebrating teens happy to be free for the summer.  Josh Dunne's
funeral had taken place just a few weeks earlier, and was the topic overheard being discussed the
most.  Rhandi was there with Rabidu, and appeared none-the-worse for wear.  I watched her with
concern from across the room, too apprehensive to offer my condolences. 
      Rachel was flustered about her date.  Stuart had worn a large cowboy hat, and Rachel hated
it.  "He looks so stupid in that hat," she told me.  "What kind of feathers are those on that hat?  . .
. . . Turkey feathers?  . . . You look like a turkey wearing it!" she told Stuart, sharply. 
     To my surprise, Jack immediately began shooting pool, and seemingly forgot that I was even
was there with him.  Rachel led me to a large, plastic trash container filled with hunch punch. 
Whole chunks of fruit floated in the mixture.  I plucked out a strawberry and nibbled at it
daintily.  Tom Bryan approached me.  "The fruit absorbs a lot of alcohol," he told me. 
     "Cool," I commented, picking out another strawberry. 
       The PGA quickly snuck up on Rachel.  She was still bitching about Stuart's hat.  She
cornered Rabidu and kissed him on the mouth, but before he could get his hopes up, she turned



and grabbed Mark Greene and kissed him in the same manner.  Eddie Grissom was the next
permissive victim of Rachel's lips. 
     Stuart stood on the other side of the room, leaning against the wall, frowning coolly, his arms
folded across his chest, watching Rachel's every move.  I walked up and stood next to him.  He
shook his head in disgust, his eyes never leaving Rachel.  "I'm sorry," I said to him. 
       Rachel had become the life of the party.  Guys were practically lining up to kiss her. 
     Stuart walked slowly and deliberately towards Rachel, and grabbed her by the arm.  His
niggardly obsession for her had already begun.  "Let go of me you turkey!" Rachel spat.  She
staggered over to me, and with vacant eyes said, "Get this turkey away from me.  Get me away
from this turkey!" 
       Rachel grabbed Ricky Alonso as he was leaving.  "Can you give me a ride home?" Rachel
asked him. 
     "Sure, baby!" he answered deviously. 
          The party was near the neighborhood where Rachel and I lived, and I tagged along for the
ride to take Rachel home.  Ricky drove around the streets to smoke a joint before dropping
Rachel off.  "No," declined Rachel when he handed her the joint.  I did not decline when the joint
came my way. 
     After a few tokes, I began to feel very dizzy and almost nauseous.  My vision was blurry
double.  We stopped in front of Rachel's house and Rachel gave Ricky a quick peck on the lips as
he dropped her off.  I climbed into the front seat.  Circling around and stopping at the end of the
road, Ricky put his arm around me and kissed me.  I thought about Jack.  It would serve him
right for me to leave with Ricky after the way he'd been ignoring me all night.  "Let's go back to
the party," I said, nevertheless. 
     Back at the party, Ricky fired up another doobie in the driveway.  I stood by to help him
smoke it as several people gathered around to also partake.  I felt a large arm wrap around me
from behind.  Turning to look, I saw Jack smiling down at me.  He wrapped his arms around me
assertively and kissed me, moving slowly towards the backyard.  Backing into a dark tool shed,
he lifted me and set me on a worktable approximately the same height as his hips.  Standing
between my legs, he feverishly unbuttoned my blouse, and once again fed on my breasts and
nipples.  I lifted my ass as he lowered my pants and then his own.  Pressing himself against me,
my drowsy eyes flew open wide as I felt him perforate my body.  He was so BIG!  Pulling
himself out of me, he quickly stuffed it back in, my juices now bathing him in slickness.  And he
was moving with such power as he continued to slam his large rod in and out of me again and
again.  I was being stretched to limits I'd never been to before with this very hard thing inside my
body. 
      Soon after Jack and I had joined, we were interrupted.  Eddie Grissom stumbled into the
shed.  "Oh, man, I'm sorry, I'm sorry," he said when he realized what he'd done.  "Never mind
me. . . That's what I need--to get laid. . . . . Where'd Rachel go, anyway?" Eddie babbled as he
left. 
      Jack and I returned, unruffled, to our business.  Jack lifted me by my buttocks from the table
and carried me, his cock never leaving my body, my pants hanging from my legs wrapped around
his waist and his pants around his ankles, to the side of the house.  Stumbling, Jack fell, slipped
out of me, dropped me and fell on top of me.  My laughter let him know that I was not hurt, and
he quickly turned me to the proper position underneath him so that he could get the best leverage
for prodding my pussy with his corpulent appendage.  I succumbed to his bounteous service. 



      Afterwards, I felt around in the dark for my pants.  Locating my jeans, I could not find my
panties.  Just as I had pulled on my pants, Jack again lifted me and carried me into the house,
leaving behind my panties as an eternal marker of our amalgamation. 
     I awoke the next morning at daybreak on the floor next to Jack.  I scooted up next to him to
feel his warmth because I was freezing.  My head was pounding and my back was aching, but I
didn't move until Jack woke up.  When he rose, he kissed me good morning, and we went
outside.  We walked to the end of the road where we parted and headed in different directions to
get to our homes. 
       It was a pretty long walk for me, but do-able.  The summer sun was beginning to pound
down on me, I was dying of thirst, and the seams of my jeans were really uncomfortable without
panties as they rubbed and chafed my tender slit. 
     When I finally made it home, I heard the phone ringing as I walked in the door.  I made a few
extra painful steps to answer it, and it was Jack.  "Lindsey, I was just calling to say `goodbye'," he
said. 
     "Okay," I said, bewildered.  "Goodbye." 
     "Goodbye." 
     As I hung up the phone, I took a few moments to reflect on the very special night with Jack.  I
would always remember. . . . . . But I didn't have time to dwell on it too long.  I had to pack . . . .
tomorrow I was leaving with my family for FLORIDA! 
       I hurried towards my room to begin packing my things.  Rose stopped me in the hallway.  I
faced her apprehensively, suspecting that she would be angry with me for laying out all night. 
"I'm just letting you know right now that I'm not gonna let you ruin my vacation," she said.  "I'm
not gonna spend all my time trying to control you." 
     "Okay," I agreed, surprised . . . . . `FAROUT!' I thought to myself. 
         The next day when we arrived in Florida, I walked, bare- footed in jeans and a bikini
bathing suit top to the convenience store next to our hotel so I could smoke.  I walked tall, and
was proud of my slender, tan body and long hair because I could literally stop traffic.  On this day
a couple of guys drove past and yelled at me, "Whooooaa, baby . . . I'm in love!" 
       When I smiled and waved, the car turned around and pulled up next to me.  The driver was a
messy older man, but the one on the passenger side was a bronzed, shirtless, construction-worker
type with long dark hair.  I liked the way he looked, and leaned into the window to talk to him.  "I
just wanted to tell you how fine you look," he said to my chest as his eyes strolled up and down 
the length of me, lecherously. 
     "Thanks," I said.  "Are you from around here?" 
     "Yeah." 
     "I'm not.  I'm here on vacation with my family." 
     "Well, you sure are one fine looking woman," he said, practically drooling.  "Wanna get
together and party?" 
     "Okay. . . . . when?" 
     "How about seven?  I'll pick you up here at this store." 
     "Alright.  I'll see you then." 
     "You sure are one fine-lookin' babe." 
     I smiled.  "See ya at seven." 
      I skipped on air back to the room.  I was excited about my date. 
        I spent the remainder of the afternoon at the beach with Rose, Teddy, my cousin and



great-aunt.  As we drove back to the room that evening, I told Rose to "Step on it.  I have a date
at seven o'clock." I said. 
       "Who have you got a date with?" interrogated my aunt. 
     "A guy I met this afternoon.  I'm supposed to meet him at the store at seven." 
     "You're not going on any date with some guy you just met this afternoon.  He'll knock you in
the head and throw you in a ditch!" she argued. 
     I rolled my eyes.  I wasn't going to waste my energy arguing with the old biddy.  Rose bit her
tongue.  She wasn't going to waste her energy forbidding me to go.  She knew if I wanted to go, I
would go, and she wouldn't be able to stop me. 
      At the hotel, I showered and rubbed a rich, after-sun lotion all over my body, giving my skin
a flawlessly-smooth softness.  I then dressed in cut off blue jean shorts that revealed my long,
more deeply tanned legs, and a spaghetti-strapped, black crop top with beaded fringe hanging
freely from the hem around my peeking, bronzed midriff and back.  At seven o'clock I slipped on
my thong, sandals and headed out.  I paced back and forth in the hotel parking lot.  Should I go
meet the guy?  No one was trying to stop me.  I had not brought any drugs with me, so I wasn't
high.  For some reason, my aunt's words kept haunting me--"he'll knock you over the head and
throw you in a ditch." 
       I continued pacing the parking lot.  When I finally made it to the store, it was, by now,
around seven-fifteen.  He was not around, and I didn't wait.  It was possibly a lucky thing for me
that I followed my sober instincts and went back to the room and watched television with my
relatives on that evening. 
      Upon returning home from my vacation, I was surprised to find upon contacting Rachel that
she and Stuart were still dating.  As we took a walk around the neighborhood streets, Rachel
filled me in on the latest.  "Stuart came to my house the day after the hunch- punch party,"
Rachel explained.  "We had a long talk.  He said he thought I was the most beautiful girl he'd
ever seen, and that I had the face of an angel.  He was living with some girl named Barbra. 
When he told me that, I said, `So?'.  That really threw him off. . . . Anyway, the next day he broke
up with her and moved out so we can be together." 
     "Well, Rachel, Eddie Grisson was looking for you the other night after you left the party." 
     "Really?!. . . . Shit, man, I'm sorry I missed that." 
     "Yeah, and I lost my panties." 
     "You lost your panties?!. .  . Oh, Lindsey!" 
       ". . . . . . . . . . How old is Stuart, Rachel?" 
     "Twenty-three. . . . . . He says that he loves me and that he doesn't want to change me." 
     But change her he did. . . 
      I didn't know it yet, but I had already lost my best friend. 
       When Stuart picked up Rachel later that evening, I tagged along with them to Stuart's shabby
little apartment on the wrong side of town.  Rachel and Stuart went into the bedroom and closed
the door behind them.  I was left out in the den sitting on a couch of cracking vinyl.  The walls of
the apartment were cinderblock with a floor of cold, linoleum tile.  I cringed when I saw a huge,
filthy cockroach crawling up one of the bright-yellow walls.  The curtainless, screenless window
behind the couch was open to the no- outlet parking lot outside.  There was a huge dumpster at
the end of the paved lot and behind that a field, a playground and an elementary school.  Beyond
that were more dilapidated dwellings, a wine and liquor store and a convenience store. 
       In front of the couch was a small, black-and-white TV on a plastic snap-together bookcase.  I



raised forward to click it on.  I jumped back when I heard a cough come from the corner of the
room.  I had not seen, crouched in the shadowy corner, with his head on his knees, Stuart's new
roommate, Gary Vrungos. 
        I sat back, eyeing him cautiously.  He was obviously wasted on something.  When he
showed no signs of movement, I simply ignored him while I stared at the fuzzy glow of the
television screen in the dimness of twilight.  "Hey!" came a deep voice from behind me, again
startling me.  I turned to see a dirty, toothless, homeless guy staring at me through the open
window.  He began mumbling something about Gary that I could not understand.  His breath
smelled like rotten garbage. 
     Just then, Stuart came out of the bedroom, fastening his pants.  "Get the hell outta here, Tim!"
he shouted at the bum.  "I told you to quit coming around here.  Now go away!"  The bum
ambled on as he was told. 
     Gary groaned and shifted in the corner.  Rachel came out of the bedroom and plopped down
on the couch next to me.  "Why don't you smoke a joint with us, Gary?" Stuart was saying. 
     Gary slowly straightened out his legs, pushed his hand into his pocket and clumsily pulled out
a rolled-up baggy of marijuana.  He shakily handed it to Stuart without so much as opening his
eyes.  I noticed Gary's thick black curls, moustache and goatee, and dark complexion.  He was a
full-blooded Mexican. 
     Gary settled back into the corner.  Stuart rolled a joint, lit it and passed it around.  The only
time Gary would move was when Stuart nudged him on the knee to take a toke off the joint.  I
wondered what kind of drugs he was on. 
       Afterwards, Rachel, Stuart and I played cards for a while before Stuart took us home around
eleven o'clock that evening.  He had to get up early the next day to go to his job at a cylinder
factory.  When I came in, mellow and stoned, I was surprised to find Rose furious with me. 
"You are to be home no later than ten o'clock on week nights, young lady!" Rose screamed. 
     "But, Mom, it's summer!" 
     "I don't give a damn!  You are to be home at ten on week nights and twelve on weekends." 
      I was too stoned to argue.  I hung my head to hide my glossy eyes from Mom and wondered
how I could continue to be with my friends and still meet Rose's unreasonable curfew. 
      The next evening, I again accompanied Rachel and Stuart to his apartment.  Gary was awake
this time.  He smoked pot with me in the den while Rachel and Stuart did their nightly thing in
the bedroom.  At one point, Gary tied a bandanna around his head and began to dance around and
act silly.  I laughed with glee.  I thought he was cute and funny.  And such a man . . . he was
twenty-eight years old. 
     Later in the evening, we were all gathered in the den, continuing to pass around dope.  When
it approached time for Stuart to take Rachel and me home, I was really fried.  Marijuana had
started to effect me in a negative way, making me feel timid and paranoid.  As Stuart and Rachel
made out on the couch, I dreaded telling them that my mother wanted me home at ten.  When
Stuart and Gary left the room for a minute, I quietly confided in Rachel about my curfew.  After
many more minutes of kissing Stuart, Rachel finally told him to take us home.  I was relieved
that it was only ten-past ten when I arrived home. 
      Despite my pride at managing to obey Rose, she was waiting for me.  She stopped me as I
walked in the door and, to my dismay, slapped me, knocking me into a chair next to the door.  "I
told you no later than ten!" Rose seethed. 
     "It's only ten after, Mother!" I cried.  Unphased, Rose slapped my ear.  I felt sharp pain and



ringing in my ears as I raised my arms to deflect the blows being thrown by my mother. 
     "I . . will . . not . . go through another summer like the last one. . . I will not . . . . . I will not!"
Rose was screaming as she swung wildly at my head. 
     "Stop it Mother, Please stop!" I begged for mercy. 
     Rose finally let up.  She looked at me with that "crazy" look and stormed off to bed.  I was
stoned and shaking.  I cried hopelessly--I was doing the best I could. 
      The next evening when I went with Rachel to Stuart's apartment, Gary soon passed me a
lighted joint as soon as we walked through the front door.  "No thanks," I said to everyone's
surprise.  I had my reasons--the effects of marijuana made me weak, and to defeat Rose, I needed
to be strong. 
     "I've got something for you," said Gary, taking me by the hand into his bedroom.  In Gary's
bedroom was a thin mattress on the floor and a duffle-bag full of clothes--all of Gary's worldly
possessions.  He retrieved a small pouch from the duffle-bag and removed a white pill.  I glanced
at it for just a second, saw that it was a quaalude and popped it into my mouth.  I would soon
realize, however, that it was no ordinary quaalude.  It was the freshest, most potent lude I had
ever done--script, not bootleg.  And Gary knew the connections of where to get them . . . 
     It truly knocked me on my ass.  I felt great--unstoppable. 
       Gary's friend Troy pulled up in the parking lot and honked.  "You wanna come with?" Gary
asked me. 
     "Sure!" 
     I thought Troy was gorgeous.  He was tall and dark and appeared to be part American Indian. 
He drove a Corvette convertible.  I hopped into the car on Gary's lap.  Troy drove rapidly down
the strip, and I treasured the wind whipping through my hair.  I felt Gary's hand go up my shirt
and boldly pinch my sensitive nipple. 
     We arrived at the apartment of a guy named Joe.   Joe was outside working on his car in dirty
jeans and no shirt.  I thought Joe was cute, with thick tussled, sandy-brown hair and beart, but too
skinny.  He looked as though he hadn't eaten in weeks.  He had a young, boyish face, but yet
appeared old somehow. 
     Troy went inside with Joe, and Gary and I waited outside in the car.  Troy returned to the
vehicle to find Gary and me in an ardent embrace.  Without pause, he got in, cranked the car and
drove off.  "Stop by the liquor store, man," directed Gary.  "I wanna see if this woman can keep
up with me drinking.  Any woman of mine's gotta be a drinker." 
        I smiled.  No problem, I thought to myself. 
     Gary got a fifth of whiskey at the liquor store, and from there we went to Troy's apartment.  I
sat in the den on the couch while Gary and Troy took care of drug-business in the bedroom.  I felt
as if I were lighter than air.  I had not a care in the world.  Not even Rose. 
     The guys came out into the den and sat beside me on the couch.  Gary poured a shot of
whiskey and handed it to me.  I downed it. 
     Next, he poured one for himself and then one for Troy.  After a few more rounds, I felt the
effects of the alcohol hit me.  I was spinning, but I had the experience to handle it.  The guys
were also getting wasted.  I noticed Troy was dozing off.  "This woman can drink," announced
Gary.  "I like a woman that can drink with me," he said as he began groping and kissing me. 
"Hey, man.  Take us back to my place," Gary ordered Troy. 
       But Troy was not conscious.  "Hey man, wake up!" said Gary shaking him.  Troy did not
respond.   It was useless.  No telling how many killer-quaaludes Troy had done.  "Ah, shit!"



cursed Gary.  "Troy, you're a goddamn pussy, man!" 
       Gary and I walked the around-five-mile trek back to the apartment, Gary cursing Troy the
whole way.  I realized that I was not going to meet curfew that night. . . 
      When we got back to the apartment we fell onto Gary's mattress together. The drug-clouded
sex that followed was vicious and sadistic.  Our Methoqualone-numbed bodies could withstand
much more tremendous force than would be needed had we not been so wasted.  Gary
vivaciously kissed and sucked at my neck and shoulders as he practically ripped my shirt from
my body, took my nipple between his finger and thumb and squeezed it forcefully.  Attempting to
pull away from the pain, Gary held me steadfast as his mouth dropped to exuberantly nibble,
suck and tug at the now reddened tit.  His mouth moved now to the other breast as he impatiently
tore my pants down my legs.  Rising long enough to remove his own pants, his prick was hard
and ready as he lifted and spread my legs with his hands gripping my thighs behind my knees. 
Using my bent and elevated legs as a handle to steady his aim at his raised and wide-open goal,
he gored his cock hastily into my internal heat. 
     Continuing to frantically fuck me, he steadily pushed me forward with his  fierce, lunging
attack.  My head was soon hard pressed and banging against the brick wall at the head of the
bedding.  He crammed his imposing rod into me deep, and violently, my internal entrance
shortened my the tightly curled position he pinned me in underneath him.  I could feel the
stone-solid head of his tool ram into my soft cervix with tremendous force, again and again. 
"Oh.. oh.. oh..!" I cried in combined pleasure and pain. 
       "Yeah, baby, yeah," Gary coaxed.  "Fuck me, Lindsey, fuck me!" 
     "Unnnnghhh...." He groaned with his final stab as I actually felt his hot ejaculation gush in a
thin torrential stream against my flaming inner walls. 
          Gary mumbled some garbled love words in his adorably cute Mexican accent that I could
not understand, rolled off of me and fell immediately unconscious.  Sedated, I was not long after
him to pass out. 
       Thus, my exciting relationship with the one and only Gary Vrungos appropriately began. 
       When I awoke the next morning, I was shocked to find a few small spots of blood on the
sheets where I had slept.  Gary's intense lovemaking the night before had in fact drawn blood. 
My internal female organs felt bruised and achy. 
       I wondered what I would do about Rose.  I did not want to go home to another beating.  I had
an idea. 
        I would not go home . . . . . 
     When Gary woke up, he and I had the apartment to ourselves.  Stuart was gone to work.  Gary
was on unemployment. 
       I was apprehensive when Gary pulled me to him and kissed me, obviously wanting to have
sex again.  I allowed him to position himself on me, but winced as I felt his length entering my
sorely raw cavity. 
     Sensing this, however, Gary was much more gentle this morning, and I even found my
heightened sensitivity to be romantically pleasurable.  Gary was quick to deliver his fulfillment,
and as he dismounted me, I found myself wanting more. 
      As Gary and I got out of bed, I saw him notice the blood spots.  He looked at me, smiled
lovingly, took me in his arms and kissed me. 
     I was starving, but there was no food in the apartment.  For the rest of that day and the next, I
had nothing to eat.  I would have to learn not to depend on regular meals.  In the days to follow, I



learned that if you ignore hunger pains, eventually they go away. 
       "When are you going home?" asked Gary after I had stayed with him for three days, ". . or
are you?" 
     "I'm not." 
     Gary gave me a big hug. 
        The next day, which was Saturday, Gary's unemployment check arrived in the mail.  He
went to the store and bought eggs and bacon and instructed me to cook them. 
     I made my best attempt since I was too embarrassed to admit that I couldn't cook.  When Gary
saw the mess I was making with our food, he took over.  Stuart walked in as Gary cooked.  "This
woman can't cook!" Gary complained to Stuart.  "I can't believe I have a woman that can't cook!"
      I looked forward to Rachel's visits in the evenings.  This day, being Saturday, Rachel came
over early.  Gary and I walked to the wine store and bought a few bottles of cheap apple wine. 
Back at the apartment, everyone drank wine and had a great time.  We took snapshots of each
other in the parking lot.  A summer rain- storm blew up, and Stuart drug Rachel, screaming, out
of the apartment and into the pouring rain.  They were both soaked within no time.  Gary and I
joined in the water play.  I felt so free, so independent.  Now this was living! . . . 
      Sunday evening, I went home with Rachel and spent the night at her house.  Rachel's parents
agreed to this not yet knowing that I was a runaway. 
       The next day, after Rose had left for work, I went to her house, packed my clothes, and took
most of Rose's groceries.  Now I was set. 
      When Stuart took Rachel and I to the apartment later that night, Gary was not there.  I partied
alone while Stuart and Rachel were in the bedroom.  I found one last bottle of wine in the
refrigerator and raided Gary's lude stash. 
       Later, when Stuart left to take Rachel home, Gary was still not home, and I was left in the
apartment all alone.  I did not like being alone in this neighborhood after dark.  I was jumpy at
the slightest sound.  I peered nervously out the window when I heard a car pull up.  Then I
recognized the roar of Troy's corvette.  To my relief it was Troy and Gary. 
     Gary staggered in, followed by Troy, sloppy-ass drunk.  He gave me a wet kiss on the cheek
and tottered into the kitchen.  Holding on to the refrigerator door for support, Gary rocked back
and forth as he slurred, "Who dran' th' las' bottle of wine. . . . god. . .damnit?!" 
     I watched Gary cooley and said nothing.  Gary then stumbled over to the cabinet.  "Oh, good,
you brough' me some foo'."  He then very unsteadily opened a can of soup with a hand-operated
can opener, dropped the lid and can opener on the floor, and stood swaying in the middle of the
kitchen floor with eyes that said `nobody's home' as he ate the soup straight out of the can with a
spoon. 
     I was glad Gary was home.  The quaalude I had taken had kicked in and, although I was
aggravated by his condition, I wanted sex.  But sex with Gary was not to be, because as soon as
he had finished his soup, he stumbled into his bedroom, fell flat on his back in the bed and was
out cold. 
       Troy went in and grabbed Gary by the foot.  "Wake up man!" he shouted, shaking Gary's leg. 
"Get up man, I want that money you owe me, mother fucker! . . . . Shit!"  Troy turned to me. 
"Well, beautiful lady, do you wanna go for a ride?" 
     What?  Go for a ride with an Indian hunk in his bad corvette?  What a stupid question, I
thought.  "Let's go," I said as I sauntered out the door. 
     But Troy wasn't talking about his corvette. . . 



     Troy drove like a bat out of hell to the nearest cheap hotel.  Men never ceased to amaze
Lindsey with their sleaziness.  To take his friend's ol' lady out to screw while he was passed out
was a pretty low-down thing for Troy to do I thought.  But Gary deserved it from me, going out
doing who-knows-what without me, and passing out on me like he did.  I deserved her turn at
some fun. 
       But Troy was so rough and unfeeling with me, I could hardly enjoy it, and to top it off,
afterwards, he went back to the hotel   office and tried to get his money back.  He was a real
no-class, son-of-a-bitch. 
     Regardless, when he dropped me back off at the apartment, I gave him a good-night kiss. 
"Thanks," he said. 
     "For what?" 
     "For kissing me good-night." 
     "You're welcome." 
     I swaggered in and fell in bed next to Gary. 
        Yep, now this was living! 
         The sound of Stuart cranking his junked-up Mustang just outside the open window awoke
me the next morning.  The ignition on the car didn't work, and Stuart had to start it by hot-wiring
it under the hood.  A soft, early-summer-morning breeze blew into the austere room.  I kicked my
leg in a panic when I felt a roach crawling on it, then rolled out of bed and headed to the
bathroom.  As I came out, I wandered into Stuart's bedroom.  There was an air- conditioning unit
in the window that Stuart only turned on when he was home.  His king-size bed mattress was
covered with a dark-brown sheet.  I balked when I observed the accumulation of white stains that
Stuart and Rachel had deposited randomly on that sheet. 
     Gary wrapped his arm around me from behind and pushed me down onto Stuart's bed.  After
removing my panties, I rolled onto my back and watched as he undid his jeans to reveal the rising
proof of his desire.  He never wore underwear.  Gary then quickly buried his need within me. 
      With Gary inside me, I was surprised to feel an extremely pleasurable sensation at the point
of our convergence.  It occurred to me that since I'd been living with Gary, was the first I had
ever had sex when I wasn't wasted an drugs.  This was a new experience for me.  It felt so good,
in fact, that I could not contain myself, and whimpered with delight. 
     "Oh, you like that, huh?" commented Gary.  "I love screwing you, Lindsey.  I love you." 
     "I love you, too." I said.  And I did. 
      My whimpers soon escalated to near screams as the pleasure broadened to seemingly radiate
in ecstatic waves of passion throughout my entire quivering body.  My internal walls began to
pulsate and constrict in delicious satisfaction, tightening around Gary's driving rod, my body
stiffening in a spasmodic seizure.  A look of utter disbelief shown across my face as my breath
was halted by the wonderful, rolling surges of incapacitating physical elation. 
       My body then slackened beneath Gary in complete relaxation as the tangy, vinegar-like
aroma of a purely-vaginal ejaculation came to my nostrils. 
     "Did you come?" Gary asked. 
     "Yes," I purred, contentedly. 
     "Really?!  Already?!"  Gary picked up the pace, and when he had finished, I still did not want
him to stop.  Unmounting me, he wiped the sweat from his brow, and walked over to turn on
Stuart's air conditioner. 
      When Stuart returned home from work that afternoon, the apartment was nice and cool.  He



walked in the door and turned furious.  "Goddamnit, Gary, leave my air conditioner alone  when
I'm not here!"  He stormed into his bedroom and slammed the door.  The rest of the apartment
soon became swelteringly hot. 
       Gary opened the windows.  "Stuart is such a dickhead," he grumbled. 
      There was a knock at the door.  Gary opened the door, and my heart missed a beat when Jack
Booker walked in.  "Hey Lindsey!" Jack said, cheerfully. 
     "Hi," I returned meekly, immediately beginning to tremble.  I wondered curiously why his
presence affected me in this way. 
     "Is Stuart here?" Jack asked Gary. 
     "Yeah," answered Gary, pointing to the bedroom. 
       Jack went into the room with Stuart and closed the door. 
       I sat in nervous silence until they emerged a few minutes later.  Stuart walked Jack to the
door.  "Goodbye, Lindsey," Jack said. 
     "Bye," said I. 
       And then he was gone.  I would not see him again for twelve years. 
       "How do you know Jack?" Gary asked me. 
     ". . . .uh . . . ." I stammered. 
     "He's one of her fuck-buddies," intruded Stuart. 
     I simpered unassertively. 
     "You and Booker?!" squawked Gary.  "Lindsey, I thought you were a virgin before me." 
     "HA! HA! HA!" laughed Stuart, annoyingly.  "Not quite," he said.  "She and Rachel, both,
have been around quite a bit. 
     "I can't believe you and Booker," said Gary shaking his head at me in disgust. 
      When Stuart brought Rachel over later that afternoon, she talked privately with me while
Stuart took Gary to the wine store.  "You like my necklace?" she asked, grinning. 
     "Yeah," I said, admiring the tiny silver heart with a blue sapphire setting on a thin, delicate
chain.  "Where'd you get that?" 
     "Matt." 
     "Rabidu? . . . . When'd you see him?" 
     "This morning. . . . He came to my house." 
     "Really?!  What happened?" 
     "He said he wanted to bring me this as a present for my birthday." 
     "When's your birthday?" 
     "Thursday." 
     "Oh, yeah.  That's right.  Then you'll be old like me-- sixteen!" 
     "Yeah, and Matt wants us to get back together." 
     "What'd you tell him?" 
     "I told him I'd think about it, but that I'm seeing Stuart right now." 
     "Does Stuart know about this?" 
     "Hell, no." 
     We heard the two men return from the store.  Rachel and I met them in the parking lot.  We
sat on Stuart's car and passed around the wine and a joint.  Gary handed me a quaalude, and I
swallowed it with a big gulp of Boone's Farm Sweet Apple Wine. 
      
       Stuart finished off the last of the first bottle.  He put his hand on the side of Rachel's face,



stroked her cheek affectionately and kissed her.  His hand moved down to caress her neck. 
Toying with her necklace, he asked, "When'd you get this?" 
     "Today," answered Rachel dubiously, turning her eyes from his. 
      Stuart turned Rachel back to face him.  "Where'd you get it, today?" he asked, his voice
deepening. 
       Rachel looked at him with large, innocent eyes.  ". . . . I . . . don't know. . . ." she said
shakily, turning away. 
     "Where did you get it?!" Stuart demanded, now irate. 
     ". . . .Matt . . Rabidu . ." Rachel replied nervously, unable to look him in the eye and lie. 
     "Goddamnit!" seethed Stuart.  He grabbed the fragile chain in his fist and ripped it from
Rachel's neck.  "You saw him today?! . . . . Did he touch you?!" 
       Rachel tried to get up and walk away, but Stuart grabbed her by the hair and began dragging
her inside the apartment.  "Ow, Stuart!. . You're hurting me!" she protested.  Stuart drug her,
resisting, across the parking lot, into the apartment and shut the door behind them. 
       Gary and I stared after them in deadened disbelief.  Screaming and banging could be heard
coming from inside.  As I darted in the direction to go help my friend, Gary caught and restrained
me. 
     "Don't go in there!" he demanded. 
     "We've got to help her!  We can't just sit here and do nothing!" 
     "Okay, okay, I'll go." 
     Gary went in, and I could hear the two men shouting at each other.  "Knock it off, Stuart! . . .
You're being a real prick!" Gary was yelling.  I ran and looked inside the door and saw the two
men had each other in a headlock throwing each other around the room.  Anything in their path
was broken, toppled or trampled.  Rachel ran out and stood beside me, shaking and crying. 
     Stuart broke from Gary's clutch.  "Fine!  Fine, Rachel!  You just go on! . . . You just go on
and let him touch you! . . . I don't care . . . . you slut. . . . you whore!"  Stuart slammed the door
shut. 
     Rachel started walking for the convenience store next door to call her dad to come get her. 
Gary came outside.  "Stuart's nuts!" he said to me.  "Fuckin' nuts!" 
     Stuart emerged from the apartment once again.  He stood in the middle of the lot and held his
hands straight above his head, his palms forward.  Bright, red blood streaked down his arms, and
dripped to the ground.  He had slashed his wrists! 
     "Rachel, Rachel!" he shouted.  "I love you. . . look what you made me do! . . . .This is how
you made me feel!  . . . See how much I love you? . . . . See how bad it hurts me when someone
else touches you? . . . This is how it feels!" 
     Stuart staggered back inside.  From across the lot, Rachel stared after him in shock.  She was
only a frightened young girl, and didn't know how to help Stuart.  When her father pulled up, she
jumped in the car with him, and they left. 
       I slowly comprehended what was happening despite my drugged state.  Neither I nor Gary
were in any condition to help Stuart.  Troy pulled up in his corvette.  Gary got in.  "Let's get the
hell outta here," Gary said.  "Are you coming?" he asked me.  "Let's go! . . . . Stuart's gone nuts,
man! . . . He's a fucking prick!" 
      Gary and I left with Troy and went to Joe's apartment.  Stuart was left alone to either save
himself or bleed to death. . . 
      When Gary and I returned later that evening, I looked around torpidly at the wrecked and



blood-splattered furniture, floor and walls.  "Stuart's a fucking nut!" declared Gary in disgust.  I
walked hesitantly towards, Stuart's bedroom and slowly pushed open the door.  I gasped in horror
when I saw Stuart's body draped lifelessly across his bed. 
     "He's been out like that for hours," came an unforeseen voice, alarming me.  I turned abruptly
to see a young, blonde woman sitting on a foot-stool in the corner.  Looking again at Stuart, I
now noticed the white bandages resembling sweat bands around Stuart's wrists.  I was happy to
realize that Stuart was not dead, but merely resting peacefully. 
     "I'm Barbra," the blonde woman said.  Gary walked in behind me.  "I can't believe you all left
Stuart here to bleed to death!" she scolded.  "He had to call me to come take him to the hospital. .
. . And that girl, Rachel, that he left me for, she must not really love him all that much to just
leave him like that." 
     Gary and I looked at her, zombified, too smashed to comprehend.  "Yeah, yeah, yeah," said
Gary, waving her off as he headed to his bed.  I followed behind my man. 
      The next morning I awoke to the sound of Stuart slowly and tediously sweeping up the mess
in the apartment.  Gary got up to help him.  I laid in bed and thought quietly to myself.  I
wondered if Rose was looking for me.  I fought back feelings of homesickness. 
       Stuart left later that morning.  He said as he was leaving that he was going to use a phone to
call in sick that day.  When he returned, he had with him a small brown bag . . . . and Rachel.  I
sat sprawled out on the cool linoleum floor and watched with interest as Stuart and Rachel sat
next to each other on the couch, Rachel obviously feeling guilty and Stuart milking it for all it
was worth. 
     He removed a package of sweatbands from the bag he carried.  Stuart ignored Rachel as he
overly enjoyed his cigarette, lingeringly opened the package and gingerly covered the white
bandages on his wrists with black sweatbands.  He then sat back on the couch and tacitly stared
at the cigarette he was concentrating so heavily on. Gary was in the kitchen. 
     "I'm lucky to be alive," Stuart finally whined.  "At least Barbra cares enough about me to take
me to the hospital. . . . . . I left her for Rachel . . . She would take me back. . . . . You know what,
Gary? . . . . Barbra is a natural blonde. . . . She even has a blonde muff! . . . Do you know how
rare that is?! . . . Do you know how many men would kill for a woman with a blonde muff?" 
      Gary shook his head and snickered.  Rachel sat, falling for Stuart's pity act, with her head
drooped in remorse.  She sat up, leaned over Stuart and kissed him passionately.  She continued
this onslaught until Stuart was forced to respond.  He stood up, took Rachel by the hand and led
her to the bedroom. 
       Gary came over and laid next to me on the hard floor.  I leaned over and licked Gary's
nipple.  He giggled.  "Cut that out!" he said.  "That tickles . .  . . . . You really do love me, don't
you, Lindsey?"  I nodded.  And I did. 
       Gary stood up, took me by the hand and led me to the bedroom. 
      Later that afternoon Rachel and I walked to the pay phone.  "I'm gonna call my parents and
tell them that Nina (a girl we knew from school) is picking me up, taking me to a movie, and I'm
spending the night at her house so I can spend the night here tonight." 
     "Farout!" I exclaimed, glad to have Rachel's company. 
     I listened to Rachel telling her parents how it was going to be.     ". . . . no, she can pick me up
here, it's closer to her house from here . . . I don't know her phone number, I lost it . . . . . just
don't worry about it . . . don't you trust me? . . . . no . . no . . . I don't know ." 
          Rachel hung up curtly.  "My stupid dad makes me so mad with all his questions--Why can't



you come home and her pick you up from here? . . What's her phone number so we can call you
if we need to?  . . . . If it were my brother wanting to do this, would he question him? . . hell no. .
. . . it's just a stupid double-standard.  It's not fair!" 
       "Yep," I agreed. 
     But Rachel's father now knew where Stuart lived. . . . 
      Later that night Rachel and I were partying with the guys, watching movies in the dark and
having a great time.  Gary looked out the window when he heard a car pull up outside.  "Rachel,
Rachel!" he whispered.  "It's your dad!" 
       We girls immediately sprang to life at the knock on the front door, scampered quickly into
Gary's bedroom and hid behind the door.  We stood motionlessly, holding our breath as we
listened to the conversation going on at the threshold.  "Is Rachel over here?" came the meek
voice of Rachel's customarily unassertive and pliable father. 
     "No," lied Stuart. 
     "Can I come in?" 
     ". . . . sure." 
     "You say Rachel's not here?" 
     "No. . . . She left a little while ago . . . A friend of hers picked her up . . . I think they were
going to a movie." 
     "What was her friend's name?" 
     ". . Nina, I think. . " 
     "What's Nina's last name?" 
     " . . . I don't know. . ." 
     "What's Nina's phone number?" 
      ". . . I don't know that, either." 
     Rachel's father's voice seemed to be moving from place to place in the small apartment, like
he was looking around. 
     "This is a pretty nice place you've got here. . . . mind if I take a look around?" we heard him
say, his voice coming from the direction of Stuart's bedroom. 
     Then the light in Gary's room came on, and in walked Rachel's towering parent.  When he
looked around the door, he discovered us crouched and cowering in the corner. 
     "Come on Rachel, let's go," he said. 
     "But, Dad. . . . !" 
     "Come on, let's go . . . . What are you doing here, Lindsey?. . . Your mamma's been looking
for you. . . " 
     I stood in detected embarrassment.  Rachel followed her father outside, arguing the whole
way. . . . "But, Dad . . . Nina is on her way . . . She'll be here soon . . I'm sure she's just running
late. . . . . . No, I don't need you to wait for her with me . . . you can just go on home. . . . NO! . . .
You wouldn't do Wade this way. . . You treat me different because I'm a girl!. . . Yes, you do. . .
Yes you do! . . . ." 
     I heard Rachel's dad start his car and drive away.  Rachel came back inside the apartment.  "I
told him that Nina's running a little late--that she'll be here soon," she explained. 
       Rachel then proceeded with her plans to spend the night with her manfriend.  I could not
believe what pushovers Rachel's parents were. 
       But pushovers they were not when it came to me, as I found out a few days later. . .       
      



        I was out in the parking lot throwing frisbee with Gary.  It was late in the day, the heat had
yielded somewhat to the tinted skies of nightfall.  Gary tossed the frisbee over my head, and I had
to run to the back of the lot to get it.  When I turned back towards Gary, what I saw made me stop
dead in my tracks, pivot back towards the dead-end of the lot and begin to flee in alarm.  I ran as
fast as my legs would move across the field, the playground and into the clustered neighborhood. 
If I would have kept going, I could have easily gotten away . . . temporarily . . . But now they
knew where I was--Rachel's busy-body mother must have told them.  I stopped, turned around
and walked slowly back towards the apartments. . . 
     Gary stared in confusion at the man and woman who had pulled into the lot in a Mercedes.  I
waved discretely at him when I materialized from behind the building, walked non-hesitantly to
my father's car with Rose watching from the passenger seat, opened the back door and got in. 
        Having just returned from her trip, Rose was dead tired and sleeping heavily.  She struggled
to awake from her slumber and comprehend what was happening. 
     "Where are you?" she asked groggily. 
     "I don't know, I don't know . . . . !" I cried hysterically. 
     Rose fought to keep her composure.  "Lindsey I can't come get you if I don't know where you
are." 
     "Hold on, hold on! . . . ." 
     I ran to the corner, looked at the street sign and ran back to the phone.  "I'm at the corner of
9th and Wallace." 
     "I'll be there are soon as I can." 
     "Hurry, please. . . hurry!" 
     I cowered in the shadows and waited, somewhat relieved now that my momma was on the
way, but still petrified that the drunk asshole that had tried to rape me might find me. 
       I wondered as I waited about the strange truck at Gary's apartment and what I thought I had
seen through Gary's bedroom window.  I wondered if I had really seen him fucking another
woman, or if the angel dust and the reflection of the moon on the glass had played tricks on my
eyes.  Surely that must be the accurate explanation.  Of course!--I was just having another bad
trip, I reasoned.  When I saw the headlights of my mother's car, I walked out to the middle of the
parking lot to meet her. 
       Rose was so furious she could hardly drive.  She watched as her frazzled daughter climbed
into the car.  "You never cease to amaze me, Lindsey," were the only words she managed to
speak for the entire ride home. 
     Once I was safely back in my own room, I snuggled down into the shelter of the blankets on
my bed and quickly drifted off to a blissful sleep. 
     Early the next morning, my heavenly nap was interrupted by the sound of Rose's rancorous
voice.  "Get up Lindsey . . . . get up! . . . . .  I want you to come with me!" 
     "Ohhhhh," I groaned.  I did not want to get up.  I was exhausted from the previous night's
excursion, and sleeping felt so good. 
       "Lindsey, get up!  You're not going to lay in the bed and sleep all day.  You're coming with
me!  Now, get up!" 
     I rolled over and put my pillow over my head to drown out my mother's irritating voice.  Rose
stomped into my room, yanked the pillow off my head and poured a glass of water in my face. 
     I quickly sat up in bed screaming, "What the hell's wrong with you?!  Have you gone crazy?!" 
     Rose threw some clothes in my lap.  "Get dressed!  You're coming with me!" 



     "Where are we going?" 
     "You'll see." 
      During our drive, I wondered where Rose could possibly be taking me.  I stiffened when I
saw the sign in the parking lot that Rose pulled into.  It said `Juvenile Detention Home.' 
        I felt my heart race.  Could my mother be planning to commit me to the D-home?!  I got out
of the car and followed my mom inside. 
       A fat, ugly woman sat behind the desk in the lobby.  "I'm Mrs. Durham.  I spoke with you
yesterday," Rose said to her. 
     "And this must be Lindsey," said the fat woman, smartly.  "I hear you've been giving your
mother a lot of grief." 
     I stared coldly at the woman. 
     "You better straighten up your act, Lindsey.  This doing drugs and sleeping around is not
going to get it!  If you think that your mother's rules are hard to live with, let me assure you that
they're a lot easier than the rules around this place.  I can make your life very miserable.  This
place is just like a jail for delinquent teenagers like yourself." 
     The fat woman opened her desk drawer and took out some paperwork.  "I'll tell you what,
Lindsey.  I'm gonna let you off easy this time.  I have enough on you to place you on òut-house
suspension.'  You can go home with your mother today, but you must obey her rules--especially
the one about no longer dating that man twice your age! . . . . And . . . if your mother reports to
me that you are not abiding by her rules, well then, you can plan on coming to stay with me for
awhile. . . . . And I'll see that that boyfriend of yours goes to jail for statutory rape. . . You don't
want that, now do you, Lindsey?" 
     I silently shook my head as I felt my heart sink.  Rose had me trapped this time.  I would have
to see a lot less of Gary now that I would have to sneak around to see him.  And I hoped Gary
would still be willing to see me with the risk he would be taking.  I had a fleeting vision of the
scene from Gary's bedroom window the night before--Gary's naked ass pounding up and down, a
woman's legs and arms sprouting from underneath him . . . . 
     ". . . . have I made myself perfectly clear, Lindsey?!," the woman was saying. 
      I nodded. 
     "I'll just need to get a little information from you then, Mrs. Durham, so I'll have the
paperwork completed that I'll need to have the sheriff come pick Lindsey up if you have any
more trouble out of her. 
     Rose provided the fat woman with the requested data--address, phone number, date of birth,
etc., and then she and I headed for the car. 
        On the drive home, I hung my head in silent misery.  The quiet tears that streaked my face
were genuine white flags of defeat.  Rose felt sorry for her conquered daughter.  Overwhelmed
with guilt, she made an unexpected turn. 
     I wondered with vanquished indifference where my mother was taking me now.  When Rose
turned down the street towards Gary's apartment, I felt life attempting to creep back into my
body.  "Where are you going?" I asked. 
     "Do you want to invite Gary over for lunch?" 
     "Sure!" 
      ". . . . . I'll give him a chance, Lindsey . . . . since he means so much to you." 
      Rose pulled into the apartments.  The rusty pickup from the night before was no longer there. 
Rose pulled up to the door, and I hopped out and ran inside.  Gary was walking out of his



bedroom, pulling the door shut behind him.  "Hey! . . What are you doing here?"  he asked. 
     "My mom's waiting outside.  She wants to invite you to lunch." 
     "Really? . . . Why?" 
     "I don't know . . . . she wants to give you a chance, since I love you so much. . . . And I have
to go by her rules now, or she'll have me put in the D-Home." 
     "Really?" 
     "Yeah, she took me down there this morning, and some fat bitch told me that if I don't mind
Rose, they're going to lock me in the D-home. 
     "Bullshit. . . they haven't got anything on you." 
     "She said that I'm on `out-house suspension' and that she'll have the sheriff come arrest me if I
don't mind my mother." 
     "Well, okay. . . . Your mother wants me to come to lunch?" 
     "Yeah!  Can you believe it?!" 
     "Okay, then. . . . Let me get ready." 
     I sat on the couch in the den while Gary brushed his hair and checked himself in the mirror in
the bathroom. 
       "I tried to come over last night?  Where were you?" I asked. 
     ". . . . You tried to come over? . . . . " 
     "Yeah, I banged and banged on the door, but you wouldn't answer." 
     " . . . I wasn't here. . . When did you come over? . . How did you get here?" 
     "I snuck out and hitchhiked . . . I looked in your bedroom window and thought I saw you with
a woman . . . " 
     ". . . . No,  . . . . I wasn't here . . . . You hitchhiked?" 
     "Yeah. . . . Who's truck was that parked out front?" 
     " . . . a friend of mine's . . . You shouldn't be hitchhiking. . . you could get hurt. . . " 
     "A pig picked me up . . . . . . then a drunk . . . pervert . . .  . Are you ready?" 
     "Yeah. . . Let's go." 
     Gary and I walked out together and got in Rose's car.  Gary sat in the back, and I sat up front
with Rose. 
     Rose drove to her house.  There she cooked a huge lunch of fried pork-chops, rice, gravy and
creamed corn.  Gary was a perfectly charming gentleman throughout the entire meal.  He had
seconds of everything. 
     "This sure is a delicious meal, Mrs. Durham. . .  . Are you going to eat that last chop?" 
     "No, Gary, go ahead." 
     "Well, thank you. . . . You sure are a wonderful cook." 
     "Thank you, Gary." 
     I smiled at my man. 
     Later that afternoon, I rode with my mother to give Gary a ride home.  I waved awkwardly
from the front seat next to my mother as Gary walked up to his apartment. 
     "I don't know what a man his age wants with a girl your age, Lindsey, except that he can
screw you anytime he wants. . . . But since I'm sure you'll sneak around anyway to see him if I tell
you not to, I guess you can continue seeing him as long as you stay out of trouble and don't sleep
with him. . . . . . I've considered getting you started on birth-control pills, but decided that I don't
want to give you permission to have sex whenever you want." 
     "Okay, Mom, we'll stay out of trouble." 



     My intentions were good, but I had just told an enormous falsehood. . . 
     The following week, Gary and I had plans to attend an outdoor rock concert at the speedway. 
The lease on the apartment had expired, and Gary was excited for me to see his new place.  Rose
had returned from leave to work at the beginning of the week, and Gary picked me up when Rose
wasn't home.  I was expecting him to be with Troy or another friend, but was surprised  when he
showed up alone in the rusty pickup truck I had seen before outside his apartment.  "Who's truck
is this," I asked. 
     "I told you . . . a friend's." 
     I ignored his insufficient answer, and hopped in, ready for an exciting night. 
     Gary stopped by and picked up Joe on the way back, and Gary's new place was just down the
road from where Joe lived.  I was surprised by Gary's new apartment.  It was so different from
the last place.  Although it was small, it was nicely decorated, furnished and air conditioned.  It
unmistakably had a woman's touch. 
     A coffee-table sat on a furry throw rug in the middle of the room.  On the table was a picture
of a chubby, middle-aged woman.  I sank into the thick cushions of the sofa in front of the table. 
"Who is this?" I asked, picking up the photo.  Jim sat in a chair across the room, and Gary sat
down beside me. 
     "That's, Pam, my new roommate." answered Gary. 
     "What?!" 
     "We don't sleep together.  We're just friends." 
      I gave Gary a disgusted look.  "I don't sleep with Pam, Lindsey.  I swear." 
     A little boy came into the room from the back bedroom.  "Hey, Gary!  When's Pam gonna be
home?" he asked. 
     "She's working second shift today, Johnny.  She won't be home until late. . . You need to run
next door to Tammy's because I'm getting ready to leave in a little while." 
     "Okay," said the boy, leaving. 
     "That's Pam's kid," Gary explained. 
     "Why does he call her Pam?" 
     "She doesn't like to be called `Mom'". 
     I thought to myself.  If the boy lived in the apartment, that only left one more bedroom.  But
Gary said he didn't sleep with the woman.  I looked again at the photograph.  Why would he want
a fat old woman when he could have me?  Maybe Gary slept on the sofa, I told myself. 
     Gary reached over and stroked my inner thigh.  I wanted him, and I gave him a look to let him
know it.  "Uh, Joe, we're gonna go lie down for a little while," said Gary.  I smiled inside.  Joe
took a drag off his cigarette and nodded as he exhaled the smoke out his nostrils. 
      Gary took me by the hand and led me to Pam's bedroom.  A huge waterbed with a
zebra-striped comforter and mounds of throw-pillows filled the entire room.  Gary removed my
clothes and tugged my young nipples with his lips as I stood naked in front of him.  He
unbuttoned his pants, stepped out of them and turned my back to him.  Pushing me down on my
stomach onto the bed, he pierced me from behind, while his hand reached around to fondle my
pubic area and oozing gash from the front.  Finding my secrete, bursting clitoral bud, the touch of
Gary's wet, exploring fingers triggered a release in me that was compounded by his persistently
driving member.  My inner walls tightened and compressed his lodged and plunging extremity,
as the waves of ecstacy concentrated in the area of Gary's stroking fingers and probing cock
coursed through my body.  "Ohhhh! Ohhhh! Yesss! Yesss!" I cried loudly enough for Joe to hear



in the next room as my helpless body fell, it seemed, harder against the bed yet also more
hungrily met Gary's thrusts.  Gary responded to my need for this by taking the opportunity to
gouge me with a delicious fury.  My love for Gary grew with his every stroke on Pam's bed that
afternoon. 
       "Did you come?" he asked. 
     "Yes." 
     "Really, already?!" 
     Gary's movements quickened then slowed to a halt as he fell on top of me with a gruff grunt,
both of us panting in spent splendidness as Gary's organ began to shrivel inside me.  When he
pulled it out, to my embarassment, some air that must have been pushed inside me with Gary's
task, escaped with a flatulent noise.  Gary giggled, while I turned every shade of red.  "Shut up!"
I insisted, slapping him on his naked buttock. 
          I exited the bedroom with a huge smile on my face.  Gary came out right behind me and
put his arm around me.  "You ready to go, baby?" he said. 
     "Sure." 
     We walked out to the truck, and Joe followed.  On the way to the speedway, we stopped by
the liquor store and bought a fifth of Jack Daniel's whiskey.  Then we stopped at a convenience
store for some beer with which to chase the whiskey.  Then we headed to the speedway.  It was
late in the afternoon, but not quite beginning to get dark, yet.  Gary parked across the highway
from the speedway, and he, Joe and I walked down a trail to a dock on the river. 
     Sitting at the end of the dock with the two men, I took a mouthful of beer, poured whiskey on
top of it, then chased it down with another gulp of beer.  Joe fired up a joint and passed it around. 
To my mortification, Gary looked at Joe and said, "Hey, Joe, have you ever heard a pussy fart?" 
     If looks could kill, Gary would be dead because I shot him a deadly glance while he toked on
the joint and smiled broadly at my humiliation.  I felt somewhat better, however, when Joe
answered, "I haven't heard one yet that could play a tune, Gary." 
     A little while later, when we were about halfway through the bottle, I was getting rowdy and
ready to rock and roll.  "Hey put the rest of that bottle in your purse for the concert," Gary
directed me.  "Here, put this in there, too," he said handing me a joint.  Doing as I was told, I put
away the bottle and popped open a fresh beer to sip on for the time being until time for the
concert. 
       I was animatedly telling Joe and Gary all about my close call on my wild night of hitchhiking
across town when, out of the corner or my eye, I saw two men with badges and blue uniforms
coming down the dock towards us.  With nowhere to run, the thought of swimming occurred to
me.  I opted, however, to remain cool and ride it out.  The cops would probably just hassle us and
then ask us to leave. 
       "What are you all doing down here?" one cop asked. 
       "We're just hanging out here, waiting for the show to start across the street," Gary answered. 
I stared at the ground, determined not to make eye-contact with the pig.  "I need to see some I.D.,
boys," the cop demanded. 
       Gary and Joe unsteadily rose to their feet, retrieved their wallets from their back pockets, and
handed their driver's licenses to the cop.  Returning their licenses, the cop turned to me, what
about you, Miss.  Do you have any I.D.?" 
     "Yeah," I said, unzipping my purse.  The cop reached down and grabbed the now-revealed
bottle of whiskey from my purse.  "I'll hang onto this for right now," he said. 



     I handed him my license.  "Are you aware that you're under legal drinking age, Miss?" 
     "Yes, sir," 
     "Where did you get this beer?" 
     "Some guys were here partying with us earlier.  They left it here," I lied. 
     "Where did they go?" 
     "I don't know.  They just left.  They might have been going to the concert, I don't know." 
     "Who were they?" 
     "I don't know.  I didn't know them.  They were just partying with us." 
     "What about this whiskey?  Did they leave that, too?" 
     "Yes." 
     The cop looked again at my license.  He was pissed that I would not confess that my older
friends had contributed to my delinquency.  "Lindsey, I'm gonna have to arrest you for drinking
under age." 
     "Officer, please don't arrest, Lindsey.  We weren't bothering anybody.  We were just having a
little fun," protested Gary. 
     "I'm sorry, but she's breaking the law. . . . I'm gonna have to ask you to come with me,
Lindsey." 
     I got to my feet.  "Miss Durham, you have the right to remain silent. . . anything you say can
and will be used against you in court . . . you have the right to an attorney . . . ." 
     I listened to the cop read me my rights as his partner pulled my hands behind my back and
snapped on the cuffs. 
     "I'm sorry, Mr. Vrungos, but your young friend is going to the D-home, unless you want to
admit that you were the one that purchased the alcohol for her," the cop said. 
     "He didn't!" I maintained.  Gary was not going to jail over this when I would get off with a
slap on the wrist. 
     "Please officer, we weren't hurting anybody.  Don't take Lindsey to the D-home!" 
     "I can't look the other way when people break the law, Mr. Vrungos.  Miss Durham is under
the legal age to drink alcoholic beverages." 
     The cop led me by the arm to the patrol car, opened the back door, assisted me in and
slammed the door.  Gary and Joe stood to the side and watched as the officer walked around to
the driver's side and got in.  His partner got in on the passenger side with my purse swinging
from his hand, and they proceeded to take me away.  "This sucks!" I mouthed silently to my man
as I was passing by him.  But I was so drunk that this was almost a fun experience for me.  "Are
these damn handcuffs really necessary?" I asked.  "They're a real pain in the ass!" 
     "Sorry, Lindsey, everyone has to be handcuffed when they're arrested." 
     The partner cop was digging through my purse. 
     Oh, yeah, I thought.  I had forgotten about the joint Gary had me hide in my purse.  Yeah, . . .
and I had put the rest of that angel-dust-laced joint in there from the other night, too, I
remembered with sudden panic. 
     "Where are you taking me Mister?" I asked in a fruitless attempt to distract them. 
     "That's Officer Brown, to you, Miss Durham." 
     "What's your friend's name?" 
     "That's Officer Bishop." 
     Officer Brown had hit paydirt as he pulled out the neatly- rolled marijuana cigarette.  "Look
here, Bishop!" he announced.  "Marijuana! . . . . and what's this?" he said as he pulled out the



laced roach.  He pulled it apart in his hand and sniffed it.  "I believe there's something more here
than marijuana, don't you?" 
     Officer Bishop leaned over and also sniffed it.  "Yeah, it's got some kind of chemical odor to
it.  We'll have to take it to the lab to find out exactly what." 
     I listened in silent terror from the back seat to this conversation.  My ass was getting into a
deeper and deeper crack with every passing second.  I had to do something, and an idea came to
my drunkenly crazy mind . . . 
      I pushed my shoulders back and stretched my arms downwards.  I lifted my behind slightly
off the seat while I drew my knees to my chest and pulled my handcuff-bound hands over my ass. 
While the cops faced front, I laid back on the seat and continued to pull my legs through the ring
of my fastened wrists.  Having my feet through, I had now managed to get my hands in front of
my body.  I proceeded to unbutton my blouse and shrug out my swelling breasts.  I then pressed
my upper body firmly against the little wire cage that separated the front seat from the back seat,
my knobby pink   nipples poking through the little holes in the fence into the front seat with
Johnny Law. 
     "Boys, please don't arrest me for those drugs!" I begged.  "I'll do anything!" 
     Officer Bishop's mouth dropped open in shock.  "Well, I do believe we've got a live one here,
Brown!" 
     "Yeah, maybe we need to search her for more drugs," Brown suggested. 
     "Uh. . . . yeah . . . " Bishop agreed, hesitantly, looking back and forth from Brown to the road. 
     "This looks like a good place to pull off here," Brown directed. 
     "Yeah. . okay." 
       Bishop turned onto a gravel road and followed it for a short distance before turning onto a
rough, muddy path that twisted back into some woods.  He drove down the path until he came to
a giant mud puddle that he could not drive through, then Brown came around and opened my
door.  Brown led me by my clasped hands even further down the muddy path into the thick shield
of the forest while Bishop tagged along carrying the half-full bottle of Jack Daniels with him.
The cops' horny eyes never left my now exposed tits which flopped up and down with my brisk
walking gait.  My friend, Jack Daniels, was luckily numbing my dread over what I knew was
about to happen. 
     "This looks like a pretty good spot here," Bishop said finally.  Bishop was kind of short, but
well proportioned, with tight, thick curls and wide, curious blue eyes.  Brown was tall and lanky
and looked more dangerous, his beady, black eyes evil and his smile crooked. 
       Bishop assisted Brown with leading me off the path to a large fallen tree, covered with soft
green moss.  Little whimpers of fear were now beginning to escape from my tense throat.  I
breathed deep and closed my eyes to keep from crying as Bishop stood in front of me and
unfastened my pants while Brown pulled them down from behind.  Stepping cooperatively out of
my dropped garments, I prepared myself for the rest of my punishment. 
       Brown put his hand on my back and began pushing me toward the ground.  As I reluctantly
lowered myself, he held my arms out in front of me so that my belly was draped over the fallen
log, my naked ass in the air. 
       Bishop's face became bright red with his lust.  He quickly now took a new pair of handcuffs
from his loaded-down belt and placed one ring around my right ankle and the other to a small
sappling tree.  Brown then grabbed my other ankle, spread my legs grotesquely apart and cuffed
my left ankle to the post of a long- ago-forgotten, barbed-wire fence.  I squeezed my eyes



together tight with alarm, resting on my elbows, my hands tied, feeling their eyes upon my
gaping, openly-displayed organ.  The two cops just looked at me for a few torturous minutes as if
trying to decide how to punish me next. 
         Bishop twisted the top off the bottle of Jack Black and took a long, healthy swig.  Wiping,
his mouth on his arm, he handed the bottle to Brown.  Brown also took a good hit, their eyes
never leaving my exposed cunt.  Brown stepped over and nudged the swelling area with his
black, rubber-soled cop boot.  Taking another drink from the bottle, he then tilted the bottle and
pored the whiskey into my open hole.  I twitched at the cold sting of the alcohol douche on my
tender genital tissues.  "Gotta make sure there aren't any cooties in there," Brown laughed. 
     Bishop came over and stood beside Brown.  Laughing nervously, he took the bottle and took
another swig.  "Yeah," he guffawed obnoxiously.  "I'm afraid we're gonna have to do a cavity
search on you, m'am. . . . . Make sure you're not hiding any more drugs!"  The two laughed
hysterically as the whiskey fueled their promiscuity. 
     Brown reached in his pocket and pulled out the still neatly- rolled joint he had gotten from my
purse.  "Gotta light, Bishop?" he asked. 
       Bishop frisked himself, and finally produced some matches from his pants' pocket.  Handing
them to his partner, Brown used them to light the joint.  The pigs stood on either side of me,
passing the joint back and forth over my bare ass.  Brown thumped the ashes onto one of my
buttocks.  Jumping from the sharp burn, Brown assured me sarcastically,  "Just hang in there,
little darlin'.  We're gonna give you what you're wantin' real soon." 
      Bishop got stoned off the weed and, to my horror, pulled a silver bullet out of his holster. 
Squatting down, he inserted it inside me.  The stupid pigs laughed hysterically again when
Bishop put his fingers in me and dug it out.  He pushed the slimy bullet in my face, pressing it to
my lips.  "Lick it, lick it," he ordered, as I squeezed my lips tight and turned my head. 
       Bishop then straightened, took another swig of whiskey, and dropped his pants.  He dropped
to his knees and forced his ready cock inside me, humping me fast and hard until he lost his load
with a groan.  He then pulled up his pants, took the bottle from Brown, staggered over to a tree to
have a seat and watch Brown take his turn. 
     Brown hissed deviously to his friend,  "Damn, Bishop, I don't wanna fuck her in the same hole
as you just did."  Brown then reached down and spread my ass cheeks apart, revealing the
delicate skin surrounding my anus. 
     "Oh, no, please, don't!" I protested, helplessly.  Suirming uselessly, I tried to get free from the
vulnerable position I had allowed myself to be strapped in. 
     "Yeah, yeah," encouraged Officer Bishop with an evil laugh.  "We can't leave any cavities
unsearched!" 
     Ignoring my pleas for mercy, Officer Brown then reached between my fleshy, nether lips and
massaged the tiny, hard knot there that contained all of my non-consenting desire.  Stroking me
lightly, my hips rose and fell involuntarily as the pigs once again burst into torrential laughter. 
Brown continued to stroke me until my face flushed with my approaching uninvited, not-wanted
orgasm.  He then stopped and stepped back, leaving me alone to writhe in misery. 
       Returning to me within seconds, he placed his fingers into my now dripping cunt and
fingered me into a good slick lather.  Then dropping his pants, he scooped up my juices with his
fingers and applied this to his nearly bursting cock.  He repeated this until his dick was glistening
and very slick with my lubricant, then he again spread my buns apart, and rammed his rod into
my virginal rectum! 



     "Ahhhhh!" I immediately began to scream with the sudden and overwhelming pain.  "Get it
out of me you filthy fucking pig!" 
     "Now, Miss Durham," Brown whispered in my ear, as I heard Bishop still laughing in the
background, "there's no use hollering.  Nobody can hear you out here in the middle of Bum Fuck!
. . . . Get it? . . Bum Fuck?!" 
     And with that he began to move his rod in and out of my throbbing butthole.  Bishop's
annoying laughter continued as I screamed in agony and scratched and clawed with my disabled
hands at the muddy earth in an ineffective attempt at escaping the cop's inflicting weapon. 
       Luckily for me, Brown's penis was smaller than average and he was already worked up into
such a fit that it didn't take him long to blow his wad.  As he collapsed on top of me, pinching me
between his weight and the log I was bent over, his organ grew comfortably soft within me.  He
whispered dominantly in my ear, "Thanks, Miss Durham.  You've been wonderful." 
     I looked over at Bishop sitting beside us and noticed his penis in his come-covered hand, his
face red with excitement.  He had jerked himself off as he watched Brown sodomize me. 
       The cops then quickly, in their guilty satisfaction, unlocked my limbs from the handcuffs. 
Allowing me to dress my sore and abused body, they then recuffed my hands behind my back. 
"Just keep this little incident a secret, Miss Durham," Bishop told me as they walked me back to
the squad car, "and we'll let you off easy this time." 
     The cops then drove me to the all-too-familiar D-home, and when they escorted me inside, the
also-familiar, fat woman in the front recognized me. 
     "Well, Lindsey Durham," she said.  "I'm not at all surprised to see you back here. . . . . What's
she in for?" 
     "Drinking under age," answered Bishop.  "She was seen in possession of an open beer." 
     The woman picked up the phone.  "Miss Bailey, I have an addition for your unit in the lobby,
please." 
     A younger, prettier woman appeared from the back.  "If you will follow Miss Bailey, Lindsey,
she'll take you back . . . . I'll need you to leave your purse here with me." 
     I followed Miss Bailey down a hall and through a heavy door.  On the other side was a large
rec-room in the middle of which about half-a-dozen young girls sat on a couch watching a
television mounted on the wall.  All of the girls were black.  They stared incessantly at the new
arrival.  I smiled at them.  They probably knew I was drunk.  Then I gingerly sat on my
still-aching buns in a chair a safe distance from the others and concentrated on the television. 
     A short time later, Miss Bailey came for me and pulled me aside.  "We've called your mother,
and she's on her way to pick you up.  Your court date has been set for August 3l.  You'll need to
make an appearance on that date." 
      Thanks to my police officer friends--a slap on the wrist. 
     When Rose arrived, she looked tired and disgusted.  When I climbed in the car with Rose I
directed, "Hurry up and take me home!  I stil l might be able to make the concert!" 
     "No, Lindsey, you are not going to the concert!" 
     "Why not?!" 
     "Lindsey, you are drunk!"  Rose swung into a McDonald's drive- thru.  "You need some food
in your stomach!" 
     "Then can I go to the concert?" 
     "No!  You are not going to that concert!" 
     "Yes, I am!" 



     "No, you're not. . . . You are to go straight to your room when we get home and stay there!" `    
When we got home I went straight to my room, but I did not intend to stay there.  As soon as I
could get in touch with Gary, I was leaving. 
       It wasn't long before the phone rang.  I answered from the phone in my room.  It was Gary. 
"Hey!  What happened?! . . . Are you okay?" 
     "Yeah, I'm fine. . . hurry up and come get me . . we're gonna miss the concert . . ." 
     Rose picked up on the extension.  "Gary, you better stay away from my daughter or else I'll
have you arrested!  Do you hear me?" 
     Gary was as drunk and obnoxious as I was.  "I'll see your daughter anytime I want, you fat
bitch!" 
      
     "Any man worth anything would not be interested in a girl half his age . . . You have nothing
to offer anyone your own age!" 
     ". . . . Your daughter loves me, and I love her! . . . " 
     ". . .You don't love Lindsey . . . . She's just a convenient screw! . .  . ." 
     "What the hell would you know about screwing you fat, ugly bitch?! . . . Your old man left
you because you're so fat he couldn't pry your legs apart . . . you sit around stuffing your face,
reading love books . . . " 
     " . . . . You're a bum, Gary.  A worthless bum, and if I ever catch you with Lindsey again, I'll
have you arrested for statutory rape!"  With that Rose slammed down the phone.  She rumbled
back to my room.  "Hang up that phone!" 
     "But, mom! . . . ." 
     Rose snatched the phone from my hand,  ". . I said, hang up the damn phone!" and slammed it
into its cradle. 
     Gary did not call back.  Days passed that I did not hear from him.  I sat in my room and
experienced my breaking heart all alone.  I played solitaire while I listened to my music.  One
song by the group Styx, I played over and over.  It provoked tears from my confused mind: 
        Time after time, I sit and I wait for your call. 
      
       I know I'm a fool, but what can I say 
         Whatever the price, I'll pay. . . 
      . . . for you. 
        Once, long ago, a word from your lips, 
     and the world turned around. 
      But somehow things changed. 
          You're so far away. 
        I long for the past and dream of the days. . . 
      . . . with you. 
      To make matters seem worse, it was getting close to time for school to resume.  And shortly
after that, my court date would arrive. 
     Finally, one afternoon while Rose was at work, the phone rang.  I was ecstatic to hear Gary's
voice.  "Hey," he said thinly. 
     I could tell he was high on something.  "Hey!" I returned. 
     "Can you get out?" 
     "Of course!" 



     "I'll be by in a little while." 
     I became suddenly vivacious.  I showered and brushed my teeth and hair for the first time in
days.  I put on my tightest jeans and a leather, fringed halter top.  Soon after I was ready, Gary
pulled up in the rusty pickup truck.  I met him at the street. 
     He was with Joe.  Before he even restarted the engine, he reached in his pocket, pulled out a
bag of quaaludes and handed one to me.  He had scored a quantity of around, I estimated, fifty;
and he had obviously already taken two or three of them.  Gary had a beer between his legs.  He
handed it to me to chase down the lude he had given me.  Then he started the truck.  I was about
to take the ride of my life. . . 
        Gary fumbled with the gears.  He immediately jumped the curb and trenched my neighbor's
yard.  Things went downhill from there.  He drove at an excessive speed down the residential
street exiting my neighborhood.  He weaved and swerved, and barely missed side- swiping a car
that was parked on the street.  Joe and I looked at each other in fright.  Joe was clinging to the
dashboard, and I was holding my breath and bracing myself.  Once Gary hit the highway, he
pulled directly into the path of an on-coming vehicle, causing it to run off the road.  "Look out!"
screamed Joe.  Then Gary abruptly changed lanes, causing another car to swerve off the road. 
The people in the cars around us were staring.  There was no mistaking that the driver of the
rusty pickup was "under the influence". 
     "Gary, man, pull over and let me drive," suggested Joe. 
     "No . . . . I'm . . fine," slurred Gary. 
     "C'mon, Gary.  Let me drive, man. . . please." 
     Finally, by some miracle and to my relief, Gary pulled the truck to a stop and Joe came around
to drive.  Joe drove to his apartment.  The three of us went inside, and Joe popped open a bottle
of champagne.  I guessed he wanted to celebrate surviving Gary's driving.  Joe passed around the
bottle, and I took a long, soothing sip.  I wiped my mouth, closed my eyes and had a seat on the
floor.  The bubbles were burning my nose. 
     A loud knock on the door startled me.  Joe went to the door and opened it.  I looked around
Joe to see the chubby woman from the photo in Gary's apartment--Pam, Gary's "roommate." 
        Pam barged past Joe.  "Did you forget you were supposed to take me to work at two
o'clock?!" she blasted at Gary. 
     ". . . . uh, . . . huh . . . . ?"  Gary stammered.  He was barely conscious. 
     "Don't run off in my truck if you can't take me to work when you're supposed to!" 
     ". . . uh . . . o-kay . . . " 
     "You jackass!  You're crocked! . . . You haven't been looking for a job!. . . . . Were you
planning on watching Johnny for me tonight?!" 
     Gary sat up.  I knew Pam shouldn't be provoking him when he was like this.  "Bitch," Gary
said, ". . You take care of your own little . . . bastard!" 
     Pam's eyes widened.  Then they narrowed to a seething squint.  "Why you ungrateful mother
fucker! . . . after all I've done for you. . . . given you a place to stay. . . let you borrow my truck . .
. Is this the thanks I get?!" 
     "I'll tell you how I'm gonna thank you, bitch!"  Gary flopped down next to me on the floor. 
"This is my beau'ful . . girl-friend Lindsey. . . . I'm gonna eat some fur pie. . . Do you wanna
watch me eat Lindsey's fur burger!?" 
     "Eat SHIT, you bastard!" screamed Pam, rushing at Gary.  Gary grabbed her and pushed her to
the floor.  Pam began screaming and trying to get away as he held on to her.  The two wrestled



around on the floor, bumping a table and causing a lamp to topple and shatter. 
     Joe jumped up.  "Hey!  Hey!" he shouted.  "You two need to take this outside." 
     Pam escaped from Gary's clutches, struggled to stand and ran out the door.  Gary ran out after
her.  I peeked out the window.  Pam was trying to get in the truck.  Gary grabbed her shirt from
behind, drug her out of the cab and threw her to the pavement.  He then hopped in the truck,
backed up (barely missing Pam) and sped off.  Pam ran behind him waving her arms, but he soon
left her behind.  Pam slowed to a walk and headed towards the apartment she shared with Gary. 
      I sat down on the couch, and looked across the room.  Joe was watching me.  "Do you wanna
party for a little while?" he asked. 
      The sip of champagne I drank had triggered the quaalude I had taken earlier into action.  I felt
great despite all the commotion.  "Sure," I answered, taking the bottle of champagne he handed
me. 
     I thought Joe was really sweet--and cute.  He told me about the girlfriend he had recently lost
in an auto accident.  He had a plant that he was keeping watered for her and a cross-stitch  project
that he had learned to do and was finishing for her.  "I don't know what I'll do if that plant ever
dies," he confided. 
     I felt sorry for Joe, and thought he must have really loved his girlfriend.  The plant was all that
was left of her, and he was clinging to it valiantly. 
     When Joe and I had finished the bottle of champagne, it was after dark.  Joe asked me if I
would like to go out and do something.  I thought about Gary, and wondered what had happened
to him.  He couldn't drive--he couldn't have gone far without getting in a wreck.  I hoped he
wasn't like Jim's girlfriend, but, there wasn't anything I could do for him now.  "Yeah, sure.  Let's
go!" I told Joe. 
     Joe took me to a seedy bar.  I let out a sigh of relief when I wasn't carded at the door.  Joe
ordered beers, and I sat on a bar-stool and watched Joe shoot pool.  I was so wasted, I began to
nod off, leaned forward and nearly fell off the stool onto my face.  A guy sitting next to me
elbowed me.  "Hey, wake up!" he said. 
     Joe came over and handed me another quaalude.  Was he trying to knock me out, or what?, I
wondered.  I put it in my mouth and held it there.  Joe grabbed my chin.  "Swallow it," he
insisted. 
      I took the pill out of my mouth and bit it in half.  I then swallowed half of it and put the other
half in my pocket while Joe watched.  He nodded.  This was a suitable compromise. 
      When the evening grew late, we headed back to Joe's apartment.  When we arrived there, I
did not remember the drive home.  I would be doing well to walk from Joe's truck to the front
door.  Arm-in- arm, Joe and I assisted each other towards his apartment.  On the doorstep we
nearly tripped over a large, bulky obstacle.  I looked down through one squinting eye to see Pam
sitting on the step.  Pam rose to face me.  "You'll be happy to know, you little tramp," she said,
"that my truck is totalled and Gary's in jail!" 
     "Oh shit!  What happened?!" asked Joe. 
     Pam continued.  "The dumb-ass had plowed over some people's brick mailbox just down the
road and was passed out at the wheel in the middle of their front yard.  They called the cops, the
cops came and arrested him and found a quantity of quaaludes in his pants' pocket.  He told the
police that it was my truck, and they called me and told me they're impounding it and that it's
fucking totalled! . . . . .  Now what the hell am I gonna do?!  I don't have any insurance!" 
     "I'm sorry. . . " offered Joe. 



     "I just thought I'd let Lindsey know that her worthless boyfriend is now a jailbird! . . . . I'll see
you later, Joe. . . "  Pam left on foot in tears. 
     Joe unlocked his apartment and guided me inside.  I plopped down in a chair and attempted to
comprehend what Pam had just said.  I was just too high to be concerned about it at the moment. 
Joe must have been feeling the same way because he tugged at my hand and said, "C'mon, let's
go to bed." 
     I thought he must mean to go to sleep.  Surely, with all he had told me about his girlfriend,
and what we had just heard about Gary, he wasn't planning to have sex with me.  But, men never
ceased to amaze me with their sleaziness, and sex was exactly what he was planning.  I didn't
object to his advances.  When I was on quaaludes, the word `no' didn't exist in my vocabulary. 
     Joe led me down the hall into a bedroom in the back.  I was surprised to see a single-sized
bed.  I wondered if Joe and his girlfriend had slept together on a bed that small every night. 
       Joe  and I laid down on the bed together, and Joe began kissing me.  I soon found out that
although Joe was only skin and bone, he had some well-concealed treasures that were definitely
worth finding.  Gripping his rod in my hand, I caressed it lovingly, marveling at the sheer breadth
of it.  I decided it must be true what they say about skinny men--that they are thick in some
places. 
       I gave in to my urge to take his wonderful piece of work into my mouth, making love to his
organ with dedicated and enthusiastic strokes of my lips and tongue. 
       As his arousal heightened, he turned me beneath him and slowly began pushing the giant
into me.  It took several shoves to work it all the way in to the base of his shaft.  With his pubic
area resting against my widely extended lips, I felt completely engorged, and my resulting juice
made it easy for Joe to slide in and out of me. 
       I was then impressed with his energy and stamina, scoring Joe as a nine and a half on a scale
of ten. 
        After the concupiscently savage act, I felt the need to say something.  "That was fun," was
the only thing I could think of. 
     "Yeah," Joe responded.  I quickly passed out in his arms. 
       The next morning, I woke with a start.  I still felt slow from the night before, but reality was
now sinking in.  I left Joe's bed, went to the den and sat quietly alone.  I felt terrible for Gary.  I
wished I had done something to prevent what had happened, and felt guilty and neglectful that I
had not. 
     I heard Joe get in the shower.  When he came into the den with his long wet hair, I did not
even speak to him.  I hung my head in despair.  Joe sat down and began putting on his shoes.  He
was also in a melancholy mood.  "Do you want me to take you home?" he asked. 
     "Yeah.  But, first, can you take me by city hall? .  . ." 
        When Joe and I arrived at the tall building, Joe waited in the car while I took the elevator to
the ninth floor--the floor where the jail was located.  Getting off the elevator, I turned into a tiny
room with a high counter.  "Can I help you?" rudely asked a woman from behind the counter. 
     "Yes, I'm here to see Gary Vrungos." 
     "Right down the hall, first door on the left." 
     I walked down the hall to a heavily-bolted, thick, metal door with a high, tiny, barred window
in it.  I peered through the window and saw several men in dingy, white jumpsuits milling about. 
One man saw me in the window and came over.  "Get Gary Vrungos for me," I said pointing at
Gary sitting despondently on a cot in the back.  The guy called to Gary, and he looked over. 



Seeing my face in the window, he bounded towards the door. 
     "Lindsey, baby, hey! . . . . How are you?" 
     I could barely hear or see him through the door, much less touch him.  From what I could tell,
he looked rough--stressed.  "I'm not too good with you in there," I answered. 
     "Hey, don't you worry.  I'll be out of here in no time. . . . Listen, I need you to call my lawyer. .
. his name is Max Daniel . . Call Max Daniel for me as soon as you get home, okay." 
     "Okay." 
     "I'll call you as soon as I get a chance.  You go home and wait by the phone.  I don't want you
to miss my call, okay." 
     "Okay. . . . You've got to get out of there, Gary." 
     "I know, baby.  I know. . . . I love you . . Don't forget that, okay." 
     "Okay, I'll be waiting for you to call." 
     "Yeah, don't leave the phone." 
     "I won't." 
      I returned to Joe, who was still waiting in the parking lot.  He drove me home, and not a word
was spoken between the two of us for the entire drive. 
       "Thanks for the ride," I said, finally, when he dropped me off. 
     "Sure," said Joe. 
     I never saw Joe again. 
      I could tell from the empty driveway that Rose was at work--I was glad for that.  I ran into the
house, looked up the telephone number for Max Daniel and dialed the number from my bed. 
      "Daniel, Garner and Pate," answered the receptionist. 
     "I need to talk to Mr. Daniel." 
     "And whom shall I say is calling?" 
     "Lindsey. . . . I'm calling for Gary Vrungos." 
     After being place on hold, Mr. Daniel came on the line.  "Good afternoon, Lindsey." 
     "Hi." 
     "I have already spoken with Gary about his situation.  Because of his previous conviction . . ." 
     ". . . previous conviction?!" 
       "Yes, Gary's record reflects a previous drug charge from less than a year ago. . . . I believe
that time it was a possession charge with the intent to sell--I believe it was a quantity of valium." 
     "Oh." 
     "Anyway, based on Gary's status as a habitual offender, I'm afraid I won't be able to get him
released on bail before the trial. . . . but I'll see what I can do. . . . . Thank you for calling,
Lindsey." 
     "Okay." 
       I hung up the phone.  Things were not looking good for Gary.  I rolled over in my bed and
fell asleep. 
      Rose woke me up later that afternoon when she got home from work. 
       "Where were you last night?!" she boomed.  "Were you with Gary?!" 
     "No. . . I was with Vanessa." 
     " . . . and you couldn't call me and let me know?" 
     "I forgot." 
     ". . . . I better not find out you were with Gary, Lindsey.  I mean it!  I'll have him arrested!" 
     "I wasn't." 



      The next day, Gary called me while Rose was at work.  "Hey," he said.  "They're getting
ready to move me to the county facility.  Write down this address.  I'll be in cell-block C-l6. . . I
want you to write to me, okay?" 
     "I will." 
     "I've already written you a letter.  You might get it today.  Watch the mail. . . . I want you to
write me back. . but, they read the mail before it gets to me, so don't say anything you shouldn't. .
. . And I'll call you as soon as I get a chance, okay?" 
     "Okay." 
     "Don't leave the phone." 
     "I won't." 
     I heard the mail truck outside.  I ran to the mailbox, and sure enough, there was a letter from
Gary.  I smiled at the address on front.  Gary had such pretty handwriting--for a man.  I ripped the
envelope open eagerly. 
         Gary had written: 
      Dearest Lindsey, 
          I want to say first, that I love you more than I've ever 
     loved anyone, and I want us to be together forever.  You are 
     the best thing that has ever happened to me.  An old fart like 
     me doesn't deserve a beautiful, sweet, young girl like you. 
      I'm so lucky that you love me. 
          As soon as my lawyer gets me out of here, I'm going to 
     take you to Chicago with me to meet my mother.  We can tell 
     her you're a Mexican, too.  With your dark hair and eyes, you 
     could pass for Mexican.  Then I want us to be married and have 
     children.  Our babies will be beautiful, brown-eyed babies. 
          Lindsey, I want you to write me back every day.  I'll be 
     out of here soon and then we can move to Chicago and get 
     married.  And I want you to stay close to the phone, in case 
     I get a chance to call you. 
          Remember always that I love you. 
     Love, 
     Gary 
      P.S.  Please go by Pam's apartment and get my photo album.  That's the only thing she has of
mine that's not replaceable.  I don't want anything to happen to it, so go by and get it as soon as
you can.  Thank you.  I love you. 
      I wrote Gary back: 
      My Darling Gary: 
          I hope you will be out of that hell hole soon so we can 
     be together.  I will wait for you no matter how long it takes. 
      I love you.  I want to be your wife and have your children. 
      I can't wait until I can hold you in my arms once again.  We 
     belong together, and someday we will be together again.  You 
     are the only man for me. 
      
      I loved your letter.  When I got it I kissed the stamp on 



     the envelope because I knew that's where your lips had been. 
      I can't wait to make love to you and fuck your brains out when 
     you get out.  I get crazy just thinking about it. 
      
     I will write you everyday, and I will wait by the phone 
     for you to call.  Please call me every chance you get.  I need 
     to hear your voice to be okay. 
      
      I'll be waiting.  I love you more than I can say. 
     Love, 
     Lindsey 
      I folded my letter and put it in an envelope.  I doused it with perfume and found a stamp on
Rose's dresser.  I then hid the letter in my room until I could put it in the mail the next day. 
     There was a knock on the front door, and it opened.  "Lindsey?!  You home?! . . . " 
     I heard Rachel's voice.  "Hell yeah, I'm here.  Where else would I be?" 
     "Oh, yeah.  I was sorry to hear about Gary." 
      I filled Rachel in on all the latest.  Rachel told me that she had heard that our friend Vanessa
from high school had had a baby by Freddie out of wedlock.  Vanessa and the new baby were
living with Vanessa's parents.  Freddie was back in jail. 
     "You know, maybe we've been too hard on Vanessa.  Maybe we should go visit her and her
new baby," I commented. 
     "Okay!  I'll get my dad to take us to the store to get the baby a gift," suggested Rachel. 
     "Yeah!  Let's go!" I said, happy just to be getting out of the house. 
      We went to the store with Rachel's dad and then walked over to Vanessa's parents' house with
the gift.  I felt good about renewing my friendship with Vanessa.  Maybe I had been too hard on
Vanessa.  Maybe Vanessa had dealt with her obvious mental problems.  After all, I thought, we
could use each other as friends right now while our men were in jail.  "I'll call you tomorrow,
Lindsey," Vanessa said as Rachel and I left. 
     I went home and re-read my letter from Gary.  The phone rang, and I answered it.  It was
Gary! 
       "Hey," he said. 
     "Hey!" 
     "I tried to call you earlier, but Teddy told me you weren't there." 
     "Oh, yeah.  I went over to see an old friend of mine who just had a baby." 
     "Really? . . . I wish you wouldn't be gone like that when I try to call you." 
     "Sorry." 
     "Yeah, well . . .  you'll never guess who's in here with me." 
     "Who?" 
     "Your friend and mine, Jack Booker." 
     "Oh, really?!  What's he in for?" 
     "Burglary, I think." 
     "You don't happen to have a guy in there by the name of Freddie, do you?" 
     "Freddie Carter?" 
     "I don't know. . . he's got kind of scraggly hair and a bad eye . . . ." 
     "Is he missing a tooth?" 



     "Yeah! . . . That's my friend Vanessa's boyfriend!" 
     "Hey, Freddie!  Do you have a girlfriend named Vanessa? . . . . . He said he does." 
     "That's him! . . . I can't believe he's in there with you." 
     "Yeah, we share a cell and a toilet and everything. . . . You better be glad you weren't around
this morning. . . . He made a real stinker!" 
     I laughed.  "You're crazy," I said. 
     " . . . . . . Did you get my letter?" 
     "Yeah, and I loved it. . . . I wrote you one. . . . I'll be mailing it tomorrow." 
      "I told my mom about you," Gary said.  "She says I'm crazy if I think you're gonna wait for
me." 
     "She's wrong!  I'll wait for you forever, Gary, if I have to." 
     "I told her that you were going to wait, but she says no way." 
     "Well, she'll just see." 
     "I'm gonna try to get it arranged so you can come visit me on Sunday, that's visiting day. 
Right now they only allow direct relatives.  I'm gonna talk to my lawyer and see if he can't get it
where you can come see me." 
     "I wish you would, Gary.  I'd really like to see you." 
     "I've gotta go, my time's up." 
     "Awwwww..." 
     "I'll try to call you tomorrow.  Be home next time!" 
     "Okay.  I love you." 
     "I love you, too." 
      When Vanessa called me the next day, I told her, "Can you believe our men are in the same
cell in jail?!" 
     "Really! . . . That's some coincidence!" 
     "Yeah, Gary said they share a toilet and everything." 
     "Freddie says it smells like a zoo up there. . . . . Hey let's go wave to them from the street." 
     "Can you do that?" 
     "Yeah.  They can see out the window.  Wanna go?" 
     "Sure!" 
     "I'll be there to pick you up in a few minutes." 
     Vanessa and I drove downtown to the county courthouse.  The jail was located on the top
floor, about twenty stories up.  I noticed if I looked carefully, I could see the bars. 
       Standing on the sidewalk across the street on the square, Vanessa began jumping up and
down, waving.  "Freddie!" she screamed at the top of her loud lungs.  I felt like a fool, but I, too,
waved.  People walking past on the street stopped and stared at the two strange girls shouting,
jumping and waving on the street. 
     On the way home, I asked Vanessa to swing by Pam's apartment.  I felt awkward, but I wanted
to get Gary's photo album from her as much as he did. 
     I knocked timidly at the door.  Pam opened the door and stared coldly at me.  ". . . uh . . Gary
wanted me to come by and get his . . uh . . photo album." 
     Pam turned, grabbed the book from under the coffee table and handed it to me without saying
a word.  Then she slammed the door in my face. 
       Getting back in Vanessa's car, I excitedly flipped through the pages on the way home.  When
I got there, there was another letter from Gary in the mailbox: 



      Dear Lindsey, 
          I got your letter today.  I loved it!  All the guys up 
     here went crazy when they smelled the perfume you put on it. 
      It drove them nuts. 
      Guess what, Lindsey.  I had your 
     name tattooed on my arm.  I'm yours forever now.  And you're 
     forever mine.  The guys up here don't believe I've got a 
     pretty girlfriend like I've been telling them.  When you get 
     that photo album from Pam, mail me those pictures of you that 
     are in it so I can prove it to them. 
          Behave yourself, and don't see any other guys.  I love 
     you. 
     Love always, 
     Gary 
      
     I wrote back: 
      Gary, my Darling: 
          Vanessa and I waved to you from the street below today. 
      Did you see us?  I got the photo album, and I am sending you 
     the pictures.  I can't believe I was so skinny.  I'm getting 
     fat again now that I'm living at home.  Will you love me even 
     if I'm fat? 
      
     I can't believe you got my name tattooed on your arm. 
      Now that's going to be there forever.  What if something 
     happens to us? 
      
      I love you. 
     Love, 
     Lindsey 
      Gary wrote: 
      Dear Lindsey, 
          We saw you and Vanessa waving the other day.  One of the 
     guys saw and said "Hey, there's two chicks out here waving!" 
     and everyone ran to the window.  We waved back, but I guess 
     you couldn't see us. 
          I got your letter and the pictures.  The guys want to 
     know how an old fart like me got a hot chick like you for a 
     girlfriend. 
      
      I don't believe you're getting fat, but you better not. 
      I want you to stay beautiful like you are now.  I love you. 
     Love, 
     Gary 
      I put up Gary's letter and walked over to the full-length mirror on the wall.  I looked at the



reflection of my body sideways.  There was a tiny bulge about the size of a grapefruit just below
my navel.  I could feel it if I pressed on my abdomen. 
     I had not had a period all summer. 
     I called Vanessa on the phone the next morning.  "Can you give me a ride somewhere today, if
I give you some gas money? 
     "Sure. . . where?" 
     "To the women's clinic." 
     "Oh no, Lindsey! . . . Do you think you're pregnant?" 
     "No . . . . . I know I am." 
     "How do you know?" 
     "I can look in the mirror and tell. . . . I'm showing already." 
     "Does Gary know?" 
     "Not yet." 
     "What are you gonna do?" 
     "Well I'm not having a baby, that's for sure." 
     ". . . . . I'll be there in a little while to pick you up." 
     "Okay." 
     I then hung up and dialed Rachel. 
     "Vanessa's on her way over here to get me and take me to the women's clinic," I told her. 
     "Really, why?" 
     "I'm pregnant." 
     "Can I go, too?" 
     "Sure, come on." 
     Today was Rose's off day.  I went to Rose's room while she wasn't watching, found her purse
and took ten dollars out of her pocketbook.  Rachel arrived and we waited in my room for
Vanessa.  "I'm going out with Vanessa for a little while," I told Rose as I left. 
      When we got to the clinic, I nervously told the receptionist I needed to take a pregnancy test. 
"I need to take one, too," said Rachel, to my surprise.  The nurse handed us some paperwork to
fill out. 
     In the lobby as we filled in the forms, I said to Rachel, "You think you're pregnant, too?" 
     "Yeah," Rachel nodded quietly. 
     The nurse called me back and had me pee in a cup.  She added a few drops of the urine to a
vial and within five minutes, she turned to me and announced, "Your test is positive. . . . Have
you thought about what you plan to do about your pregnancy?" 
     ". . . . I guess I'll have an abortion. . . . " 
     "Well, if you're going to have an abortion, you'll need to do it right away.  Since you haven't
had a normal period since May, you'll soon be too far along to have an abortion in your first
trimester. . . . We can't perform abortions in this clinic after the first trimester--abortions in the
second trimester have to be done at the hospital. . . . Second trimester abortions are much more
expensive and painful--you would actually have to be put in labor and give birth to the child." 
     "How soon can I get an appointment?" 
       "A doctor comes in from another city to do the abortions on Fridays, but this Friday is full . .
. We can get you in next Friday. . . " 
     "School starts next week. . . Will I have to miss school?" 
     "You'll need to miss one day.  You should be okay to go back to school the following



Monday. . . . We'll give you a doctor's excuse for Friday." 
     "I guess I'll make an appointment for next Friday, then. . . How much will this cost?" 
     "Two-hundred dollars. . . . Okay . . . now, you'll need to bring someone with you to drive you
home after the procedure.  And don't eat or drink anything after midnight on the Thursday night
before." 
     "Okay." 
      I paid the five-dollar fee for the test.  I would give Vanessa a couple dollars for gas, and keep
the change. 
     I returned to my friends in the lobby.  "It was positive," I informed them.  The nurse called
Rachel back.  As we waited for Rachel to get her test, I told Vanessa that I had made an
appointment for an abortion the next Friday. 
     Rachel came out shortly, nervously folding and unfolding some paperwork.  "Well?" I said. 
     "I'm pregnant, too," Rachel whispered softly. 
     "Oh shit, Rachel!. . . I thought you were using something!" 
     "I did . . . We used those foam suppositories I bought at the drugstore. . . .  I guess they didn't
work." 
     "I guess not . . . ." 
     The nurse overheard our conversation.  "The only l00-percent- effective method of birth
control, girls, is abstinence," she said. 
     "What's that?" I asked. 
     "Saying `NO'," said the nurse. 
      Back in Vanessa's car, I turned to Rachel in the back seat.  "Well, what are you gonna do?" I
asked her. 
     "I don't know. . . . I guess I'll have to think about it." 
     "What's there to think about . . . You've got a problem, you get rid of it.  That's the way I see
it, that's what I'm gonna do. . . . next Friday." 
     Rachel did not respond.  Abortion was not an option for her. 
      When I got back home, Rose looked mad as hell.  She was sitting in her lounge chair holding
something in her hand.  I tensed when I saw that it looked like one of Gary's letters from jail. 
     "So I guess your boyfriend really got his ass in a crack this time, huh, Lindsey! . . . . . How
long's he been in jail?" 
     I sat down calmly on the couch.  "A few weeks," I answered. 
     "Well, hallelujah for miracles!  Jail is just where he belongs, I hope they keep him there. . . . .
I don't want him   writing to you. . . I don't want you communicating with him in any way,
Lindsey.  Do you understand?" 
     "Yes. . . . . Mom?" 
     "What?" 
     "I need two hundred dollars." 
     "What for?" 
     ". . . . . . . an . . abortion." 
     "Oh, Lindsey!. . . . ."  Rose began to cry.  " . . . . . I'll pay for the abortion if you promise never
to talk to or see Gary again." 
     "Okay." 
     I quietly left the room, went to my bedroom and laid down on the bed.  I heard Rose get on
the phone.  I listened carefully.  Rose must be talking to my dad. 



     ". . . Hey. . . . do you think your insurance will cover an abortion for Lindsey? . . . . . . . Well I
know, but the child needs love so bad that she's just looking for it in the wrong places! . . . He's
in jail now, so maybe we won't have to worry about him anymore. . . . . Okay, bring the
paperwork by, and I'll fill it out. . Thanks. . . Bye." 
     Soon after Rose hung up, the phone rang.  I answered quickly in my room.  "Hey," came the
familiar voice of Gary. 
     "Hey!" I whispered.  "My old lady got your letter today.  What did it say?" 
     "She did?! . . . Well, shit. . . . It just said how much I love you . . and something about a bad
experience I had up here the other night." 
     "Oh, yeah?  What?" 
     "Some guy just got it up here the other night . . . A bunch of guys got together and gang
banged him. . . They held him down and took turns fucking him up the ass." 
     "Oh, God! . . . You didn't do anything to him, did you?" 
     "No . . . I put my pillow over my head, but I could still hear him screaming `OH NO, OH
NO!'" 
     "Oh . . . that's awful . . . . " 
     "Well, that's the way it is up here. . . you get used to things like that after a while." 
     "Gary?" 
     "What?" 
     "I've gotta tell you something." 
     "What?" 
     "I went to the clinic today." 
     ". . . . What for?" 
     "A pregnancy test." 
     ". . . . . Did the rabbit die?" 
     " . . . . yes . . " 
     "NO!" 
     "Yes!" 
     " . . . . . Lindsey, that's great! . . . . . I didn't think I could get anyone pregnant.  My ex-wife and
I tried for years . . . that's . . . that's great news! . . . ." 
     ". . . . I'm gonna have an abortion next Friday . . . " 
     ". . . . Oh . . . . . Well, I guess you have to, huh?" 
      "Yeah . . . . we can have kids later. . . when you get out. . . when we're married." 
     "Yeah . . . . I want to . . . we'll start working on that as soon as I get out." 
     "Oh yeah!" 
     "I love you, Lindsey.  I gotta go now." 
     "Okay, I love you, too." 
      I rolled over in my bed.  I thought about the baby that was growing in my stomach as I dozed
off. 
      The next week was a tough one for me.  I dreaded going back to school.  Rachel and I had
registered for a horticulture class in the afternoons so we could goof-off half the day at trade
school.  We traveled by bus to a vocational school each afternoon right after lunch. 
       We thought our teacher, Mr. Newson, was the coolest.  He immediately took a liking to
Rachel and me.  He called us in his office, shut the door and spent the afternoon exchanging dirty
jokes with us.  We confided our maternal conditions to him, so the next day, Rachel and I sat



inside in air-conditioned comfort because of our pregnancies while our envious classmates
worked outside in the hot greenhouse.  I disclosed to Newson that I would not be in Friday
because my abortion was scheduled for that day.  "But I still won't be able to do any heavy lifting
or strenuous activities for a while after that," I informed him. 
      "If you and Rachel had avoided strenuous activities in the first place, you wouldn't be in the
predicament you're in now," Newson teased. 
     "Newson, you asshole!" laughed Rachel. 
     "Yeah, you're a dirty, old man, Newson!" I added. 
      When Friday arrived, I rode with my mother to the clinic.  Rose had taken off work to go
with me.  We had to walk through a line of picketers to get to the clinic entrance.  The people
shouted to me, "Please, m'am, don't kill your baby! . . . . . . Abortion is murder! . . . You'll
remember this day, the day you murdered your unborn child for the rest of your life!" 
       Why aren't these busybodies at home providing foster care for unwanted children instead of
harassing scared teenage girls, I wondered.  I thought to myself that the women protesters were
ugly bitches that no one would want to screw, anyway.  "Get a life!" I screamed back at the
pro-lifers. 
      Inside, the clinic was packed full of young women with an unwanted pregnancy common
amongst them.  The nurse called off a list of names, one of them mine and we followed her into a
room lined with chairs in the back.  A butch-looking counselor sat in the front of the room.  She
began her lecture. 
        "Girls, you are all here today for the same reason.  When you become pregnant, three
options are available to you:  pregnancy to term and keep the resulting child, pregnancy to term
and put the resulting child up for adoption, or terminate pregnancy.  Those are the only three
options.  I hope you all have thought about your decision carefully.  If there is anyone here who is
not absolutely sure about their decision to have an abortion today, or is being forced by someone
else to be here, please leave this clinic immediately! 
     The women looked around silently.  Not one of them left the room. 
       "Okay, then, we will proceed," said the counselor.  "I am going to explain in detail about the
methods of birth control available to you today.  When I am finished explaining and have
answered all of your questions, I will pass around a piece of paper to each of you to sign,
identifying the method of birth control you plan to use after your abortion.  We will not give an
abortion to anyone who refuses to use birth control, and we do not provide abortions as a method
of birth control.  Once you become sexually active, you are then sexually active forever, therefore
you must be sexually responsible and use birth control. 
       After the counselor's informative lecture, I signed my paper saying that I would begin taking
the pill. 
     "Okay, now I'm going to tell you what to expect when you leave this room," the counselor
continued.  You will next go to the business office, where you will pay and get your blood
pressure and temperature checked.  You will then be given a little paper cup with three pills in it. 
One pill is a mild sedative to relax you for the procedure, the other a muscle relaxer to relax your
cervix, and the other an antibiotic.  You will be given a prescription before you leave here today
for more of the antibiotic.  You must take your antibiotic as directed until all of the medication is
taken.  This is to prevent infection.  You may get a rash if you spend time in the sun while taking
this medication.  Are there any questions?" 
     All was quiet.  The counselor continued.  "Next you will be sent to a waiting area.  While in



the waiting area, you will need to remove your clothes and place them in one of the baskets.  A
stack of gowns will be in the room.  You will need to put the gown on so that it opens in the
front.  You may leave your socks on to keep your feet warm, but all other clothing must be
removed before putting on the gown.  When the nurse comes for you, she will direct you to the
procedure room. 
     In the procedure room, you will need to lie on the examination table with your feet in the
stirrups.  Scoot your rear end all the way up to the edge of the table.  Let your legs drop open
wide.  Do not be modest about the doctor being in your private area.  Remember he's performing
a service for you.  He's not gonna take it home with him, he'll just do his job and be finished with
it. 
         The doctor will first insert two fingers into your vagina while he presses on your abdomen. 
This is to determine how far along your gestation is.  If you are further along than sixteen weeks,
he will not be able to do proceed with the operation today in this clinic.  If you are under sixteen
weeks gestation, he will then insert the speculum to spread the vaginal walls apart so that he can
get to the cervix."  The counselor held up a fist full of rods.  "After injecting the cervix with a
local anesthetic, the doctor will insert these rods, one at a time, into the cervix and twist.  You'll
notice that each one of these rods gets a little bit bigger in diameter than the one before.  This is
to dilate your cervix so that the doctor can insert the vacuumette."  The counselor held up a small
tube.  "The vacuumette is attached to a suction machine.  The contents of the uterus are then
suctioned out through this tube into the machine.  The doctor will have to move the vacuumette
around inside the uterus to make sure he gets everything.  You may feel slight pressure or
discomfort during this part of the procedure. 
     When this part is over, the nurse will help you off the table and hand you a sanitary napkin. 
Place the pad between your legs and hold it there while you walk down the hall to the post-op
room.  A nurse will assist you into a recovery bed.  Lie on your side with your legs drawn up to
your body in a fetal position.  The nurse will monitor your vitals, and after a short recovery time
she will bring you your prescription for your antibiotic, your doctor's excuse for missing work or
school today, and your prescription for birth-control pills if that is the method of birth control
you have specified that you will use.  Then the nurse will bring you the basket with your clothes
in it, and you will be free to get dressed and go home. 
     Did everyone bring someone with them today to drive them home?" 
     Everyone nodded `yes'.  "That's good," said the counselor. "We can't allow you to drive
yourself home from the clinic. 
     You will need to come back for a post-op exam in two weeks.  The doctor will then check to
make sure you are healing up okay.  This exam is included in the two-hundred-dollar fee that you
will pay today. 
     "Are there any questions?" 
     The group of scared-to-death girls was speechless. 
     "Okay, then I'll start calling you back one at a time to the business office." 
     When I was called to the office, I asked that Rose be retrieved from the waiting room.  Rose
came in and sat down with the insurance forms.  My father's insurance would pay for the
operation and the clinic had agreed to file the paperwork. 
       I was handed my medication and a cup of water to swallow it with.  After doing so, I was
directed to the waiting area to undress. 
       Soon after I had placed my clothes in the basket and put on my gown, a nurse came to take



me to the procedure room.  The nurse told me to lie on the table with my feet in the stirrups, as
she placed her hands on my knees and gently pushed my legs open.  The doctor came into the
room and began pulling on a pair of rubber gloves. 
     I took a deep breath and closed my eyes.  It would all be over soon.  I would not be pregnant
anymore. 
     The doctor positioned himself between my legs and began the termination of my pregnancy. 
He was a large, rough man.  He inserted two fat fingers into my birth canal and mashed on my
abdomen.  I felt raw pain as he compressed the sensitive tissues.  But this was not the part of the
procedure where I was supposed to feel "pressure" or "discomfort," was it, I wondered to myself. 
       Next, the doctor inserted the speculum, causing aching inflammation to my resisting
membranes as the metal prongs mechanically spread my vagina. Next inserted was a a large
syringe with a long needle.  The injection in my cervix felt more like a sharp pinch with a
tweezers, making me flinch from the pain.  A funny taste filled my mouth. 
     The doctor then began dilation of the now "deadened" cervix with the incremental rods.  Each
twist of a rod was a traumatic shock to the tender uterine opening.  I cried out loud in protest to
the doctor's actions.  "Just a minute, we're almost done," he said, turning on the vacuum. 
     Placing the suction tube into my now accessible uterus, the raw, biting agony was unbearable. 
I rose onto my elbows.  "Lie down, lie down," said the nurse, pushing my back to the table. 
       I could feel the sharp, tugging suction against the inside walls of my womb.  It felt as if my
uterus was being pulled inside out.  The nurse pressed down with all her weight and might on my
knees to hold my legs open as I writhed in misery.  I cried out in desperation, "Hurry! . . . please
hurry!" 
      It was several minutes before the ripping and tearing of the doctor's instrument of obliteration
finally subsided.  The nurse helped me sit up from the table and handed me a sanitary napkin.  I
placed the pad between my legs over the opening now seeping a large amount of warm, red
blood. 
     Taking my arm, the nurse helped me stand and guided me to the hallway.  With the nurse's
assistance, I took a few exerted steps.  I wondered how I was supposed to walk with such intense
ang throbbing cramping coming from the just brutalized area of my body.  Another nurse waited
for me down a short hallway with an outstretched arm at the recovery room entrance.  The two
nurses together assisted me to a bed.  The recovery-room nurse checked my pad--it was already
saturated.  She removed the soiled pad and placed a clean one in its place.  "This one was pretty
far along," informed the procedure-room nurse.  "She'll need a shot for hemorrhaging." 
     The recovery nurse nodded.  She rolled me onto my side.  "Bend your knees toward you chest,
dear, and it'll help the cramps," she said as she filled a syringe.  "This will only sting a little," she
promised, inserting the needle in my hip.  I could not even feel it over the consuming cramps. 
     "Now you just rest like that for awhile," directed the nurse, leaving my bed.  A wonderful
thought entered my head through the fog of pain.  It was over--I was not pregnant anymore!  A
cloud of splendid relief engulfed me as I fell off to sleep. 
     I had not been asleep long when the nurse awakened me putting a blood-pressure cuff on my
arm.  The nurse checked my pulse and temperature and changed my pad once more.  Then she
left again and returned shortly with the basket containing my clothes.  She placed a slip of paper
in the basket.  "This is your prescription for birth-control pills.  Remember, you'll need to start
taking them Sunday.  You will probably bleed lightly for a couple of weeks.  Use pads, do not
use tampons. . . . No tampons, intercourse or douching for two weeks."  The nurse placed another



slip of paper in the basket.  "This is your doctor's excuse." 
     I looked at the paper.  It read: 
      Lindsey Durham was seen at this clinic on Friday, August 2l to 
     undergo a surgical procedure. 
       Women's Community Health Clinic 
      "As soon as you dress, you're free to go.  We'll see you back in two weeks for a checkup."
said the nurse.  I went into the dressing room and changed as quickly as I could.  I was ready to
get the hell out of this place. 
     When I walked out into the lobby, there was some kind of commotion going on.  A priest in
black robes was in the center of the reception area, standing on a chair, holding a bucket of red
paint over his head.  The butch counselor was trying to get him down.  "Sir, you are trespassing
on private property! . . . If you don't leave right now, I'm calling the police!" 
     "This is to signify the blood of all the babies that were murdered in this clinic today!" shouted
the priest as he slung the paint all over the counselor, the floors and walls of the clinic. 
     "Call the police, call the police!" the counselor screamed at the receptionist.  The priest ran
from the building. 
     "Let's go," I said, grabbing Rose. 
     "Are you okay?" asked Rose. 
     "I need to get home and lie down." 
     On the drive home, I thought about my birth-control pills prescription.  I would need to be on
the pill for when Gary got out of jail.  I handed the slip to my mother.  "I'm supposed to start
taking them Sunday," I said. 
     "Okay," said Rose.  "I'll get them filled at the drugstore." 
      When we got home, I went straight to bed.  I was still having very heavy cramping and felt
like hell.   I drew my knees to my body.  Rose cracked my door.  "If you think you'll be okay, I'm
gonna run out to the store." 
     "Yeah, I'm okay," I assured.  I wondered why my mother was being so nice to me.  I certainly
didn't deserve it, but I sure was glad for it. 
     Shortly after Rose had left and I had dozed off, the phone woke me.  I answered weakly,
"Hello? . . . " 
     "The following call will cost fifty cents.  Will you accept the charges?" asked the operator. 
     "Uh. . . yeah?" I answered. 
     "Go ahead, then, sir." 
     "Hey."  It was Gary.  "How are you feeling?" he asked. 
     "Like shit," I answered, sleepily.  "I just got home from the clinic." 
      "Oh, it's already over with?" 
     "Yeah, it's over." 
     ". . . . oh . . . . . . Could you tell what it was?" 
     ". . . . . no! . . . "  Gary had no clue as to what I had been through. 
     ". . . . . oh . . . . . . . . . . . " Gary sounded down.  "I just lost my phone privileges.  That's why
they're charging you for this call. . . . I have to pay for all my phone calls now." 
     "You lost your phone privileges?. . . Why?" 
     "Uh . . . . I got in a fight." 
     "You got in a fight? . . . With who?" 
     ". . . . That idiot, Jack Booker." 



     ". . . . . Why?" 
     ". . . . . he said that I didn't get you pregnant--he did. . . . . So I decided to let him have it!" 
     "Did you tell him he's full of shit?" 
     " . . . . . Yeah. . . . . Well,  baby, I have to go now.  I love you.  Write me. . . " 
     "I will." 
     As I hung up the phone, I rolled over in bed and thought to myself as I fell back to sleep.  It
could have been Booker . . . . or Troy . . . . . or Joe . . . . . . or even Officer Bishop . . . 
       I started the pill Sunday night. 
      By Monday, I felt fine.  Some mild cramping and bleeding were the only remaining
symptoms or my ordeal.  In Horticulture class that afternoon, Mr. Newson asked me, "Did
everything go okay Friday?" 
     ". . . . Yeah," I said with a cringe. 
     "It's hell isn't it," sympathized Newson. 
     I nodded.  I asked Rachel what she was planning to do about her unwanted pregnancy. 
     "I don't know," she answered. 
       "What does Stuart say?" 
     "He calls it `critter'. . . . He wants to name the baby `critter' . . . . .My mom says that when you
die, Lindsey, you'll have to see your aborted baby in heaven." 
     I thought to myself, Rachel's mom sure has a wild imagination. 
     "Newson, I may be in late on Monday," I informed him. 
     "What now?" 
     "I have to be in court on that day. . . . . I have a doctor's excuse for Friday.  Wanna see it?" 
     "Yeah." 
     Lindsey showed Newson the slip of paper.  Newson laughed.  "Surgical procedure, huh? . . . .
Why do you have to go to court Monday?" 
     "Drinking under age." 
     Newson laughed.  "Lindsey's an `alkey'! . . . . Rachel, is Lindsey an `alkey'?" 
     "Yeah!. . . Tell him about that time you flashed David Lee Roth, Lindsey, or that time you
caught that girl's hair on fire!" 
     "That wasn't me!  That was you! . . . . or that time, Rachel, that you threw up on the people in
front of you at that concert!" 
      "Rachel's an `alkey', too," laughed Newson.  "You two kill me.  I'm gonna start calling you
two `Tweedle-dee' and `Tweedle-dum'. . .  . . Lindsey's `Tweedle-dee' and Rachel's
`Tweedle-DUM!'" 
     Newson guffawed at himself.  Rachel's face turned red as she looked at Newson out of the
corner of her eye coyly and said, "I'm gonna get you for that, Newson!" 
      Later that week I returned home one evening to be confronted by Rose.  "What are all these
phone charges doing on my phone bill, Lindsey?!  Are they from Gary? . . . . I agreed to pay for
your abortion under the agreement that you would not communicate with him anymore!" 
     ". . . but, Mom . . . I love Gary! . . . . We're going to get married when he gets out of jail!" 
     "Over my dead body!" promised Rose. 
      The following Monday, I dressed nicely in a white blouse and a plaid skirt for my day in
court.  I pulled my hair back in a pretty barrette.  Rose took off work to drive me to court.  On the
way to the courthouse, I asked nervously, "Don't I get a lawyer or something?" 
     "I don't have any money for a lawyer, Lindsey," answered Rose, dryly. 



      When we got to the courthouse, we took the elevator to the sixth floor where the courtroom
was located.  I thought about Gary being directly above me.  I couldn't wait for him to be on top
of me in another way--without any floors or clothing between us. 
     The courtroom was packed.  Rose and I had to sit and wait for a long time.  The waiting didn't
help my nerves any.  When my name was finally called, Rose and I approached the Judge's
bench.  "Are you Lindsey Durham?" asked the judge. 
     "Yes," I replied, meekly. 
       "Do I understand correctly that you are charged with `possession of an alcoholic beverage
while under the legal-drinking age of l8?'" 
     "Yes." 
       "Okay, now the way this works in the case of a minor such as yourself, Miss Durham, is you
can plead `guilty' to this charge and get it over with today, or you can plead `not guilty' and have
a lawyer represent your case at a later date that we will set today.  Do you understand?" 
     "Yes." 
     "How do you plead to these charges held against you?" 
     "guilty," I said, barely. 
     "Guilty?" 
      "Yes." 
     "In that case, I hereby sentence you, Miss Durham, to six months probation."  The judge
handed Lindsey a card.  "This is the name of your probation officer.  He is located on the seventh
floor.  You will now report to him directly, and then twice a month for the remainder of your
probation duration.  Do you understand?" 
     "Yes." 
     "You are dismissed from this court room, Miss Durham." 
          Rose and I left the court room and headed down the hall to catch the elevator to the
seventh floor.  I was elated--a slap on the wrist.  It could have been a lot worse if the cops hadn't
smoked and drank all the evidence they had against me while they fucked me in the woods. 
      On the seventh floor, Rose filled out the appropriate paperwork.  Then I met my new
probation officer.  He was a tall, black man.  "Lindsey, my name's `Charlie.'  Nice to meet you,"
he said shaking my hand.  Charlie called Rose and me into his office.  "Lindsey, why did the
judge put you on probation?" 
     "For drinking under age." 
     "Mrs. Durham, would you say that the sentence the judge placed on Lindsey is fair?" 
     "Yes, I do. . . . Lindsey has had a problem with drinking for quite some time now.  Ever since
her father and I divorced, over two years ago, as a matter of fact. . . . I think she's lucky this is the
first time she got caught." 
     "Maybe it's a good thing she did get caught before she got in worse trouble or got hurt." 
     "Yeah, that's another thing that concerns me," said Rose.  "She's been seeing this man who's
twenty-eight years old.  I've asked Lindsey to stop seeing him. . . He's in jail now, but they have
been writing to each other and talking on the phone--making plans for when he gets out. . . . He
got her pregnant, and I had to pay for the abortion! . . . ." 
     "You didn't pay for the abortion!  Dad's insurance did!," I interrupted. 
     "Wait a minute, wait a minute!" said Charlie.  "A twenty- eight-year-old man got your
sixteen-year-old daughter pregnant?!" 
     "That's right." said Rose. 



     "And where is this man now?" 
     "In jail." 
     "In the county jail? . . . . right upstairs?" 
     " . . . I guess." 
     "Is that where he is, Lindsey?" 
     I nodded. 
       "I have some friends that would be real interested in hearing about this!  What's this guy's
name?" 
     "Gary Vrungos," answered Rose. 
     "I can have Mr. Vrungos put away for a very long time for this, Lindsey.  Do you want that?" 
     "No!" 
      "Then I suggest you do as your mother has asked and stop seeing him or communicating with
him in jail!  Do you understand?" 
     I stared at the floor.  I nodded. 
     "Further, Lindsey, if you continue your relationship with this man, I will report you in
violation of your probation, and if you violate your probation, Lindsey, you will go to the
D-home.  Do you understand?" 
     I nodded.  Things were taking a turn for the worse.  I felt as if Charlie were pulling my life out
from under my feet.  I could not imagine my life without Gary.  Without Gary I had no future, no
reason to live.  I began to cry. 
     "I'm sorry that you're upset, Lindsey.  But Vrungos is no good for you. . . . . That will be all
for today.  I'll see you back in two weeks.  Okay, Lindsey?" 
     "Okay," I said, wiping my tears. 
      Once Rose and I had left the courthouse and gotten to Rose's car, it was lunch time.  Rose
took me to Burger King for lunch.  I was still crying.  I was embarrassed by all the people in the
restaurant staring at me. 
      After lunch, Rose took me back to school to check in at the office.  I quickly dried my tears. 
My tough appearance was very important to maintain at school.  In the school office, a `cliquey-
bitch,' which I liked to call pretty, popular girls that took an interest in school, looked me up and
down.  "You look nice today, Lindsey," said the `clique.' 
     "Oh, thank you," I said smartly.  "I had to look nice for court." 
     The girl gave me an offended look, then stuck up her nose and walked away.  I smirked as I
laughed inside to myself. 
       Once I had my check-in slip, Rose gave me a ride to the vocational school, where I entered
Newson's already-in-session classroom brusquely.  I threw my books and pencil down on the
table, and noisily pulled out my chair.  Everyone in the class turned to look at the
attention-provoking late-comer. 
     "I guess since you're here, everything went okay?" assumed Newson. 
     I stared at Newson coldly.  Then I broke down into hysterical sobs. 
     "What's wrong?" cried my classmates, gathering around me quickly. 
     "I got put on probation . . . . . . and my probation officer has forbidden me to have anything to
do with Gary." 
     "You got probation?" asked Newson.  "How long?" 
     "Six months. . . . . . He said he can get Gary in a lot of trouble if I keep writing or talking to
him in jail." 



     "I'm sorry, Lindsey.  That's a bummer," extended Rachel. 
     When I got home from school that afternoon, I wrote Gary a letter: 
      My Darling Gary, 
          I had court today.  The judge sentenced me to six-months' 
     probation.  My damn mom told my probation officer about you, 
     and he says he's going to get you in trouble if I keep talking 
     to or writing to you.  Do not call me at home anymore because 
     it showed up on the phone bill.  Do not write to me anymore 
     because my mom might get the mail.  I will still write to you, 
     and you can call me at the pay phone at the store.  I went by 
     there and wrote down the number.  It is 8ll-5646.  Call me 
     Thursday at 3:30.  I will go down there after school and wait 
     for you to call.  I'm sorry it has to be this way, but it 
     won't have to be this way for long.  I'll be off probation in 
     six months, and hopefully you'll be out of jail before then. 
      Then we can have a baby together.  Or at least do what it 
     takes to get me pregnant!  I can't wait.  I think about that 
     every day.  I long for the feel of your dark, curly chest 
     hairs against my soft, naked breasts; for the feel of your big 
     dick inside me.  I love you, and I want you to make love to me 
     soon.  I'm on the pill now so I'll be ready when you get out. 
          Don't forget, Thursday at 3:30.  I love you. 
     Lindsey 
        I felt better after writing my letter. 
      That Thursday, I was waiting by the pay phone at the store as promised.  I answered excitedly
when it rang.  "Hey!" said Gary. 
     "Hey!" 
     "I'm glad you thought of this so we can talk to each other." 
     "Yeah, me too." 
          "I liked your letter.  The smell of your perfume and your sexy words gave me a boner.  I'm
dying to get at you, too, baby. . . . . . I took your letter to bed with me that night and I wacked- off
underneath the covers." 
     "You'll have callouses on your fingers by the time you get out of there, darling." 
     "Yeah, no shit. . . . . . Hey, how about I plan to call you every Tuesday and Thursday
afternoon at this time?" 
     "Yeah, great!" 
     "So you had your day in court, huh?" 
      "Yeah." 
     "Be glad they didn't lock you up . . . because it's no fun." 
     "I just wish I could be with you, Gary." 
     "Well, I'm supposed to have my court date sometime next month, I think.  Maybe I'll find out
something then." 
     "I hope they let you out." 
     "Yeah, well, maybe. . . . . And what's this about you being on the pill.  You don't need to be on
the pill while I'm in here. 



     "You might get out tomorrow, Gary.  Then if you do, I'll be ready and waiting. 
     Well, Pumpkin, I need to go. . . . It was sure great talking to you." 
     "I love you, Gary.  You gonna call me Thursday?" 
     "Yeah. . . . I love you, too." 
      
     I went the next week for my follow-up exam after my abortion.  The same doctor that had
done the surgery, performed the exam.  I hated the sight of him. 
       After a quick feel of my internal organs, the doctor turned his back and began snapping off
his rubber gloves.  "Okay, Lindsey, everything is fine.  You can resume all activities as usual. 
Are the pills working okay for you?" 
     "I guess . . . so far."  The doctor handed me a slip of paper good for six more months of the
pill. 
       "Okay, Lindsey.  You may get dressed and go now." 
      It soon began getting dark earlier as Autumn took over Summer.  I continued writing Gary
and getting calls from him on the store pay phone.  I soon found myself waiting by the phone in
some pretty chilly weather.  Luckily for Rachel, the weather was getting cooler so she could wear
a coat at all times. 
       One day in class, I looked over and noticed Rachel's expanding belly.  "Have your parents
not noticed that you're pregnant?" I asked. 
     "I don't guess.  I pretty much hide it with my coat." 
     "What are you gonna do when `critter' comes--run to the bathroom, shit him out and say `look,
mom, what I found in the toilet!'?" 
     Rachel laughed.  "I don't know.  Surely they'll notice before too much longer.  I can't get that
fat that quick without them noticing something." 
     "I'm surprised they haven't noticed something already," I commented, eyeing Rachel's huge
stomach.  All the students in the halls stared at Rachel's stomach also.  I admired her for having
the self-confidence to attend school in her condition.  I knew I couldn't do it.  I was almost
embarrassed just to be seen with Rachel. 
      That afternoon after school, Rachel called me at home.  "Guess what my mom told me she
read in the paper," said Rachel. 
      "What?" 
     "That Matt Rabidu and Scott Reedus were in a motorcycle accident!" 
     "Oh no!  Are they okay?" 
     "She said that Matt was treated at the hospital and released, but that Scott was admitted for
serious injuries!" 
     "Oh my God!  How serious?" 
     "I don't know. . . the paper didn't say. . . " 
     "I'm gonna call Vanessa and see if she'll give me a ride to the hospital.  You wanna go?" 
     "I guess." 
     "Which hospital is Scott at?" 
     "I don't know." 
     "I'll call his mother's house and find out.  Are you on your way over?" 
          "Yeah. . . . see you in a minute. . . " 
     I hung up and called Vanessa.  Vanessa said she'd be over in a few minutes.  Then I called
Scott's mother. 



     "Mrs. Reedus, my name's Lindsey, and I'm a friend of Scott's.  I just heard about his accident. 
Is he okay?" 
     "Yes, Lindsey, he's gonna be okay.  He's in a lot of pain right now, and he has a cast up to his
hip.  The lower part of his leg was completely crushed and they had to do surgery to replace the
bones with metal pins." 
     "Oh! . . . which hospital is he at?" 
     "He's at Crestwood Center, room 412.  Crestwood's where the ambulance automatically takes
trauma victims." 
     "Can he have visitors?" 
     "Yes, visiting hours are from four to eight. . . You gonna go see him?" 
     "Yeah. . . me and a couple of friends." 
     "Okay, great.  I'm sure he'll appreciate that.  I'm getting ready to head up there myself, so I'll
probably see you there." 
     "Okay," I said as my heart sank.  I didn't want to have to visit with Scott with a parent there. 
      We arrived at the hospital and took the elevator to the fourth floor.  Walking slowly down the
hall, I counted off the room numbers . . . . 408 . . . . 4l0 . . . this is it--4l2.  I peeked around the
open door shyly.  Scott was in the bed with an elevated cast.  Scott's mother and Matt Rabidu
were standing beside his bed. 
     Rachel peeked around the corner after me.  Her face turned bright red as she stepped back
quickly and hid against the wall.  Rabidu had seen us looking in, and came outside into the hall. 
"Hey!" he said to Rachel, Vanessa and me. 
     "Hi," returned Rachel half-heartedly and obviously flustered. 
     "Hey, Matt!" I said.  "We heard you and Scott had a little accident on the scooter.  Did you get
hurt?" 
     "No.  Not like Scott . . . I just got some road burn and some bruised ribs."  Matt lifted his shirt
to reveal some nasty looking scrapes and bruises and bandages encasing his ribs.  Scott's a lot
worse off, as you can see." 
      Matt turned to Rachel, who was staring at the floor and nervously twisting her hair.  "What
happened to you?" asked Matt gesturing towards Rachel's stomach. 
     Rachel rolled her eyes and once again turned red.  "What's it look like?" she answered
sarcastically. 
     Rabidu smiled his wide grin.  "So . . . who's the father? . . . Stuart Stephens?" 
     "Yes," mumbled Rachel to the floor. 
     The chemistry that had always been there between Rachel and Matt was still there.  They both
could feel it, and I could even see it.  "C'mon, Vanessa," I said, walking into Scott's room. 
     "Hey!" Scott said when he saw us. 
     "Hey, Scott!" said Vanessa. 
     "Hey, Vanna!  What's going on?" 
     Scott and Vanessa knew each other from high shool--They had graduated together.  `Vanna'
was his nickname for her.  "Oh nothing much," she said. 
     "What happened to you, Scott?" I asked. 
     "Oh, we were riding on Matt's motorcycle through the intersection of Whites Cove and
Baileyburg and some stupid bitch turned left right into us.  I guess she was fucking blind or
something because she just ran right into us--didn't even slow down or anything." 
     "Now, Scott, that's not nice," said Mrs. Reedus, Scott's mother. 



     "Well, it's true!  The goddamn bitch doesn't deserve a driver's license if she can't drive any
better than that. . . "  Scott's mousy mom sat down.  Scott continued.  " . . . Anyway, I was riding
behind Matt, and the front of her car hit the side of the bike right where my leg was.  The next
thing I knew I was laying on the corner next to the light post.  I tried to stand up but fell back
down because the bottom part of my left leg was bent at a ninety degree angle.  I mean it was just
hanging there, floppy like a dishrag! 
      "Oh, that's terrible!" I said, picturing what Scott described. 
     "Yeah, and that dumb bitch came running over to me screaming and crying, `Are you okay? 
Are you okay?'  I wanted to say, `Do I look okay, you stupid slut?!  I've just got another knee,
now!'"  Scott started to laugh.  "She was a real space cadette. . . So, anyway, the ambulance came
and brought me here.  They had to do surgery and put pins in my leg because the bones were
crushed.  I have to wear this cast for three months.  Sometimes I get muscle cramps because I
can't move in this cast, and they hurt like hell-- I mean I start screaming, they hurt so bad. 
They've got me on some really heavy pain medication but it doesn't really help.  I guess that 's
why they're keeping me here. . . . . So, you wanna sign my cast?" 
     "No, but I will take some of that pain medicine," I teased. 
     "They're giving me Demerol . . . it's great stuff, man!" 
      After a few more minutes, Vanessa said, "Well, Scott, we've gotta go.  My mom's got my
little girl, and I've gotta get back in time for her to go to church. . . . You take it easy." 
      "Okay, Vanna.  Thanks for bringing Lindsey to see me." 
     I turned as I was walking out the door to exchange a friendly glance with Scott.  "See you
later, Scott!" 
      When Vanessa and I got out in the hall, Rabidu and Rachel were still talking--Rachel with
her arms folded across her body uncomfortably.  Rachel peeked around the door.  "See you later,
Scott," she said. 
     "Bye, Rachel." 
      Rachel was quiet all the way to Vanessa's car, her arms still folded over her body.  When we
got to the car, she opened up.  "Shit, man!  Matt was freaking me out!  He was trying to talk me
into marrying him!  He said he'd take good care of me and my baby-- he didn't care if it was
somebody else's." 
     "Really!?  He must really love you, Rachel," I reasoned.  "You two belong together." 
     "Stuart can't find out I talked to Rabidu today!" Rachel warned.  "If he does, he'll freak out!" 
     I sighed to myself.  Rachel would never leave that loser, Stuart. 
      A few weeks later, I received an upsetting phone call regarding my own love life.  I had been
getting terrible migraine headaches, probably from the pill, and I was lying down in bed after
school one afternoon when the phone rang. 
     "Lindsey, this is Max Daniel, Gary's attorney. . . . Gary asked me to call you and explain his
situation to you. . . He had his trial today, and because of his pre-existing criminal record,
sentenced to four to five years in the state penitentiary for possession of a controlled substance
with the intent to sell, reckless endangerment, driving under the influence, and vandalism." 
     "Four to five years?! . . . . I'll be twenty years old before he gets out!"  I began to cry. 
     "Now, Lindsey, it's not as bad as it sounds. . . He could be paroled in as little as two years
with good behavior. . ." 
     "Two years is still too long . . .  " 
     "I'm sorry, Lindsey . . . " 



     "Did you find out anything about me being able to visit him?" 
     "Well, like I said, Lindsey, he's been sentenced.  Now he'll be moved from the county jail to a
state facility.  It will be up to the management of the state facility as to whether they'll let you
visit him or not." 
     "Oh . . . " 
     "Let me know if you have any more questions, Lindsey.  It's been nice talking to you.  Sorry I
didn't have better news . .  . " 
     "Yeah, me too. . . . Bye." 
      I hung up from the lawyer, and dialed the women's clinic. 
       The receptionist/nurse answered.  "Women's Community Health Clinic, may I help you?" 
     "Yes, ma'am.  I had an abortion at your clinic about three months ago, and I started taking the
pill right after that.  I've been getting these terrible headaches. . . . could the pills be causing
them?" 
     "Yes they could. . . What you need to do is come in, and let me change you to a different type
of pill with a lower dose of estrogen. . . . . Just come by the clinic, and I can give you a sample
pack to try." 
     "Okay. . . . should I stop taking the ones I'm taking now?" 
     "Yes . . . stop taking those now, and you should start your period.  Then you can start the new
pack on the Sunday after your period stops." 
     "Okay, then.  Will the clinic be open next week?  I'm off next week because Christmas break
starts." 
     "Yes, we'll be open. 
     "Okay, I'll get up there next week sometime, while I'm out of school." 
     I hung up the phone, and sat up in bed to write Gary a letter.  Dear Gary, 
     I just got off the phone with Max Daniel.  I was sorry to hear 
     the bad news.  But it's okay, darling, because I'll wait for 
     you as long as it takes.  I hate that you won't be out for 
     Christmas.  But we can count the time down by eliminating 
     holidays.  First Christmas, then Valentines Day, then Easter 
     and so on.  Maybe Vanessa can bring me to see you at the place 
     they move you to.  Maybe you'll get back your phone privileges 
     at the new place.  I love you, Gary.  Don't ever forget that. Love, Lindsey 
      The next week, I had Vanessa take me by the clinic to get my new prescription.  Afterwards,
it was almost time for Gary to call me at the store, so I just had Vanessa drop me off there. 
     I could see my breath in the frigid air as I waited outside next to the pay phone.  I put my
hands in my pockets and pulled my suede-leather coat up tighter around my body.  I was
beginning to get a cold from standing out in the winter air so much, and my head was pounding
from the raging hormones caused by my birth-control pills. 
     I was delighted when I saw Scott Reedus pulling into the parking lot in his big Monte Carlo.  I
walked up to his car, and he rolled down his window.  "How can you drive with that bulky damn
cast on your leg?" I asked. 
      Scott had the seat back as far as it would go, his casted, left leg straddled out to the side.  His
right foot barely reached the pedals. 
     "It's not easy," said Scott.  "I'm just lucky it was my left leg and not my right." 
     "Really!" 



     "You wanna get in where it's warm?" 
      "Okay," I accepted, walking around to the passenger side. 
      Once I had gotten in, Scott asked, "You wanna ride around and smoke a joint?" 
     "Nah, I said.  I don't feel like getting high . .  . my head hurts too bad." 
     "Oh, I've got just the thing for your headache."  Scott said, reaching into his pants' pocket and
pulling out a prescription bottle.  "You wanna try one of these?" 
     "What is it?" 
     "It's Demerol. . . . I take it for pain. . . . I wouldn't give these to just anybody. . . but since
you've got a headache, you need one." 
     "Okay, thanks," I said, taking the tiny white pill Scott offered.  Scott handed me the beer from
between his legs to wash it down. 
     Scott fired up a joint and took a deep toke.  "I'm gonna ride around and smoke this.  You
wanna go?" 
     I glanced at the large clock in the store window.  It was three o'clock.  I had plenty time before
Gary's phone call at three-thirty.  "Sure," I answered. 
     Scott drove to the park and parked his car.  He smoked about half his joint and then put it out. 
Soon I began to feel greatly euphoric from the narcotic I had taken.  My eyes were heavy and I
felt sleepily relaxed.  My speech was slow and loose. 
      I enjoyed Scott's company.  He made me laugh, and I felt so comfortable around him.  I could
say anything to him. 
     "That Demerol sure did make me feel better," I confessed needlessly.  "I've been having the
worst fucking headaches since I started trying to get on the pill." 
     "The pill is causing you to have headaches?" 
     "Yeah. . . . I guess I might as well stop taking them now, since my boyfriend's in jail and won't
be out for at least two years." 
     "What's he in for?" 
     "Quaaludes." 
     "What a drag." 
     "Yeah." 
      Tom Bryan and Mitch Reeves pulled in beside Scott.  "Hey, man!  Wanna match me a joint?"
asked Scott. 
     "We don't have any to match, man," admitted Mitch. 
     "Oh, well, I guess I'll smoke some of mine with you bums," whined Scott, kiddingly.  "Get
in." 
     Tom and Mitch climbed into the back seat.  "Hey Lindsey!" said Mitch when he saw me.  "I
haven't seen you around in a while. . . you're hair sure has gotten long, and it's got kind of a
reddish tint to it now, doesn't it?" 
     "Yeah, well I die it black and when it fades it turns kind of red," I spilled carelessly. 
     "Well, you're looking great." 
     "Thanks, Mitch.  So are you." 
       I was having a great time.  I really had gotten away from my old 'family' since I'd been
involved with Gary.  I didn't realize how much I'd missed them.  I didn't notice how much time
had passed  since we'd left the store.  When it began to get dark, I perceived that it was past
three-thirty. 
     The guys finished the joint, and I asked Scott to take me back to the store.  When we pulled in



the parking lot, I was horrified to see the time on the clock in the window.  It was after four-
thirty.  I had missed Gary's phone call! 
      The following Thursday, I made sure to be at the store be by the pay phone in time to wait for
Gary's phone call.  By four o'clock I figured he was still too pissed at me to call.  I hated that I
had missed his call Tuesday afternoon, but I was also beginning to grow tired of being tied to the
phone.  I put a dime in the slot and dialed Vanessa. 
     "Hey, Vanna, you wanna do something tonight?" 
     "Like what?" 
     "Hell, I don't know.  Maybe I could steal some money from my ol' lady's purse, and you can
buy us a bottle. . . . I feel like getting trashed . . . . I missed Gary's call the other day, and he didn't
call today when he was supposed to." 
     "I haven't heard from Freddie in a few days, either.  They're moving him to the State Penn.
this week, and he's supposed to let me know as soon as he can his new address and stuff." 
     "Really?!" 
     "Yeah.  They might be moving Gary, too--to the same place." 
     "Well, as soon as you hear anything, let me know!" 
     "Oh, I will." 
     "So . . . . Can you get out?" 
     "Hold on, let me ask my mom if she can babysit . . . . . . ." 
     I heard muffled screaming on the phone.  " . . . . What?! . . . You've always got some kind of
goddamn plans with that church! . . . . I'm sick to death of it . . . sick of it! . . . "  Vanessa was
having one of her fits.  She came back on the phone.  "Lindsey, I don't guess I can. . . My mother
has got to do something at the church . . . . what? . . . . Wait a minute Lindsey, she's gonna see if
my sister can keep Karen for me . . . . . . . . . Okay, I guess I can go to the movie with you,
Lindsey . . . I'll pick you up in a little while." 
     "See ya then," I said. 
     When Vanessa picked me up later, we headed to the liquor store and then parked Vanessa's
car on a deserted dirt road and began to drink.  I had chosen Jack Daniel's whiskey again, and we
drank it straight out of the bottle and chased it with Coca-Cola.  When the warmth of a
whiskey-buzz bloomed within me, I got restless.  "Let's do something," I said. 
     "Like what?" snickered an equally tipsy Vanessa. 
     A Bob Seger song came on the radio.  "Oh I like this song,"  I said, turning up the volume.  I
sang along and added a few of my own lyrics. 
      
         "Ohhhh, blame it on Vannnaaa. . . . 
     Ohhhh, shame on Vannnaaa. . . 
         Ohhhhh, blame it on Vannnaaa. . . 
        Shame, shame, shame, shame on Vannnaaa. . . . " 
       "Shut up, you crazy girl!" laughed Vanessa. 
       "I like that name Scott has for you--Vanna." 
     "I wonder where Scott is tonight." 
     "I don't know. . . . . He gave me one of his Demerols the other night.  It was good shit . . . . .
Hey, let's go check out Greer Mountain! .  . . There might be something going on up there!" 
      "Let's ride!" agreed Vanessa. 
      Vanessa pulled out on the street and headed towards Greer Mountain Road.  Her driving was



not good.  She was weaving in and out of her lane, speeding up and slowing down rhythmically. 
The car literally bounced down the road as Vanessa used her right foot for the gas pedal and her
left for the brake.  She laughed hysterically.  I looked at her and realized she was wasted, but I
didn't dare say a word to my volatile friend for fear that Vanessa would fly into one of her
tantrums. 
     As we started up the steep, curly road to the top of the Mountain, Vanessa swung wide into
the opposite lane directly into the path of on-coming headlights.  I dug my nails into the dash as
the approaching car blew its horn and ran off the road to avoid crashing head-on into us. 
     "Oh shit!  Sorry about that!" Vanessa said laughing.  I held my breath for the remainder of the
ride, and when we finally reached our destination, wanted to kiss the still ground. 
       The night was cold and damp, a thick fog beginning to develop on top of Greer mountain. 
We parked next to Mark Greene's truck at the dirt circle.  Mark was there with Mitch and Tom
Bryan unloading wooden crates off the back of his truck onto a huge bonfire, the thick fog
stopping short the orange glow of the tall flames.  It was common knowledge that Mark was a
pyro-maniac who liked to build and play with fire. 
      "Mark, you think you've got a big enough fire there?" I asked as I approached him. 
     "No," he said, throwing on another crate. 
     "Hey, Lindsey, Hey, Vanessa!" said Mitch.  "You girls wanna smoke a hooter?" 
     "Shit yeah!" answered Vanessa. 
     "Fire it up then," Mitch said, handing the newly-rolled joint to Vanessa. 
     Mark reached over and offered Vanessa a light.  Her eyes bugged out as she took the biggest,
longest toke she could possibly hold. 
     The joint had gone around once, when another car pulled up.  Three dirty-looking country
boys got out and joined our circle.  Mark, Mitch and Tom obviously knew them.  "Where you
been hiding out, Jody?" Mark asked the biggest one, handing him the joint. 
       "Oh I been around, man. . . . . How `bout you. . . I haven't seen you in a while. . . " 
     "They've fucking got me on third shift.  . . I don't get out much. . . " 
     I began to feel a buzz from the one toke I had taken, then Jody, the big one, said, "Hey, man,
this is killer weed . .  . Where'd you get it?" 
     "I got it from Reedus," said Mitch.  "He didn't have much, I could only get a little." 
     "Hey, man, let me check it out," said Jody. 
     Mitch reached in his pocket, pulled out the rolled-up baggy and handed it to Jody.  Jody
unrolled the bag and pinched and sniffed at the pot inside.  "Thanks, man, `ppreciate it," Jody
said, putting the pot in his pocket. 
     "C'mon, man, give it back," laughed Mitch, thinking Jody kidding. 
     "Fuck off," snapped Jody, punching Mitch hard in the chest. 
     "C'mon, man, I don't want any trouble," pleaded Mitch. 
     "Man, I think you better give Mitch back his dope!" demanded big Mark Greene. 
     "Back off Greene!" yelled Jody. 
     Mark grabbed Jody by the shirt and pulled him up to his face.  "I said, give back the pot!" 
     "And I said back off, mother fucker!" 
       Jody quickly reached into his back pocket, snatched out something and stuck it in Mark's
face.  Mark went immediately limp and fell to the ground, screaming and holding his hands over
his eyes, rolling back and forth, kicking in useless rage. 
      I ran up to Jody.  "What the fuck did you do to him, mother fucker?!" 



     "You better back off, bitch, unless you want some of this, too!" 
     "It's mace, Lindsey!" alerted Mitch.  "Get back!" 
     Jody walked over and kicked dirt onto the blind, tortured and defenseless Mark.  Then he
walked away calmly with his two buddies in tow as Mitch and Tom watched powerlessly. 
     "Later, dudes" said Jody sarcastically as he got in his car and drove away, disappearing
quickly into the heavy mist. 
     I watched helplessly as Mark squirmed in the dirt, the way his strapping muscles tensed from
the pain, his buttocks squeezed tight.  I wanted vainly to somehow comfort him.  I wanted him. 
     Mark finally rose to his knees and with the help of Mitch and Tom sat down on the ground
next to his truck, his eyes and nose running from the poison that had been sprayed in his face. 
       I took another swig of Jack Black.  I no longer needed a chaser.  The combination of potent
marijuana and 90-proof whiskey had snuck up on me as I swayed like a twiggy tree in a strong
breeze.  Tom grabbed me by the arm.  "You look like you need to come sit down, too," he said,
leading me to sit down next to Mark.  I saw out of the corner of my eye Vanessa staggering
towards her car.  I fought to stand, and then took a step towards the woods to take a piss.  The
next thing I knew, I was falling forward, and landed face-first in the dirt. 
       "See?!  Now what did I tell you?!" said Tom, picking me up and setting me back down.  I
squinted out one eye and watched Tom and Mitch walk over to the still roaring fire.  Mark
grappled to his feet and ambled over to join them. 
     I stood and made another attempt toward the woods.  Passing through the curtain of thick
clouds, I spastically wove into the brush and pulled down my pants.  Then I fell down.  Feeling
the skin of my naked ass being ripped, I discerned that I had fallen into a briar patch.  I tried
unsuccessfully several times to stand up, but kept falling back into the thorns.  I finally managed
to crawl to the edge of the copse, my pants around my thighs, my clothes torn and my skin
scratched and bleeding. 
       Luckily, Tom was able to see me, my bare, white buttocks illuminated by the light of the
fire.  He helped me back into my pants, not before giving me a few playful but hard slaps on my
buns, and assisted me to the truck.  He had me sit down in the front seat.  "Now sit there, and
don't get up!" he ordered.  I did as I was told, and quietly sat in the cab of Mark's truck with my
chin resting on my chest, my hair hanging into my lap and shielding my face.  I soon fell asleep. 
     A short while later the slam of the truck's heavy metal door jarred me momentarily from my
coma.  "Let's go get some more beer," I heard Mark say as he climbed into the driver's seat.  Tom
sat beside me on the passenger side, and Mitch rode in the back. 
     The next thing I knew, I was again alone in the truck.  I raised my head enough to see that the
truck was parked on a dark hill somewhere on a paved city street.  Suddenly, I heard running
footsteps advancing quickly from behind.  Mark and Tom bounded quickly into the cab--Mitch
jumped into the back.  Mark threw a twelve-pack of beer into my lap and quickly started the
truck.  "Go, man, go!" coached Tom.  Tom was also holding a twelve-pack.  Mark backed up
swiftly, turned around, threw it into drive and squealed out down the road.  He popped open a
beer with his free hand, took a big gulp and then handed it to me.  I took a long drink and handed
it back to Mark.  My head then fell over onto Mark's shoulder and everything became black once
again. 
               When I regained consciousness, my jaw was cramping and there was a salty-bitter taste
in my mouth.  I slowly opened my eyes and was aware of daylight.  As I slightly raised my head,
I was shocked to discover that my face was in Mark's lap, and his penis was in my mouth! 



       Mark's hand pushed my head back down as I struggled against it.  The head of his cock
tickled the entrance to my throat, before I forcefully pulled my mouth back over the length of it,
sat straight up and looked around in confusion.  I did not know where I was, but it was daylight. 
I looked at Mark.  "I guess you better take me home," I said. 
     Without saying a word, Mark started his truck and began the bouncy ride down the rough, dirt
road.  Nothing but a truck could have traveled down the badly washed-out path.  When we turned
onto the main road, I recognized where we were.  We were back atop Greer Mountain. 
     When Mark dropped me off at home, I went quietly down the hall to my room and nestled
into the wonderfully soft sheets of my bed.  I was glad Rose was asleep and didn't know what
time I had gotten in. 
      Later that morning, I reached toward the sound of the phone ringing loudly.  "Yeah," I
grunted. 
     "Where the hell were you last night?!" demanded Rachel. 
     "Ohhhh, shit. . . . . I got drunk . . . . " 
     "Got a hangover, huh?" 
     "Ohhhh, shit . . . ." 
     "Well, I was just wondering where you were.  Scott Reedus called over here looking for you." 
      "Really?" 
     "Yeah. . . He wanted to know if I knew where you were." 
     "Oh . . . Okay, I'll call him. . ." 
     "Don't go back to sleep, now." 
     "Ohhhh, shit." 
     I hung up and dialed Scott.  The phone rang about eight times.  I was just about to hang up
when Scott answered. 
     "What're you doing?" I asked. 
     "Oh, sleeping."  Scott always slept very late in the mornings.  "Don't you believe in sleeping
in?" he asked. 
     "Hell, I thought I was." 
     "Where were you last night?  I looked everywhere." 
     "Vanna and I went out.  We got druuunnnk." 
     "What are you gonna do today?" 
     "I don't know. . . . I've gotta check in with my probation officer, because tomorrow we're
leaving town to go visit relatives for Christmas. 
     "Oh, you're leaving tomorrow?  When will you be back?" 
     "We're staying about a week.  We'll be back on the 29th, I think. 
     "Guess what!  I'll have my cast off when you get back.  I'm getting it off on the 28th." 
     "Really?!  Farout!" 
     Scott and I continued to talk for a long time.  I loved talking to Scott.  I never ran out of things
to say to him.  Before we hung up, we agreed to get in touch when I got back in town from my
trip. 
     After I got off the phone with Scott, I called Vanessa. 
     "Did you make it home okay last night?" I asked. 
     "Man, I woke up cold and alone--I must have passed out in my car." 
     "That's the last place I remember seeing you." 
     "Where the hell'd you go?" 



     "I don't know. . . . But I was with Mark Greene. . . . . I passed out or something, and when I
woke up, he had his dick in my mouth.  I don't know how long he had me doing that." 
     "Lindsey, you're such a cock hound!" 
     "Yeah, I'm a gutter slut. . . . . . . .Have you heard from Freddie?" 
     "No, not yet." 
     "Well, let me know if you hear anything." 
     I left the next day with Rose and Teddy to visit Rose's sisters who still lived next door to each
other on their deceased daddy's farmland.  I was glad to be getting away to be pampered and
waited on by my attentive aunts.  I was having my period since I had discontinued my last
birth-control pill pack.  My headaches had gotten better, but I still felt tired and blue.  I was to
start the new brand of pill on Sunday. 
     I loafed, rested, watched TV, read and ate large amounts of my aunts' sinful Christmas
confections.  I began the pill on Sunday as directed, and continued it for three days.  My
headaches returned with a vengeance.  I discontinued the new pills and started yet another period. 
      On Christmas eve night, I laid awake in a strange bed tossing and turning.  I was restless
beyond anything I had ever felt before--as if my skin was not thick enough to contain the nervous
pain I was feeling.  My heart pounded into my throat and head.  It raced to catch up with the
emotions that I had suppressed for years that were now mounting into a huge orb threatening to
explode inwardly to my very soul.  Panic began folding in on itself, swallowing my sanity and
pulling my feelings out by the bare roots. 
     I began to shiver and sweat.  My face felt like it would burst into a million flames.  I jumped
from the bed and ran barefooted through the cold to my aunt's house next door where Rose was
staying the night.  Rushing into the never-locked front door, I screamed, "Mom, you've gotta help
me!  Please help me!" 
     My mother and aunt were still up working in the kitchen.  "What's wrong, baby?" asked my
aunt. 
     "I don't know. . . . I don't know . . . " I said, my knees buckling underneath me as I sank to the
floor. 
     "Are you still taking your pills?" asked Rose. 
     "I stopped because of the headaches . . . and now I'm having another period . . . and I'm just so
. . . scared . . . !" 
     Rose said to her sister, also a nurse, "She's been trying to get started on birth-control pills.  I
think she's got her hormones all messed up." 
     "Do you want some of Uncle Elmo's medicine, honey?" asked my aunt. 
     "I don't know. . . . I guess. . . " 
      My uncle was an alcoholic and a schizophrenic.  He took Stelazine, a powerful tranquilizer. 
My aunt gave me a pill and sat up with me, her favorite niece, until late in the night playing gin
rummy.  When I at last began to feel drowsy, I went into the bedroom where Rose was sleeping
and laid down next to her on the bed.  Feeling safe beside my mother, I soon dozed off. 
     I slept through all of Christmas Day and the day after that. 
     When I finally roused two days later, I walked in an aimless daze to my aunt's house next door
to join my family.  No emotions were available to me--no humor, no sadness, no anger--nothing. 
I was a living, breathing zombie--an empty, somnambulistic shell.  Whatever the reason or
reasons (hormonal problems, suppressed feelings, stressful circumstances), I was experiencing
my first of many bouts with major depression. 



      When we returned four days later to our home town, Rose took me to the doctor.  Rose sat in
as the doctor examined me.  The first thing the doctor did was turn my wrists and examine my
arms for needle marks or tracks.  "Has she been taking any medication . . . ?" he asked Rose, as
he ran his hands up and down my clean arms.  ". . . She acts as if she's withdrawing from some
drug." 
     "My sister and I gave her a Stelazine." 
     "Oh, you shouldn't have done that." 
     "Well, you should have seen her.  She was . . . a nervous wreck. . . . . We had to do something
for her. . . . . She's also been taking birth-control pills." 
     "Okay, Lindsey.  I'm gonna have my nurse take a blood sample, and I'll be right back." 
     The nurse came in, drew blood out of my arm with a syringe and left.   The doctor returned
shortly. 
     "First thing you need to do Lindsey is stop taking the pill-- they're making you sick.  And I'm
putting you on a diabetic diet-- you're a little bit hypoglycemic."  He was grasping at straws. 
     He scratched something on his Rx pad, tore off the slip of paper and handed it to me.  "This
should help you feel better in the mean time," he said. 
     On the way out of his office, Rose looked at my prescription.  "Oh, good heavens!" she cried. 
     "What?" 
     "This is for Tranxene!" 
     "What's that?" 
     "A tranquilizer! . . . . I can't believe he prescribed a tranquilizer for a sixteen-year-old. . . .
that's ridiculous! 
     For the rest of Christmas break, with the help of my pills, I began to feel better.  Scott 's
friendship also helped tremendously.  The next morning he called and asked me to dinner that
evening.  "I've got some great news for you," he said. 
     "What?!" I asked. 
       "I'll tell you tonight over dinner." 
     " . . . . . Okay!" 
       I was excited--I had never been wined and dined before. 
     "Wear something nice," he added.  "We're going to Beck's Lounge." 
     When I explained to Rose about my dinner date, Rose offered to take me shopping for
something nice to wear.  Rose was very excited about my dating anyone other than Gary.  We
went shopping that afternoon, and I picked out a tight, purple sweater-dress.  I got flat pumps to
go with it--heels would make me taller than Scott. 
      
     "How old is Scott?" asked Rose. 
     "Twenty." 
     "Okay! . . . . Twenty is a lot better than twenty-eight! . . . . Does Scott have a job?" 
          "He did. . . but he hasn't been able to work since his motorcycle accident. . . . . he hurt his
leg pretty bad." 
     "I don't want you on any motorcycle, Lindsey!" 
     "Oh, no.  It wasn't his motorcycle. . . . he has a car. 
     When Scott picked me up that evening, I looked beautiful.  He came inside and met Rose. 
His outgoing personality won her over immediately, and Rose was more than pleasant as she
acquainted herself with what she considered a heaven-sent improvement over Gary.  "You two



have a great time!" she said as we left.  She offered no curfew. 
     Scott had reserved a private booth at Beck's lounge, and he ordered cocktails for himself and
his under-age date.  I always felt a great sense of accomplishment when I managed to get alcohol
served to me by an unsuspecting establishment. 
     "So what's this great news you had to tell me?" I asked tipsily after a couple of whiskey sours. 
     "Well, my case was settled out-of-court today with the bimbo that ran me over. . . . . . I've
been awarded $25,000 disability after medical expenses!" 
     "Oh, man! . . . . that's a lot of money!" 
     "Yeah. . . . her insurance company wired it to my bank account earlier today." 
     "Hey, I've got an idea, I said. . . . After we eat, let's get a hotel room and celebrate!" 
     Scott looked at me avidly as the waiter placed two huge prime rib dinners on the table.  "That
would be the cherry on the cake of my day!" he said grinning redly. 
     When we had finished our meal, I ordered an after-dinner cocktail.  We then left the
restaurant, stopped by the liquor store and went to the nearest hotel.  In our room, Scott mixed
fresh drinks with hotel cups and ice while I used the restroom.  I came out, took my drink and
laid back on the bed.  Scott laid down beside me and cautiously kissed me.  He then began
caressing the long, smooth length of the silky hose on my legs as he respectfully worked my
dress slowly up my thighs.  Placing his hand on my pubic mons, he nervously stroked his fingers
up and down my slit through the crotch of my panties.  Feeling the advancing flood of my desire,
I pulled my dress over my head, unfastened my bra and pulled down my sopping underpants. 
Scott watched with deep longing as I laid back completely nude on the bed.  I felt the cool air in
the room hit the wetness seeping out of my throbbing gash.  Taking Scott's hand, I pulled him
down on top of me.  We proceeded to make love with an intimacy that I had never experienced
before. 
       After a few minutes on top of me, Scott's bad leg started aching and he began to lose his
erection.  He then moved down my body, immersed his mouth and tongue into the covert of my
lust and was not satisfied until I thrice arched against his affectionate sucking.  I each time cried
out a little louder, surprised at my body's previously withheld ability to do this.  My acute
excitement goaded Scott into an even more dedicated quest to reduce me to a quivering, heaving
pile of exhausted and satisfied flesh.  The whole act had been for my pleasure and my pleasure
alone.  Scott never even came. 
      Scott sat up, wiped his come drenched face and sipped his drink.  I put my legs together,
rolled onto my side and reached for the phone.  I called Rachel and invited her and Stuart to
come to the room and party with us.  Then I called Vanessa.  Scott then got on the phone and
called Mitch, Rhandi and several other people.  "Should I call Mark Greene?" he asked. 
     "Sure . . . Why not?" 
     "He told me how he had you give him a blowjob the other night on the mountain." 
     "Really? . . . He told you about that?" 
     "Yeah . . . He wants to poke you, you know." 
     "Yeah, I know. . . . "  I figured that's all Mark wanted. 
     Rachel and Stuart were the first ones to arrive.  Stuart mixed Rachel a very weak drink
because of her condition.  An hour later, the room was wall-to-wall people.  Scott called me into
the bathroom.  He, Rhandi and Mitch were standing around a small mirror on the counter with
lines of white powder spread out on it.  "Wanna do some coke?" Scott asked, handing me the
make-shift straw that was a rolled-up, one-dollar bill. 



     "You go first," I told him, nervously.  I didn't want Rhandi and Mitch to know I had never
done cocaine before.  I watched as Scott snorted his lines.  I then took the bill and bent over the
mirror.  I exhaled, and put the bill in my right nostril.  Pinching my left nostril closed, I inhaled
the thin line of white, sticky powder up the right.  I then repeated the procedure on the other side. 
Sniffing and rubbing my nose to keep the powder in, I could feel the bitter taste of the drug
draining from my sinuses down my throat.  Mitch handed me a beer.  "Here, you'll need this," he
said. 
     "Thanks," I said, clearing my throat.  My mouth was numb, I could not feel my tongue.  I
gritted my teeth involuntarily. 
     There was a light knock at the door, and Vanessa peeked in.  "Lindsey, I've got something to
tell you!" she said excitedly. 
     "What?" I asked. 
     "I need to talk to you alone," explained Vanessa. 
     I stepped around Scott to get out the door.  Vanessa and I walked outside into the crisp night
air. 
     "What's goin' on?" I asked. 
     "I found out where Gary is!  He's at the same place as Freddie.  Freddie got me his address!" 
     "FAR OUT!" I screamed with delight.  "I was so scared I had lost track of him!" 
     Vanessa handed me a scrap piece of paper with Gary's address written on it.  I stuck it in my
bra.  "Thank you, thank you, thank you!" I said hugging Vanessa roughly, sniffing and wiping my
nose. 
      "What were you all snorting in the bathroom?" asked Vanessa. 
     "Cocaine." 
     "Oh," said Vanessa, impatiently, her eyes widening and her mouth tensing.  "Why didn't you
ask me if I wanted any?" 
     I was stumped.  Hot-headed Vanessa got angry when people didn't share their drugs with her. 
"I guess you weren't invited," I said smugly, as the confidence of the coke I had just sniffed
suddenly kicked in. 
        "I fail to see your humor, Lindsey!" Vanessa snapped, smartly. 
     I ignored Vanessa's fumes as I noticed Mark Greene's truck pulling up.  Tom Bryan was with
him.  When Mark got out of his truck, I could see that his flannel shirt was untucked and
unbuttoned, revealing his extremely hairy chest and stomach.  A lustful spark of energy ran
through my body as I imaginged him naked, hard and fucking me.  "Hey, Mark!" I said plainly to
his body. 
          "Hey, Lindsey!" he said with a gesturing nod of his head, his long blonde, blonde hair
gliding in the wind.  Scott walked out just then.  "What are you two doing?" he asked curiously. 
     "Hey, Scott!" boomed Vanessa, loudly.  "You got any coke left?" 
     "Uh . . . well, it's not mine . . . " 
     "Oh?  Who's is it?" 
     Mark and Tom walked past Scott, Vanessa and I and inside.  "Well . . . . I think it was Mitch's
. . . I don't know if he's got any left . . . " continued Scott. 
     "Do you think he would let me have some?" 
     " . . . I don't know . . You could ask him . . . " 
     "Oh, could you ask him for me, Scott?!. . . ." 
     I went inside, leaving Scott to struggle with Vanessa.  I made small-talk easily while I enjoyed



my buzz.  I could feel my heart pounding, but I was entirely relaxed.  I was unaware that I was
still grinding my teeth together as fifteen minutes later the subtle, yet highly-addictive,
wonderful, warm feeling had worn off, and I was craving more cocaine. 
     Mitch was evidently feeling the same way when he motioned me back into the bathroom.  He
poured some more powder from a baggy corner onto the mirror and began stirring it with a razor
blade.  Carefully scraping out individual, thin lines, Mitch handed me the rolled-up bill.  I leaned
over and snorted the largest line up my nose.  "What the hell'd you do?!" Mitch asked when I
raised up. 
     "I snorted a line." 
     "That wasn't a line! . . That was the pile!" laughed Mitch. 
     "Oh, shit!. . . I'm sorry!" 
     "Yeah, sure you are!" 
     "I didn't know!" 
     "Riiiiight!" teased Mitch.  "Just for that, you don't get anymore!" 
       Scott walked in quietly.  He stood solemnly beside me as Mitch snorted his lines.  Mitch
passed Scott the straw. 
     "Nah, I don't want any, man." 
     "Good!  Lindsey just about bogarted it all up, man!" 
     Rhandi walked in.  "Mitch, man, I'm about ready for another snort." 
     "Okay," said Mitch giving me the evil-eye as he poured more powder onto the mirror. 
     "Can I talk to you for a minute?" Scott asked me. 
     "Okay," I said, puzzled. 
     Scott led me through the crowded, smokey room.  Vanessa was talking to Tom, laughing
loudly, trying to act like she was having a great time to spite me.  Scott led me outside and into
the quiet privacy of his car.  "So, what did Vanessa have to tell you that was so important?" he
asked. 
     "Nothing. . . . she just wanted to do some coke . . .  " 
     "She says you wanted her to get Gary's address for you." 
     "Yeah, well . . . that, too . . . " 
     Tears were practically spilling out of Scott's eyes.  "Lindsey, I thought what you and I have
was special . . . . I really care about you, Lindsey.  I think I'm falling in love with you . . . . Do
you feel that way about me?" 
     I was touched.  I was flattered by Scott's jealousy.  I was not used to anyone caring enough to
be jealous.  I thought about the sexual ecstacy Scott had given me earlier, the prime-rib dinner . .
. . Scott's money . . . . . . "Yes, Scott, I love you, too." 
     "Then why do you want to stay in touch with Gary?" 
     ". . . . . I don't know . . . . I told him I would wait . . ." 
     "What about us when he gets out?" 
     " . . . . I don't know . . . . I guess I won't write to him. . . " I reached in my bra, pulled out the
scrap of paper with Gary's address on it and handed it to Scott.  He took out his lighter, held the
paper out the car window and torched it.  I watched unemotionally as my connection to Gary
went up in flame. 
      
      
      



     Scott and I kissed and then went back inside the room.  I exchanged a glance with Mark
standing across the room in a corner, leaning against the wall, a beer at his chest.  Mitch and
Rhandi came out of the bathroom.  Vanessa cornered Mitch.  "Hey, Mitch!  Got anymore stuff?!"
she asked shrilly. 
     Mitch laughed his infectious chortle.  "Sorry, man.  Lindsey bogarted it  all up!" 
     Vanessa spun on her heels and stared at me with her green, laser-beam eyes.  "Thanks a lot,
Lindsey! . . . I thought you were my friend . . . Thanks a lot, goddamnit! . . " 
     Vanessa made a fist and banged with all her red-faced might on the wall, knocking a hole in
it.  A drunken Tom Bryan stepped up beside Vanessa.  "Yeeeeeaaaaahhh!" he screamed knocking
another hole in the wall right next to Vanessa's.  This set off a chain- reaction throughout the
room.  Someone pushed Tom onto the bed, and several guys proceeded to roll him up like a
hot-dog in the mattress.  Then everyone took turns pouring beer and jumping on him.  Pretty
soon there was nothing remaining in the room that was not drenched with beer and cigarette
butts. 
      I stood back against the wall, watching and laughing.  People were jumping on what
remained of the bed.  A lamp was tossed through the window, and an ashtray through the
television screen.  The wall between the main room and the bathroom was torn down.  Scott
came over to me.  "I'm glad I didn't give my real name when I reserved this room," he said. 
      I popped open a fresh beer and took a big gulp to chase away the bitter taste that was still
draining down my throat.  Tom Bryan came over and poured beer all over me.  Fighting back, I
poured the rest of my beer on Tom.  Then I opened another beer, made my way through the
battleground towards Mark and acted like I was going to pour it on him.  Mark shook his head. 
"No, don't." he said assertively.  I didn't. 
       Mark was the only one in the room not drenched as he relaxed confidently.  He pulled a
full-length mirror off the wall which miraculously had not been broken yet.  "Oh, that would look
great in my apartment!" exclaimed Rhandi.  "Can I have it?" 
     "Sure," answered Mark as he began carrying it out, untouched, to his truck.  "I just thought I'd
get it out of here before it gets broken. . . . I'll take it by your apartment later." 
     "Oh, thanks, Mark! . . . I really appreciate it!" 
     I thought I would die of jealousy.  Mark did just want to poke me. 
      The hotel-trashing party slowly fizzled out later in the early-morning hours.  Scott took me
home and I went straight to bed, exhausted.  I hadn't had so much fun in a very long time. 
       The ring of the phone woke me the next morning.  As I reached for it, I realized I was sticky
from head to toe with beer from the previous night's drunken brawl. 
       "Hello?" I answered. 
     "Hello, Lindsey?" came the familiar voice of Gary.  "What's going on?! . . . . Why haven't you
been writing me? . . . .  . " 
     "Uh . . . . well . . " I stammered, caught off guard.  "Well. . . . I missed your call that one day,
and then you didn't call me the next time you were supposed to . . .  and . . . ." 
     "Why weren't you there when I called? . . . ." 
     "Well, I . . uh . . . I've been kind of busy . . . " 
     "Is there someone else, Lindsey?" 
     "Well, . . . uh . . . " 
     "There's someone else, isn't there?" 
     ". . . . . yes. . " 



     ". . . . . . . okay . . " 
      Gary sounded pitiful.  I felt sorry for him, but I knew Gary Vrungos, and I knew he would be
just fine. 
     ". . . . I'm sorry. ." I offered.  "Are you okay? . . . ." 
     ". . . yeah . . . yeah . . . . . . Is this guy good to you?" 
     "Yes." 
     ". . . . . well, then . . I guess I'll be saying goodbye now." 
     "Oh, Gary, I'm so sorry . . " 
     "Yeah, well, goodbye, Lindsey. . " 
     ". . . . goodbye. . Gary . . ." 
     I sat on the line a minute after Gary had hung up.  I had promised him I would wait. 
       I hung up, finally, and dialed Rachel. 
     "Guess what. . " I challenged my friend. 
     "What?" asked Rachel. 
     "I just broke up with Gary." 
     "Really?!" 
     "Yeah, he called me from prison. . . he knew there was someone else, and I admitted it." 
     "Well, Lindsey, it was for the best. . . Scott's a lot better to you than Gary was." 
     "Yeah, Gary asked if this guy was good to me. . . .But, Rachel, Scott just doesn't turn me on
the way Gary does." 
     ". . . Yeah. . . . Well, I've got some news. . ." shifted Rachel. 
     "What?!" 
     Rachel lowered her voice to a whisper.  "When I got home last night, my parents started
hassling me.  They said `Rachel, don't you have something to tell us? '" 
     "Holy shit!  What did you say?!" 
     "I just said, `I don't guess, why?' . . and my mom said she knew that I was pregnant and that
she didn't want me to get an abortion or try to hide it from them anymore. . . And my dad said
he's gonna take me to the clinic Monday for a checkup . . . . And they said they don't want me
drinking or smoking cigarettes!" 
     "So, your dad's taking you to the clinic tomorrow?" 
     "Yeah." 
     "Can I go with you?" 
     "Why?" 
     "I guess I'll try a diaphragm since I can't take the pill." 
     "Oh, okay. . . Sure you can come with us. ." 
     "Are you dreading starting back to school?" 
     ". . . . well, I don't guess I'm going next semester. . . . because the baby will be coming and all
. . . " 
      "Oh, really?" my heart sank.  How could I face school without my best friend? 
     Shortly after I had hung up from Rachel, the phone again rang.  It was Vanessa.  "What was
your problem last night?" she demanded. 
     ". . . I didn't know I had a problem . . . " I confessed. 
     "You were just so . . . phoney. . . . You just acted like you had to prove something to all those
people. . . Why does everyone have to act so phoney, like they're something they're not . . . I'm
gonna move back to California . . All the people in California are so real. . . it's like a different



world. . ." 
      I listened to Vanessa ramble on about how crazy the world was.  I knew Vanessa was the one
with the problem.  "Yeah," I commented out of necessity. 
     "I really wish you'd change your attitude, Lindsey. . . . " 
     ". . . . . I broke up with Gary this morning. . ." 
     "What?! . . . Why?!" 
     "Because of Scott. . " 
     "Oh, that Scott is such a phoney!  I really don't know what you see in him, Lindsey! . . . Why
can't people be more down-to- earth?!" 
      "Oh, I don't know. . . . I think Scott 's real sweet." 
     "Oh, he's got you fooled. . . .  You'll see. . . You'll see when he fucks you over . . . all he's
interested in is feeling good! . . . That's all any guy is interested in!" 
     "yeah," I said.  It was no use arguing with Vanessa. 
     When I finally managed to get rid of Vanessa, Scott called.  "You wanna go get some
breakfast?" he asked.  From that point on, Scott and I began seeing each other regularly and
frequently.  I used my diaphragm during the "un-safe" time of the month.  I was glad I had a
boyfriend who had already graduated when it came time for me to go back to school. 
     Shortly after the second semester of my Junior year had begun, Mr. Newson made an
announcement to his Horticulture class.  "I have to go out of town next week on a business trip,"
he said.  "Do I need to arrange for a substitute teacher to fill in for me while I'm gone, or can you
all work quietly in your workbooks without any supervision?" 
     The overwhelming answer was that we could work in our workbooks without any supervision. 
At break, I gathered my classmates together in the girls' restroom.  (There was only one boy in
the class, and he was very feminine.)  "I've got a great idea," I began.  "Let's throw Rachel a
surprise baby shower next week while Newson's out of town!" 
     "We could do that with him here," suggested one goody-goody. 
     "Not the kind of baby shower I wanna throw!" I insisted.  "Just everyone bring a baby gift, and
I'll take care of the rest!" 
     I rode to tech-school in the afternoons with Jill, a lanky brunette with huge breasts, who was
one year younger than me.  The day of the surprise shower, I had Jill swing by and pick up
Rachel, who had no idea where she was being taken.  We then met Scott at the liquor store where
he bought us a bottle of Evan Williams Bourbon Whiskey.  When we at last made it to school,
Rachel and I went to Newson's class, and Jill headed for her computer applications class. 
       "See ya later, Jill!" we chanted. 
     "What's going on, Lindsey?" Rachel asked. 
       "You'll see." 
     "SURPRISE!" yelled Rachel's former classmates when we walked in the room.  They waved
brightly-wrapped baby gifts at Rachel.  Rachel rolled her eyes and turned bright red. 
       "Look who else is here," I announced, pulling the bottle from my purse.  "Evil Evan!" 
     "Alright, Lindsey!" the girls cheered. 
       "Everyone get a canned drink, drink part of it down, and then we'll pour some of this in it
under the table." 
     There was a stampede towards the Coke machine. 
     We proceeded with our party.  The goody-goody and the boy participated, but did not drink. 
Rachel drank one weak drink.  "I need a cigarette," I said after a couple stiff ones.  Does anyone



wanna join me?"  Several girls followed me to the bathroom. 
     The girls stood in a circle around me, and we passed around the cigarette.  I had just taken a
long, soothing drag when Mrs. Snoddy, the female teacher from the floral design class next door,
burst through the door.  I quickly turned my back, exhaled, threw the cigarette butt in the sink
and turned on the water.  The other girls were too-quietly suspicious as they quickly filed out of
the restroom. 
       We had just made it back to our classroom and were frantically telling the others about our
close call when Mrs. Snoddy appeared in the doorway. 
     "Girls! . . . I smelled tobacco smoke in the bathroom when I walked in there, and I found this
in the sink," she said holding up the saturated butt.  "I'll tell you girls right now that my nose is
very sensitive. . You cannot smoke in that bathroom without me being able to smell it . . As a
matter of fact," she said, sniffing the air with her giant schnoz, "I smell bourbon!" 
     Snoddy went immediately to the table, picked up and whiffed one of the spiked soda cans. 
She then retrieved the trash can from beside the drink machine and drug it into the classroom. 
"Okay, girls!  I want every coke can in this room in this trash can, NOW!" 
     We quietly did as told.  The students from Snoddy's floral design class heard the commotion
and gathered around to gawk.  "I'll let Mr. Newson decide how to deal with you girls when he
returns!" she promised as she returned with her students to her classroom. 
     The next week, my classmates and I drug ourselves to Newson's class like scorned puppies
with our tails between our legs.  Newson sat in front of the class with a stone frown on his face.  I
had never seen him look so angry.  He sat silently for a long time as we guilty youngsters looked
nervously at each other.  Finally, Newson spoke. 
       "Mrs. Snoddy has told me what went on here while I was gone last week . . . . . This really
hurt me because I thought I could trust you people. . . . . . . . . . I've done a lot of thinking about
how to punish you all for this, and I've decided to take a vote. . . . I can either take you all over to
the principal's office and let him handle it . . . or . . . . I can work your tails off for the remainder
of the school year  . . . . . How many want to go to the principal's office?" 
     No one raised their hands. 
     "How many want to work their butts off the rest of the year?" 
     Everyone slowly raised their hands. 
     "Okay, then. . . . Now I know not everyone in here is guilty. . . If anyone in here can honestly
tell me they did not participate in the drinking, this punishment will not pertain to them. . .  . " 
     "I wasn't drinking, Mr. Newson," the goody-goody said softly. 
     "Is that true?  Was she not drinking?" 
     The guilty girls and I nodded.  "Skip wasn't drinking either," I added. 
     Skip and the goody-goody became Newson's new pets, while the other girls and I were
instructed to weed the front flower bed.  "And I don't want to hear any bitching about it!"
Newson threatened. 
     On a Monday towards the end of February, I had some exciting news to share with the class. 
"Rachel got married!" I announced, enthusiastically. 
     "Really?!  When?!" inquired the class. 
     "Saturday.  They had a small wedding at Rachel's church.  Just immediate family went to it." 
     "Did Rachel wear a wedding dress, or . . ?" 
     "Yeah, her mom sewed her a maternity wedding dress. . . She said it wasn't anything fancy,
but it was a white satin dress . . . . . . And guess what happened on the honeymoon!" 



     "What?!" 
     "Rachel went in labor!" 
     "NO!" 
     "Yes. . . . Saturday night, Rachel went in labor, and she had a little boy Sunday morning!" 
     "They were cutting it pretty close, weren't they?" commented Newson. 
     "Yeah!  The baby was born less than 24 hours after they were married." 
     "What'd she name the baby?" 
     "Cameron Stuart Stephens." 
     "Where are they going to live?" 
     "Right now, I think they're living with Rachel's parents . . until Rachel finishes school and
Stuart finishes college." 
     "Well, you tell her to bring that baby up here someday and let us see it!" 
     "Okay, I will!" 
     In the months to follow, Scott and I continued to enjoy the finer things in life while
foolhardily spending all of his settlement money.  We ate at the finest restaurants, threw hotel-
room parties, and when school ended for the summer, vacationed on the coast.  Scott loved me
very much.  For my seventeenth birthday, he bought me gold jewelry and diamond earrings.  He
wanted to buy me an engagement ring, but I insisted I was too young to be thinking about
marriage. 
     Rachel had finished the second-half of her junior year in summer school and returned with me
to school in the fall--as Seniors! 
     Scott and I continued dating and Scott fell more in love with me every day, but after eighteen
months, I was beginning to feel too comfortable in my relationship with Scott.  The monotony of
constancy sapped the flavor out of life for me, and I grew bored. 
     One night in the early spring of my Senior year, that would change. . . 
      It was the second half of my Senior year, and I could taste graduation.  Scott took me to a
party at Curtis Straits' brother's house.  There were a lot of people at the party, and a live band
was playing.  As Scott shook to the beat of the deafening rock music, I looked over my shoulder
and saw a face I had not seen in a while.  Greg Callahan had lost weight and grown his dark curls
longer.  His brown mustache looked so cute, that I stepped away from Scott, who was busy
watching the band, and went over to talk to Greg.  The two of us went to a back room, sat on the
bed and closed the door so we could talk over the music.  I forgot all about Scott while I talked
and shared a drink with Greg. 
       "There's gonna be another party here next weekend," said Greg in his Chicago accent.  His
voice really turned me on.  I wanted to have him right then and there.  "Do you wanna come?" 
     "Oh, yes," I breathed heavily as I moved closer to him and could almost taste the nearness of
his body to mine.  Our eyes met, and our lips drew towards each other like magnets.  I hungrily
grabbed a handful of Greg's long hair and assertively jerked his mouth to mine.  "Won't your ol'
man be pissed?" I felt his whispered words against my lips as I pried my tongue past his teeth and
deeply into his mouth.  His teeth were at my lips when he returned my kiss, completely pushing
his tongue into my mouth, parting my lips into a ravenous blend with my own starving quest.  A
slick wetness began forming between my legs, as my body instinctively readied itself for him.  I
pulled back from him to search his beautiful, golden eyes for his intentions.  "God damn,
woman!" Greg cried in amazed shock. 
     Just as physical contact was broken, Scott threw open the door. 



     "There you are!" he said.  "I've been looking all over for you!" 
     I quickly turned my head away from Greg.  Scott ruined everything, I thought to myself. 
     "Come on, Lindsey.  Let's go.  I'm ready to go home," Scott ordered. 
     I got up briskly from the bed and walked silently to Scott's car.  "What the hell was going on
in there?!" he asked as he was driving me home. 
     "Nothing. . . . we were just talking . . . " 
      "Oh, well it looked like more than that to me." 
      "Well, IT WASN'T!" 
      "Okay.  Please don't get mad, Lindsey.  I just can't stand the thought of you with another
man." 
      I sulked in silence.  I was determined to see Greg again.  I would somehow make it to that
party next weekend.  And without Scott! . . . 
      Since I was now on Newson's shit-list, I had not enrolled for horticulture my Senior year. 
Rachel and I rode with and went with Jill to the computer applications class at tech school. 
     At school the Monday after the party at Curtis' brother's, I told Jill and Rachel about my
experience with Greg.  "I wanna swing by my house on the way to tech-school this afternoon,
and try to call Greg," I told Jill. 
     "Okay," said Jill.  "We can do that." 
     When we got to my house, Jill and Rachel sat in the den while I dialed Curtis, whose number
I knew by heart, on the kitchen telephone.  "Hey Curtis, this is Lindsey," I said when he
answered. 
     "Hey, Lindsey!" 
     "Hey, what's Greg Callahan's phone number?" 
     "7-7-2-2-2-3-7.  Why?  You gonna call him?" 
     "Maybe." 
     "Where's Scott?" 
     "I don't know. . . I'll talk to you later, Curtis." 
     "Bye, Lindsey." 
     I hung up and dialed Greg's number.  He answered. 
     "Greg?" 
     "Yes?" 
     "Hey, this is Lindsey. . . . What are you doing?" 
     "Hey, Lindsey! . . Oh, I'm just . . " 
     "Lindsey!  Lindsey!" screamed Jill and Rachel from the front room.  I looked around the door
and saw through the window that Scott was not walking, but trotting with a limp, up the front
walk! 
     "Uh. . Greg, I've gotta go!" I said abruptly, slamming down the phone just as Scott came
through the front door. 
     "Hey!" Scott said, expecting me to be happy to see him. 
     "Hey," I returned, unable to hide the rage I felt for him interfering in my every move and
spoiling all of my plans. 
     "I just saw the car here, and thought I'd stop by and see you for a minute before you head to
school." 
     "Oh, well, we've gotta be going." 
     Scott reached down, picked up my school notebook and handed it to me.  "Wait a minute," he



said, pulling the notebook back to him.  "What's this?" 
     "What?" 
     "You've written something on here and then scribbled it out. . . . it looks like it said . . .
Lindsey Callahan!" 
     "Well it's not!" I snapped, snatching the notebook from Scott's hand. 
     "That's what it looks like, Lindsey." 
     "It's NOT! . . Come on Jill and Rachel!  Let's go, or we'll be late for class." 
     The girls and I walked past Scott and outside to the car. 
     On the way to class, I cursed Scott.  "Damnit!  I can't do anything without him messing it up! .
. I've just gotta find a way to that party this weekend without him!. . . Hey, Jill?  You wanna go to
a party?" 
     "Oh, my parents won't allow me to go to that kind of party." 
      "You can spend the night at my house.  They'll never know." 
     "Okay!  I'll ask." 
     The next day at school, Jill said she had asked her parents about the sleep-over.  "They want
to meet you first," Jill explained. 
     "Oh, great." 
     "If you can come home with me after school today, you can meet them then." 
     "Okay." 
     "Uh . . . . Lindsey why don't you button up your blouse and tuck it in, try to take off some of
that makeup, and let me see if I have a barrette or something that we can pull back your hair with.
. . . " 
     "No. . . there's this black chick in my English class.  She can do an awesome french braid.  I'll
get her to fix it." 
     "Perfect!" 
     I left with Jill after school.  "Do I look like Polly Pure, now?" I asked. 
     "No. . . But you'll have to do." 
      When we got to Jill's house, Jill introduced me to her father who was working in his study at
his desk.  Jill's father's eyes traveled up and down my body.  He was a brawny-looking man with
thick hair and a beard.  I got the distinct impression he wanted to fuck me.  I fought back the
automatic urge to return the lustful gaze to this sexy older man as I felt his eyes undressing me in
his mind, exploring the forbidden areas of my juvenile body--I had to appear innocent.  "Nice to
meet you, Lindsey. . . You girls have a great time this weekend," he said at last, returning to his
work.  He probably cummed in his pants just looking at me, I thought to myself. 
     Now all I had to do was get through my "daddy."  When I saw Scott that evening, I told him
that Jill was sleeping over and she and I were going out together Saturday night.  "Oh, what are
we gonna do?" he asked. 
     "No, Scott.  You don't understand. . . . . . I'm gonna do something with Jill.  . . . without you." 
     Scott was visibly upset.  "What are you saying, Lindsey." 
     "I just think that we need to spend some time apart, Scott.  I think we've been spending too
much time together. . . . I think it would be good for our relationship if we didn't see so much of
each other." 
     "Oh. . . . I don't think I see too much of you . . . But if you want to spend some time with your
friends. . . . that's okay. . . . I love you, Lindsey." 
     "I love you, too, Scott." 



     When Saturday arrived, I told Rose that Jill was spending the night. 
       "Okay, but I'll want you in by midnight," Rose informed me. 
     "Awww. . . Mooommm!" 
      "I'm sorry Lindsey, but I'll be responsible for Jill, too.  I want you two in by midnight, I mean
it!" 
     That night, Jill and I headed out to the party.  I was glad they had hunch punch there since
Scott was not with me to purchase my alcohol.  I felt a little nervous being at the party without
Scott. I had grown accustomed to him accompanying me everywhere. 
       I spotted Greg across the room, talking to Curtis.  I grabbed Jill by the arm, and drug her
over to join them.  "Curtis, Greg, this is my friend, Jill." 
     "Hi, Jill!" Curtis said to Jill's prominent breasts. 
       "Hey, Lindsey!" said Greg.  "Say, why'd you hang up on me like that the other day?" 
     "Oh, sorry about that. . . Scott walked in." 
     "Oh, what a bummer." 
     "Yeah." 
      Curtis tagged around Jill for the rest of the night.  In the bathroom Jill told me, "I don't like
Curtis." 
     "Why not?" 
     "I just don't . . . He doesn't do anything for me." 
       As midnight approached, I was flustered since nothing had happened between me and Greg
yet.  "My mother wants us home by midnight. . . We'll have to be leaving soon," I told him. 
     "No. . you can't go yet!" Greg protested. 
     "We have to.  Jill's spending the night at my house and my mother wants us home at twelve
o'clock." 
     "Well, can't you get out or something?" 
     ". . . I guess we could sneak back out after we get in." 
     "Okay, that sounds like a plan. . . . I'll take you home and then come back in a little while to
pick you back up." 
     "Okay.  Let's go!" 
       I told Jill about the plan.  Jill was not wild about the idea.  "I don't wanna be stuck with
Curtis," she objected. 
     "You don't have to be with Curtis.  Just party with him a little so I can be with Greg," I said,
brushing off Jill's complaint. 
       Greg gave me a ride home in his noisy, sawed-off Volkswagen.  Curtis rode with Jill.  When
Greg pulled in front of my house, he reached over, grabbed a handful of my hair and yanked me
to him.  A passionate replay of our previous kiss followed.  Greg reached down and stroked my
breasts, my nipples pushing outwards at my shirt, becoming almost as easy for Greg to feel as if I
were unclothed.  I meshed my fingers into his long, soft locks while his hands worked down my
ribs and over my hips.  One hand slipped behind me to squeeze a taut buttock while the other
hand went between my thighs and massaged the fork of my legs, which was quickly dampening
at his touch.  I let one hand drop down and stroke at Gary's crotch, finding a thick and desperate
erection attempting to break through his fly.  I fondled his rod up and down, wrapping my fingers
around it the best I could through his bulky blue jeans.  Although the night was balmy, our hot
breath was balmier, rapidly covering the windows of his car with a transluscent glaze. 
     A brisk knock on my window, shattered our moment.  I opened the door to see Curtis standing



there impatiently.  "Are you going in or not?" he asked me. 
       "Yeah," I said, turning back to Greg, "Hurry back, big boy," I instucted, leaning over to hotly
kiss him again before getting out. 
     Curtis got in the car as I got out, and Jill got out of her car which she had parked in front of
the house.  Jill and I  went inside and into my bedroom.  Rose was in bed asleep.  This was going
to be too easy. 
         After a little while, we heard Greg's car pull up out front.  I chill of desire traveled over my
body, concentrating at the tips of my hardening nipples and my soaking cunt at the thought of
soon being in Greg's arms once again. 
       We quietly, started sliding open the window.  "Get down, get down!" I whispered when I
saw approaching headlights on the street outside.  I wanted to scream when I saw Scott's Monte
Carlo pull up beside Greg! 
     Greg quickly accelerated away, and Scott gave chase behind him.  He had chased away my
lover!  My pussy burned and throbbed painfully with unreleased heat.  "GOD DAMN HIM!" I
cursed.  "That prick must have been parked down the street watching my house! . . . He's
fucked-up everything again!" 
     The next day Scott came over to my house.  "I caught Greg Callahan hanging around outside
your house last night," he told me. 
     "Oh, really?!" 
     "Yeah. . . he took off when he saw me. . . . I chased him all the way down Charlie Thomas
Road before I finally caught him." 
     "Then what'd you do?" 
     "I told him that you and I have been going out together for a long time, that I love you very
much and that he better stay the hell away from you." 
     "What . . were you watching my house or something?" 
     ". . . . . yes . . . . I was parked down at the end of your street." 
     "Scott, don't do that!  I can take care of myself, damnit!" 
     "Would you have snuck out with him if I hadn't chased him away?" 
     "No." 
      I tried very hard over the next few months to forget about Greg and make things work with
Scott.  I knew it would kill him if I broke up with him, and I needed him to take me to parties--so
I could see Greg again . . . . 
       Finally, graduation day arrived for me.  Vanessa called that morning.  "What time is the big
ceremony tonight?" she asked. 
      "Seven." 
     "Okay, I'll be there.  I'll be fucked-up, but I'll be there.  I'm gonna scream real loud when you
go on stage.  Listen for me, okay?" 
     "I'm sure I won't have any trouble hearing your loud mouth, Vanessa." 
     "Oh, you shut-up you crazy girl!" 
       I got ready and rode with Rachel up to the auditorium for the practice ceremony.  The guys'
robes would be brown, the girls' white.  "You girls need to wear white dresses and shoes to go
with the robes. . . " the director instructed after running through the rehearsal.  "Be back at
six-thirty tonight.  Don't be late!" 
      
       My paternal grandparents came to town for the special event.  I went home to get ready for



the ceremony in time to go out for dinner with them before returning to the auditorium.  Scott
would meet me after the program. 
      I wore a white sun dress with thin spaghetti straps and a diagonal-cut hem, high-heeled white
sandals and shimmering, white, crotchless stockings.  I curled my abundance of hair with hot
rollers, making it appear even fuller and bouncier.  My dad picked me, Rose and Teddy up later
that afternoon, and took us to his parents' hotel room. 
      "Oh, Lindsey!  You look so pretty!" cried my grandmother when she saw me.  "Stand over
there and let me take your picture! . . . . Okay, now, put your robe and hat on, and let me take one
like that! . . . . Oh, we are so proud of you, Lindsey!" she added, giving me a great big hug. 
     My passive grandfather just stood by and giggled. 
       "Yeah, I never thought we'd see this day!" declared my father.  "Well, are you all about ready
to head to the restaurant?" he asked. 
     "Yes, just a minute. . . I wonder if we should put Papa's travel bag in the safe?" questioned my
grandmother. 
     "Why would you need to do that? . . You don't have anything valuable in it, do you?" said my
dad. 
     "Just Papa's drugs. . . " 
     My ears perked up.  Drugs?!  Did she say drugs? 
     "Well, who's gonna want that?  Some junkie?" argued my dad.  "C'mon.  Let's go!" 
     When we got out to the car, I spoke up.  "Oh, can I have the key to the room?" 
     "Sure, baby," answered my grandmother.  "What do you need?" 
     "I need to go to the bathroom . . . " 
     When I went back into the room, I did not go to the bathroom.  I went straight for Papa's bag. 
Digging quickly through it, I pulled out a prescription bottle that looked interesting.  `Tagamet' it
said.  `Tagamet!' What the hell is that?, I thought, throwing the bottle back in the bag and
grabbing another. 
       JACKPOT!  The next bottle said `Seconal'--a barbiturate.  I quickly opened the bottle and
poured some out into my hand.  Yep, they were `reds,' alright.  I popped a couple in my mouth,
put the rest back in the bottle and caught some water from the faucet in my hand to swallow with. 
I carefully returned the bag to where I had found it. 
       Returning to my family waiting outside in the car, I took a deep breath.  "Okay, I'm ready
now!" I said. 
      Near the end of our dinner, I could feel the drug taking effect.  By the time I arrived at the
auditorium, my thinking was sedated.  Some of my classmates had to help me find my proper
place in line as we filed into the seats in front of the stage.  I needed toothpicks to hold my eyes
open during the opening service and speeches.  I was glad that I was a `D' so I would get my turn
over with soon. 
       When it finally came time for my row to approach the stage, my body felt like it was made
out of lead.  I hoped I wouldn't fall flat on my face when I attempted to walk across in my high
heels. 
      My group moved slowly up the steps.  I looked up and noticed there were only two people
ahead of me.  It was almost my turn!  My heart pounded some needed adrenaline as I waited for
my name to be called.  "Lindsey Angelica Durham," the announcer said finally. 
       I felt as if I were dreaming as I made a direct line across the stage towards my diploma.  I
yanked it from the principal's hand without returning the handshake he offered.  "Yeah, Lindsey!" 



I could hear Vanessa's scream.  "Whooooaaa, Lindsey!"  I heard the equally-loud voice of Tom
Bryan come from the other side of the arena as I returned, smiling genuinely, to my seat in front
of the stage. 
        I could now relax and watch the rest of my classmates graduate.  Rachel was near the end
with the S's.  When Rachel's row approached the stage, I watched closely.  "Rachel Popejoy
Stephens," said the announcer as I jumped to my feet.  "Alllriiiight, Raaaacheeeel!" I screamed
and clapped for the only girl in my class to graduate with the title `Mrs.' 
     When the last name was called (or shortly before) my whole class sprang from their seats and
began throwing their hats in the air.  I did not stick around to exchange hugs.  I headed outside to
meet Scott--I was ready to party! 
       We went to a military pavilion that had been rented by a local rock and roll band for the
purpose of throwing a graduation-night party.  Things were already rocking by the time Scott and
I arrived. 
       I towered above Scott's five-feet, nine-inches in my four-inch heels as we walked in together. 
Once inside, the first thing I saw was Mark Greene.  He had dropped his cigarette lighter on the
floor and was bending down to pick it up.  I walked up and stopped just in front of him.  As he
looked up from his bowed position, his eyes traveled up the length of my sexy shoes and
stocking-adorned legs.  From his crouched position, I could see that he could look up my dress.  I
spread my legs slightly apart, revealing to him that I was not wearing panties, the little pink area
of flesh peeking from behind my pubic lips and hair smiling down at him.  He made a whistling
wolf-call and reached down to stroke the back of my ankle, his hand traveling up my thigh,
coming teasingly close to touching my ripening passion fruit. 
       When he at last stood fully upright, he was looking down at me from his six-foot-plus
height.  "Hi Mark!" I greeted. 
     "Lindsey," said Mark. 
     Scott was talking with an old friend.  "Lindsey, I'm gonna go smoke a joint with this guy.  Can
you stay here with Mark for a few minutes?" 
     "Sure." 
     "Mark, you'll take care of Lindsey for me, won't you?" 
     "Yeah." 
     Mark and I walked up closer to the stage and mingled into the crowd.  We ran into Tom and
Mitch and stood with them as the lights went down and the band began to play.  I was still
feeling great from the pills I had popped earlier, and I began to dance and shake my ass to the
music.  I felt something softly brushing my rump from behind.  I turned to see that Mark had his
hand on my bottom, rubbing the roundness of each cheek through the thin shield of my dress. 
Turning back to watch the band, I leaned against Mark and smiled to myself as he continued his
soft caresses of my backside.  I proceeded to enjoy the music and shake my boody suggestively
as Mark's hands moved around me from behind and up the front of my body to cover my breasts
with his strong hands.  His hands then traveled back down my body and pulled my dress up in
front as one finger sunk into my sticky slit, causing an instant flash of ecstacy that shot
throughout my entire being.  Lightly stroking the jutting nub of my clit, the intensity of my
burning grew beyond control with Mark working it up and down until my legs quivered and my
body stiffened with intense jerks almost in time with the music.  Mark's other powerful arm held
my weight firmly around my waist, his lips gently sucking at my ear as my head fell back against
his chest, my eyes closing and my mouth falling open.  Marks twitching fingers continued to dig



deeper into my swelling orifice while my body went limp with the spasms of pleasure waves
gushing through it.  We swayed like this behind the wall of the crowd, his arm supporting my
body, his hand cradling my dripping pussy, and his cock pressing hard into my back until the
lights came back up for the band to take a break.  Mark quickly kissed my neck once more before
the cover of the crowd began to break up around us. 
     "I've got some fireworks out in my truck.  You wanna go shoot some?" Mark then asked. 
     "Sure," I answered, knowing Mark was trying to get me alone to have his turn at releasing his
boiling lust. 
       "Hey, where are you two going?" asked Tom and Mitch. 
     "Out to my truck." 
     "Yeah, man, let's shoot some of those fireworks you've got," said Tom, inviting himself and
Mitch to tag along with us. 
     At Mark's truck everyone helped themselves to a cold one from a cooler in the back.  Then the
guys started getting rowdy with the fireworks.  I sat sideways on the driver's side of the truck,
with the door open watching them, my legs outside, catching the light of the full summer moon. 
Suddenly, a bottle-rocket went off in Mark's hand. 
       "Aaaahhhh!" he yelled as he fell to the ground, thrashing in pain.  I jumped up and ran to
him. 
       "Are you okay?  Let me see. . . . . . Yeah, you burned it pretty bad. . . . that's what you get
when you play with fire!"  I then went over to the cooler and got him a fresh, cold beer.  "There .
. . Is that better?" I asked placing the cold, metal can on his scalded hand. 
       "Yeah." 
     I went back to my roost in the truck cab.  After shooting a few more fireworks, Mark came
over for his cigarettes and lighter.  He brushed against my breast as he reached onto the dash. 
"Lindsey," he said, stroking the area where my hair brushed my neck, "your hair sure has gotten
long. . . I sure would like to get to know you better." 
     "The next thing I knew he had taken me in his mighty arms and was kissing me intensely.  It
was the most passionate kiss I had ever experienced, and I fell hopelessly in love at that very
moment.  I ran my hands across the back of his broad shoulders and burly physique, returning his
kiss and cherishing the feel of being held by him.  I raised my legs and wrapped them around
him.  Placing my heels at his buttocks, I pulled him against me and pressed him to me, feeling
the hard bulge at his crotch grinding delectably at my soft inner core. 
       "Stop!  Stop! . . ." Our glorious moment was ruined by the sound of Scott's voice. 
      Mark and I quickly broke from each other as I turned to see Scott headed towards us as fast as
he could in his limping trot.  "You better quit kissing my girlfriend, mother-fucker. . . . Stop
kissing my girlfriend . . . Stop! . . . . . That's my girlfriend! . . ." 
     Mark, Scott and I stood facing each other at that very awkward moment.  "I've gotta go take a
piss!" I said, jumping from the truck seat and walking briskly back inside the pavilion.  The
bathroom was packed, so I had to wait a few minutes for my turn. 
       When I went back out into the main area, I saw Greg Callahan with his brother, Curtis and
Curtis' brother.  I had not seen Greg since the night Scott had chased him away from in front of
my house.  I walked up to Greg and, without any reason that I could understand, kicked him hard
in the shin.  "OW!" he screamed.  "What the hell was that for?" 
     I smiled mischievously, turned without saying a word and walked away.  Just then, the lights
went out, the band started playing again and the celebrating crowd got rowdier than ever.  I took



a deep breath and forced myself to go back outside to face Mark and Scott.  I could not see in the
dark that the window near the hand grip on the exit door had been broken.  When I pushed the
door open, my right hand went straight through the shattered, knifelike glass! 
     I quickly pulled my hand from the splintered shards and examined my injury.  There was a
deep, jagged gash in my wrist--the skin flapped open revealing the underlying bone.  Blood was
pouring down my arm in miniature rivers emptying onto my white dress.  Grasping the torn wrist
in my left hand, I trudged onward.  I was a startling sight when I reached Mark and Scott who
were now standing in front of Mark's truck. 
     "What happened to you?!" asked Scott. 
     "I put my hand through the window." 
     "Let me see." 
     Scott and Mark surveyed the damage to my wrist. 
     "Oooohh, that looks pretty bad," said Mark. 
     "Yeah, Lindsey you're gonna need stitches." 
     "Well, give me a dime so I can call my mother to come get me, then." 
     "I'll take you to the hospital, Lindsey," offered Scott. 
     "No! . . . . Mark, give me a dime so I can call my mother." 
     "I'm not giving you a dime!" said Mark. 
     Mark's words hurt me.  He DID just want to poke me. 
     "C'mon, Lindsey!" insisted Scott, observing the blood that I was losing.  "I'm taking you to the
hospital!" 
     Mark was wearing a black, Jack Daniels hat.  I snatched the hat off his head, put it on my head
and departed to Scott's car. 
      Scott took me to the emergency room, where it took twelve stitches to sew up my arm.  I left
without paying the hospital bill, telling the receptionist to send the charges to my father. 
     When Scott dropped me off at home, it was beginning to become daylight.  In my bedroom, I
took Mark's hat off and put it on a teddy bear on top of my bookshelf.  That way I could look at it
as I fell asleep, remembering his orgasmic embrace and the kiss that had whipped my emotions
into total bliss and absolute misery. 
     As I slept, I dreamt.  I lie in a sea of satin luxury, my naked skin caressed by the soft silkiness. 
Tom Bryan lay naked to one side of me--Mark Green to my other.  Turning onto my side to offer
Tom my breasts, which he accepted with warm wet kisses of his lips and tongue, I felt Mark
embrace me from behind.  I could feel Mark's rugged arms wrapped around my body, his strong,
gentle hands moving up my stomach, his stout, hairy body brushing against my back, his man
organ filling me.  Tom's hand worked down to part my pubic lips and finger my clitoris while
Mark's warm bristly legs spooned my body.  I moaned in absolute ecstacy. Crippled into
complete and utter submission by the bombardment of pleasure, I spread my legs apart as far as I
could stretch them.  My juices began to flow with a fierce vengeance from the incredible
sensation of Tom's clit-flicking and tit-licking intensified by that of Mark's free hands petting my
back, hips and stomach, his lips softly caressing my shoulder, his penis sliding in and out of my
soft, snug vaginal tissues . . . 
     . . . I woke with a start to realize that Scott had used his key to get in the house and was in bed
with me, forcing his readiness into me.  "Good morning, beautiful," he said.  "I thought I'd wake
you with an orgasm." 
     Shit!. . . .  Scott even fucked up my wet dream!,  I thought to myself. 



       "Oooooh, you're all wet and ready for me, aren't you, my love," Scott observed. 
     I allowed him to proceed with his actions, but my mind was not present.  I was looking at the
hat, thinking of Mark, crying painfully and deeply within.  I felt that I was betraying Mark, for he
was the one I truly loved. 
     Later in the morning, Scott made a phone call.  I quietly picked up on the extension in Rose's
room.  He was talking to Mark! 
     "Oh, I'm sorry, man," Mark was saying.  "I was drunk. . . . I didn't mean anything by it . . . " 
     I blocked the tears forming in my throat.  Mark DID just want to poke me! 
     "Well, Mark," said Scott.  "I love Lindsey very much.  Please don't let anything like that
happen again. . . "  I quietly returned the receiver to its cradle. 
      Over the next few months, I continued thinking of Mark and the magical embrace of a
lifetime.  Scott and I ran into Mark at a lot of parties, but I was so nervous around  him, that I
found it hard to talk to him.  I had to find a way to talk to him without Scott around. . . . 
     Of course, I had not given much thought to my education or career goals since graduating high
school.  When Vanessa called me one day and asked me if I wanted to go with her to sign up for
business college starting in the fall, I said yes.  My friendship with Vanessa was rocky, but I
understood that Vanessa could not help her mental instability. 
     I applied for a student loan and registered for fall courses at a local business institute.  When
Rachel found out about my plans, she enrolled at the same school.  Rose got a new, used car and
let me drive her old one.  The three of us started car-pooling to school together that fall. 
        Vanessa's tantrums would soon put the conclusion on her friendship with me. . . 
      One Friday morning, just a few weeks after classes started, the three of us were on our way to
class.  I was driving, Vanessa on the passenger side of the front seat and Rachel in the back seat. 
We were hectically cramming for a first-period English quiz. 
        "What are the forms of `be'?" asked Rachel. 
     "Be, am, is, are, was, were," I answered. 
     "What was that?" asked Vanessa. 
     "Be, am, is, are, was, were," I repeated. 
     "What? . . . . Say that again slowly . . . . I don't understand . . . . " said Vanessa. 
     I subtly took a frustrated deep breath before again beginning to repeat myself.  "Be . . . am . . .
is . . . " 
     Vanessa, sensing my impatience, reached over brusquely and turned up the volume on the
radio to drown me out.  In the process of doing so, Vanessa hit my gear shift, causing the car to
be knocked out of gear, and me to nearly have an accident in the heavy, rush-hour traffic. 
     "Thanks a lot!" I smarted. 
     "You're welcome, bitch!" returned Vanessa. 
     Before I had even realized what I'd done, I popped Vanessa in the face with the back of my
hand. 
     "Shit, Lindsey!  What the hell is wrong with you?!  You're psychotic!" 
     "I'm sorry, Vanessa. . . . . let's just get this test over with so we won't be so nervous and edgy." 
     "You're the one who's nervous and edgy! . . . . If we were in my car, I'd stop and make you get
the hell out! . . . " 
     With this, I again acted on impulse.  Slamming on the brakes and screeching to a stop, I
reached over to open Vanessa's door.  Vanessa grabbed my crossing hand, stuck it in her mouth
and bit down as hard as she could.  I let go of the steering wheel, reached over with my other



hand and palmed Vanessa's face, digging in with my long sharp fingernails. 
     Vanessa released the grip she had on my hand with her teeth and began to scream.  Her face
was streaked with painfully raw- looking fingernail burns.  "Oh my face!  Look what you did to
my face, Lindsey!" 
     Cars were lining up behind my obstructing, halted car.  "Uh . . . these people are wanting to
get past you," Rachel said cautiously from the back seat.  I slowly returned to driving again.  But,
Vanessa didn't know when to shut up.  She again, began antagonizing me. 
     Pulling a mirror out of her purse, she picked at her scarred face.  "Lindsey, you are psychotic!
. . . . You are dangerous! . . I'm never letting you ride in my car again, bitch! . . 
      This time I did not stop before letting go of the steering wheel and reaching across the seat to
grab Vanessa by the hair and beat her in the face with my fist.  "WATCH OUT, LINDSEY!"
yelled Rachel, the back-seat driver, as the unguided car began to   veer into the oncoming lane.  I
quickly released Vanessa, grabbed the steering wheel and pulled the car back onto track. 
     Vanessa continued to run her mouth, but I somehow managed to ignore her and finish the
drive to school.  I parked outside, and Vanessa got out.  Rachel and I remained in the car and
waited for the bell to ring.  "Boy, that Vanessa sure has a mouth on her!"  observed Rachel. 
"Why didn't you pull over, drag her out of your car and beat the crap out of her?!" 
       "I wish I had." 
     I made up her mind right then and there to never speak to Vanessa again.  I would sit on the
opposite side of the class from her, and ignore her forever.  I didn't need a schizo telling me I was
the one who was psychotic. 
      "I don't feel like going to class today," I commented, still shaken. 
     "Yeah, I'm pretty shook up, too, after that wild ride." 
     "You wanna leave?" 
     " . . . . sure." 
     I backed my car up, turned around and drove back home to get an early start on my weekend. 
     At home, I was glad Scott thought I was in class--I needed some time alone.  I curled up on
the couch and watched game shows.  The sudden ring of the phone startled me.  When I
answered, I was shocked at the voice on the other end.  It was Gary Vrungos! 
     "Lindsey, Hey!  How are you?" 
     "Gary?!  Hey! . . . I'm fine. . . . where are you calling from?" 
     "Oh, I'm just down the street from your house. . . . I was wondering if I could come over . . . .
to pick up my photo album." 
     "OH!  You're out?!" 
     "Yep!  I got out last week." 
     "Uh. . . yeah, sure, okay. . . You can come get it." 
     A few minutes later, Gary was there.  He must have ridden with a friend, because someone
waited outside in the driveway in a truck.  I handed him the photo album.  He looked a little
different to me, but he was still the same-old Gary. 
     "You look great, Lindsey." 
     "You think? . . . . I've gotten so fat." 
     "You're not fat . . . you look good." 
     "Oh, okay, thanks." 
     ". . . . . So, are you still seeing that guy?" 
     " . . . . yeah . . . " I thought about Mark. 



       "Is he still good to you?" 
     "Yeah, he doesn't cheat on me like you did. . . . " 
     "All guys do that." 
     "No they don't. . . . My guy doesn't." 
     "Yes, he does. . . All guys do." 
     "No they don't.  He doesn't." 
     "Okay, if you say so." 
     "I say so." 
     ". . . . . . Well, Lindsey, thanks for taking care of my photo album. . . .  good luck." 
     "Gary . . . . keep in touch, okay?" 
      "Yeah, okay . . . Say, do you have Vanessa's phone number?" 
      I was delighted to favor Gary's request. 
      Later that afternoon, I got another phone call.  It was Mitch Reeves. 
       "Hey, Mitch!  Where's the party, tonight?" 
     "I was just calling to be sure you and Scott knew about the party at Rabidu's tonight." 
     "Well, this is the first I've heard about it." 
     "Oh, okay," laughed Mitch.  "I guess now you know. . . You think you and Scott will be able
to make it?" 
     I thought for a minute.  I was sure Mark would be there.  I had a plan.  "No, Mitch I want you
to come by and give me a ride." 
     "You want me to come by and give you a ride?" 
     "Yeah." 
     "What about Scott?" 
     "What about him? . . . I don't have to go everywhere with him!" 
     "Okay, okay.  I'll pick you up on my way." 
     "Okay, I'll see you then." 
      When Scott came over later that afternoon, I was ready for him.  "Scott, we need to talk," I
said. 
     "What's wrong." 
     "I just think we need to spend some time apart . . . you know, date other people." 
     "Date other people? . .  . Why, Lindsey?  I love you!" 
     "Scott, I don't think I love you anymore." 
     Scott's eyes immediately filled with tears.  "Please, Lindsey, don't do this.  I can't live without
you.  I love you. . . . We belong together. . . . Remember how perfect it used to be? . . . " 
     "Scott, I'm sorry. . . . . You need to go. . . I have plans tonight." 
     The tears in his big blue eyes spilled over and ran down his face.  "Okay, Lindsey, I'll give you
your space.  I'll give you whatever you want.  I love you."  With that he left. 
      When Mitch and I arrived at the party, I waited anxiously for Mark to show up.  It was not
long before he did.  I sat alone at the kitchen table and waited for him to come to me.  I already
knew what his first words to me would be, and I was ready with my answer. 
     "Where's Scott?" he asked. 
     "Why are you asking me? . . It's not my night to keep up with him." 
     "Did you two break up?" 
     "Yep." 
       Mark had a seat with me at the table and we continued our conversation.  My plan was



working perfectly, until I saw Scott walk through the front door.  "Shit!" I swore aloud. 
     "What's wrong?" asked Mark. 
     "That damn Scott's here!  I wish he'd stay away from me!" 
     Scott came right up to me.  "Hey!" he said.  "I hope it's okay if I go to the same party as you." 
     "It's a free country," I said. 
     Mark got up and went over to talk with Mitch and Tom.  I overheard them making plans to
ride out to the dam.  Mitch came over to me. 
     "Lindsey, we're gonna ride out to the dam. . . I guess since Scott's here you can get a ride
home with him?" 
     "No, Mitch I'm going with you." 
     "Is that okay, with you, Scott?" Mitch asked. 
     "Yeah, if you take her straight home." 
     "Okay, I'll take her home. . . . C'mon, Lindsey.  Let's go." 
     "Remember, Mitch.  Take her straight home!" instructed Scott. 
     "I will. . . . . Mark, I'll meet you at my house after I drop Lindsey off.  We'll leave my car there
and I'll ride with you." 
      Mitch drove to my house.  "See you later," he said. 
     "I'm not getting out here," I told him. 
     "I promised Scott I'd take you home." 
     "I don't give a shit!  I'm going with you guys out to the dam!" I insisted. 
     "Okay," sighed Mitch, pulling out of the driveway and going to meet Mark and Tom. 
      I felt a chill of excitement when Mitch pulled in his driveway and Mark and Tom were
already there and waiting.  My plan was now back on track! 
       I sat in the back seat with Mitch on the drive out to the dam.  When we got to our
destination, the four of us walked together out onto the huge concrete structure bursting with
rushing white water.  It was a magnificent early fall evening.  The moon was full and a million
stars shined in the sky.  I leaned over the rail to look down at the torrent of gushing water beneath
me.  Tom and Mitch ran down the walk, yelling and acting stupid.  Not unexpectedly, I felt the
familiar feel of Mark's hand on my bottom. . . . 
       When Mitch and Tom returned from their romp, Mark and I were nowhere to be found. 
      We had left the dam and found a tree on the bank where we could be alone.  I looked up at
Mark's lips coming down to meet mine.  I partially unbuttoned his shirt, and buried my face in
that tempting chest hair.  I tasted his warm flesh.  "Oh, Mark, do you know how long I've wanted
this?" I moaned. 
     "I've wanted it, too, Lindsey." 
     "Then why didn't you do something about it?" 
     "I don't know . . . you were dating Scott and all . . " 
      "OH!  You've just made me so happy! . . I figured you just wanted to poke me." 
     "Why would you think that?" 
     ". . . . you wouldn't give me a dime that night I cut my wrist." 
     "I didn't want you to leave. . . I wanted you to stay with me." 
     " . . . you told Scott that you were just drunk . . that that kiss didn't mean anything to you . . . " 
     "I lied. . . " 
     "I haven't been able to stop thinking about that night you held me and kissed me . . " 
     "I haven't, either. . " 



     "Oh!  I'm so HAPPY!" I cried, wrapping my arms around him and kissing him again.  Our
privacy was soon invaded by Tom and Mitch.  "There you two are! . . . We've been looking
everywhere!" they said as they discovered Mark and me in our embrace. 
     "Go away!" teased Mark, kissing me again. 
      I rode in the front seat next to Mark on the way back to the city. . . 
      Mark dropped Tom and Mitch off first, then took me to my house.  It was very late.  "Do you
wanna go to that party tomorrow night out at John Kane's house?" 
      "Sure!" I answered, kissing him goodnight.  I went inside and fell asleep with a huge smile on
my face.  I was so happy! 
      The next morning, Scott again awakened me by being in the bed with me.  I sat up and
confronted him.  "Scott, you need to go! . . . Mark and I got together last night, and we're gonna
start going out together now! . . . I've been in love with him since you caught him he kissed me
graduation night!" 
     "No, no, Lindsey, I love you!" he said, putting his hands on my body. 
     "Stop it, Scott!" 
     "I have to make love to you, Lindsey.  I love you! . . . . You're beautiful .  . . I want you. . . . " 
     "Scott, get out!" 
     Scott exited my bed, went to the kitchen telephone and started dialing.  I picked up the
extension in my room.  "Who are you calling, Scott?!" 
     I heard Mark answer.  "Mark?" Scott said, obviously crying, "Please don't take Lindsey away
from me!  I love her, man!" 
     "Don't listen to him, Mark! . . . Scott get off the phone!" 
     "What the hell is he doing there?" asked Mark. 
     "He has a key to my house. . . he came in while I was sleeping." 
     "He needs to get the hell out!" 
     Scott continued pleading.  "Mark, please don't do this, man.  I don't know how I'll make it
without her!" 
      "Scott, I don't want to hear it! . . . Do I need to come over there and get him out of your
house, Lindsey?!" 
     "No. . . I'll get him to leave. . . . Scott, get off the phone!" 
     "I swear, Mark, if I thought I could kick your ass, I would!" Scott screamed. 
     "If you wanna try, you just come on!" said big Mark Greene. 
     "You better be good to her . . .  she's a special woman." 
     "You need to leave, Scott,  okay. . . ." 
     "Okay. . . . " 
      I heard the front door close behind Scott, his car start and drive away. 
     "Mark?" 
     "What?" 
     "He's gone . . . My mother's at work. . . I'm wearing something really sexy . . you wanna come
over?" 
     "I'm on my way." 
     I had never been so much in love.  Of course Scott didn't give up easily, calling me almost
daily for many months after I had broken up with him.  But my passion for Mark grew so intense
that I longed to sleep each night in his bed, wake every morning in his arms, his seed to grow in
my womb.  As the months passed, I decided Mark was the man I wanted to marry.  I could never



get too much of him. 
       Sixteen months later, when I had finished school and gotten a job, Mark and I began the first
day of the rest of our lives together.  On December 22, l984, Mark and I were wed in a small
Christmas-time ceremony.  Scott was not present. 
     Tom Bryan was Mark's best man, and he and Mark were to wear their suits for the ceremony. 
Rachel's mother sewed dresses for Rachel, who was of course my matron of honor, and me.  I
chose material of bright red satin for Rachel's dress, wanting the colors to fit a Christmas theme. 
Fuckhead, Stuart, however, had Rachel return the material in exchange for a deeper maroon
color, saying that no wife of his was going to wear the colors of a scarlet-red whore. 
     I was nineteen years old--a teen bride--as I walked down the aisle of the small, simple church
that day escorted by my father who surprised me by actually showing up for the ceremony,
much-less walking me down the aisle.  I had chosen a pattern for my gown of traditional white
satin, with lace sleeves and neckline and tiny pearl buttons at the wrists and back.  Mark accepted
me at the altar, nervously chomping on gum to curb his craving for a cigarette.  As the pastor
pronounced us Mr. and Mrs. Mark Greene, Mark practically left me behind, the train of my gown
floating after me as he made a break for the front door of the church and, once outside,
immediately lit up.  Our immediate family and closest friends threw rice at us for fertility. 
     Exactly six months later, it was two days past my due date.  I was growing more and more
anxious over the approaching birth, losing sleep and becoming exhausted, wondering how I
would make it through labor.  On this day, June 22, I had slept exceptionally well the night
before and decided it was time.  I had heard that an orgasm could trigger labor, so I had Mark
make love to me. 
       I had my orgasm during foreplay, a powerful clitoral seizure that seemed to rack my whole
body with the spasms of my humongous uterus.  Mark then entered me and plunged away,
driving into me and the birth sack, his weight on my enormous belly. 
     A short while later, I had no sooner mentioned to Mark that our act had evidently not done the
trick than I felt warm fluid leaking from between my legs.  Thinking I had lost control of my
bladder, I sat on a towel and waited to see if I would begin having labor pains. 
       After a few hours of this slow leakage, nothing more happened.  I called my obstetrician, Dr.
Louis.  "You're water broke several hours ago, and you haven't gone to the hospital yet!" she
yelled.  "You may have a difficult, dry birth if all your fluid is expelled before the baby comes. . .
. you must go now to the hospital!" 
     Mark drove me directly to the hospital, but not without stopping on the way to buy some
cigarettes.  I did not have my first labor pain until I was gowned in a hospital bed.and situated in
the stark white room with silver instruments.   It was around ten-thirty p.m. 
     The first contractions felt like exagerrated menstrual cramps as my uterus prepped itself to
force the baby out of my body.  A belt was placed around my belly, hooking me up to a machine
to measure the contractions and the baby's heartbeat.  The pains intensified as my whole body
was strained with the agony.  A nurse came in, instructed me to put the soles of my feet together
and drop my knees, and inserted her fingers inside the birth canal to check my cervical dialation. 
"You're two centimeters," she announced.  "You've still got a long way to go." 
     "Oh, you're kidding," I begged.  "I'm not gonna be able to do this without something for the
pain! . . . . . Ohhhhhh,"  I moaned as another contraction seized my body. 
     "Breathe slowly, in and out," coached Mark, calmly.  "Concentrate on your breathing. . . . . it's
going down now," he notified, monitoring the print out from the machine I was hooked up to. 



     But the contractions never seemed to go away for me.  They just went from horribly,
unbearably agonizing to excruciatingly, murderously agonizing.  Once they started coming, they
were never more than two minutes apart. 
     "Please, nurse, can I have something for the pain?!" I pleaded in misery.  A few minutes later
the nurse produced a syringe which she stuck in my hip. 
     "This is Demerol," she informed.  "It will take the edge off the pain and help you rest between
contractions." 
     I dozed off into a few seconds of heaven-like sleep.  I heard the gurgling sound from the
instruments hooked up to me and dreamt that it was the bubbles of our fish aquarium at home,
that I was at home peacefully sleeping on our sofa . . . . 
     . . . "Oh no, oh no," I whimpered pitifully as I was jerked from sleep by another contraction
that did not feel to me like any of the edge had been taken off of it.  The nurse placed an oxygen
mask over my face.  I soon knocked off the mask in my flailing attempts to escape the torturous
pain.  "You need to try to keep that there," she instructed, replacing it.  "Your baby is in a little
bit of distress." 
       The waves of torture continued until the wee hours of the morning.  My body ached and
weakened with the torment.  Mark was miraculous, a real trooper.  He massaged me and coached
me tirelessly.  When he had to go out for cigarette breaks, Rose would come in to relieve him. 
As my labor intensified, Rose began staying between Mark's cigarette breaks, and pretty soon I
had both Mark and my mom massaging me.  A renewed bond was experienced at this special
time between myself, my mother and my husband. 
      As I entered the second stage of my labor, the pains were so intense that I could not stand
their caresses during the contractions.  I ordered them to stop, which they immediately did. 
"Nurse, could you please check me again?  See if I'm far enough along for that epidural, yet," I
begged. 
     Checking me again, the nurse informed that I was now four centimeters dialated.  It was now
around four o'clock a.m.  "I'll go ahead and page the anesthesiologist.  By the time he gets here,
you'll probably be far enough along." 
     One grueling centimeter later, the anesthesiologist came into my room.  I was rolled onto my
side and Mark, my mother and the nurse were instructed to hold me perfectly still.  This was the
most terrible part of my labor yet, being held motionless while the pain possessed my body, my
widening cervix sending its waves of suffering throughout every limb and cell of my being.  With
a sharp pinch inserting a plug into my spine, the doctor injected me with a numbing potion. 
Within about thirty seconds, I felt no pain from my waist down.  I lifted my head and looked at
the doctor.  "Do you fell deadened?" he asked. 
     "Thank you, thank you," I said, beginning to weep tears of absolutely-genuine joy at the
alleviation of the anguish.  My body now relaxed, ready to enjoy the rest of the birth of my child. 
     Dr. Louis showed up about that time.  The monitor showed that I was having the most intense
contractions yet, but I could not even feel them.  Dr. Louis checked my cervical dialation once
again and found that I was now eight centimeters dialated.  "Your baby will be born soon," she
told me with a smile. 
     The nurse came in with a razor.  "Lindsey I'm gonna need to shave your pubic area," she said. 
I spread my legs to reveal my bald pube lips.  "She's already shaved good enough," Dr. Louis,
observed and corrected her.  A few days earlier, I had had Mark shave me at home to save me the
humiliation of having to have it done at the hospital.  "What about an enema," asked the nurse. 



"She's okay," said Dr. Louis, my hero. 
        Within a few minutes, I felt a building pressure near the base of my spine.  "I'm feeling like
it may be time for me to push," I apprised.  Dr. Louis checked me again. 
     "Yes, you're fully dialated, now," she confirmed.  "Next time you feel the urge to push, do it." 
     The monitor registered that another contraction was starting, and I felt the pressure again.  I
bared down and pressed with my uterine muscles, pushing the baby's head into the birth canal.  I
could feel the tension at my anus.  "Look, look, I see the head!" Rose announced excitedly as
everyone scurried to the foot of the bed to stare at my ass.  All my humility was lost as Dr. Louis,
Rose, Mark and the nurse watched me lying in a pool of blood, amniotic fluid and bowel
movement, my canal expanding to accomodate the size of the baby's head. 
       "The baby has blonde hair!" Mark advised me. 
     Another contraction, and the baby was pushed further into the channel.  "Let's go to delivery,"
Dr. Louis ordered, as the excitement escalated.  At seven o'clock a.m., I was wheeled into the
delivery room, nearly nine hours after checking into the hospital.  Mark, the nurse and Rose
followed, Mark and Rose hurrying to ready their cameras for snapshots. 
     A few more pushes and she was out, the flashes of Mark's and Rose's cameras memorizing the
moment.  At seven fifteen a.m., I gave birth to a beautiful, healthy, eight-pound little girl.  Terri
Michaela Greene came into the world with a gene pool containing the same spirit and fervor of
the woman that had given birth to her. 
     I had at last found a new family.


